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To Members of the Fiftieth Colorado 
General Assembly: 
MEMBERS 
SEN. BARBARA S. HOLME 
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REP. ROY E. WELLS 
In accordance with the provisions of House 
Joint Resolution No. 1046, 1975 session, the Leg-
islative Council transmits the accompanying report 
and recommendations relating to the state and 
federal Equal Rights Amendments. 
The report of the Committee on Equal Rights 
Amendments was accepted by the Legislative Coun-
cil for transmission to Governor Lamm and to the 
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November 6, 1975 
Representative Phillip Massari 
Chairman 
Legislative Council 
Dear Mr. Chairman: 
Pursuant to House Joint Resolution No. 1046, 
1975 session, the Committee on the Equal Rights 
Amendments submits the accompanying report for 
consideration by the Legislative Council. 
The committee requests that the Legislative 
Council transmit the report to Governor Lamm and 
to the second regular session of the Fiftieth 




/s/ Senator Joe Schieffelin 
Chairman 
V 
Committee on the Equal 
Rights Amendments 
FOREWORD 
House Joint Resolution No. 1046, 1975 session, direct-
ed the Legislative Council to appoint a committee to study 
the Equal Rights Amendment to the Colorado Constitution and 
the proposed Equal Rights Amendment to the United States Con-
stitution. 
Members of the Colorado General Assembly appointed to 
the Committee on the Equal Rights Amendments were: 
Sen. Joe Schieffelin, 
Chairman 
Rep. Nancy Dick, 
Chairwoman 
Sen. Robert Allshouse 
Sen. Eldon Cooper 
Sen. Lorena Darby 
Sen. Kenneth Kinnie 
Rep. Art Herzberger 
Rep. Bill Hilsmeier 
Rep. Leo Lucero 
Rep. Betty Orten 
The committee and the Legislative Council express 
appreciation to the many persons who testified before and pro-
vided assistance to the committee during the interim study. 
Ms. Sue Burch (Legislative Drafting Office staff) and 
Mr. Earl Thaxton and Mr. John Silver (Legislative Council 
staff) provided assistance to the committee in the completion 
of its study. 
December, 1975 
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The state Equal Rights Amendment, which took effect on 
January 11, 1973, adds a new Section 29 to Article II of the 
Colorado Constitution. The new language reads as follows: 
ARTICLE II SECTION 29. Equality of the 
sexes. Equality of rights under the law s~ll 
not be denied or abridged by the state of Colo-
rado or any of its political subdivisions on 
account of sexo 
Committee Charge 
House Joint Resolution lo46 of the 1975 session of the 
Colorado General Assembly directed the Legislative Council to 
appoint a committee to study the following: 
- the necessity for statutory changes to comply with 
the Colorado Equal Rights Amendment; 
- the effects of any such changes; 
- the necessity for chang.es in state governmental reg-
ulations to comply with the Colorado Equal Rights 
Amendment; 
the effects of any such changes; 
- which branch of state government should prescribe 
laws and regulations for the governance of behavior 
related to equality of the sexes, if the proposed 
federal Equal Rights Amendlllent is fully ratified; 
- the issue of states' rights under the proposed fed-
eral Equal Rights Amendment; 
- the potential effects of the state and fedEU"al Equal 
Rights Amendments on freedpm of religion; .. 
- the potential effects of the state and federal Equal 
Rights Amendments on separation of the sexes in pub-
lic facilities; 
- the potential effects of the state and fedetal Equal 
Rights Amendments on the employment of men aind women; 
- judicial standards of review under the state and fed-
eral Equal Rights Amendments; 
- the potential effects of the state and federal Equal 
Rights Amendments on internal family roles; ' 
-2-
INTRO DUCT ION 
The Proposed Federal Equal Rights Amendment 
On March 22, 1972, the United States Senate adopted a 
resolution proposing the federal Equal Rights Amendment for 
ratification by the individual state legislatures. The reso-
lution had previously been adopted by the United States House 
of Representatives on October 12, 1971. 
An amendment to the United States Constitution must be 
ratified by three-fourths of the fifty state legislatures in 
order to take effect. At the time of this report, 34 of the 
required 38 state legislatures have ratified the proposed fed-
eral Equal Rights Amendment (although the state legislatures 
in Nebraska and Tennessee have taken official action intended 
to rescind their states' ratifications of the amendment). 
The Colorado General Assembly ratified the proposed 
federal Equal Rights Amendment~during its 1972 session (see 
House Concurrent Resolution 101
1
, 1972 session). 
The text of the proposed federal Equal Rights Amendment 
is as follows: 
SECTION 1. Equality of rights under the 
law shall not be denied or abridged by the 
United States or by any state on account of 
sex. 
SECTION 2. The Congress shall have the 
power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, 
the provisions of this article. 
SECTION 3. This amendment shall take ef-
fect two years after the date of ratificationo 
The Colorado Egual Rights Amendm~pt 
During its 1972 session, at which it ratified the pro-
posed federal Equal Rights Amendment, the Colorado General 
Assembly referred to the people a similar amendment to the 
Colorado Constitution Ca@@ Heua@ CenoY:f~@nt R@aelut1en 1006, 
1972 session). Amendments to the state constitution may be· 
proposed by the state legislature but must be approved by the 
voters at a general election. 
At the November, 1972, general election, the proposed 
Equal Rights Amendment to the Colorado Constitution was adopt-
ed by a vote of 531,415 to 295,254. 
- the potential effects of the state and federal Equal 
Rights Amendments on the activities of private insti-
tutions; 
- the potential effects of the state and federal Equal 
Rights Amendments on the "rights of children"; and 
• the potential effects of the state and federal Equal 
Rights Amendments on the right to privacy. 
The interim Committee on the Equal Rights Amendments, in its 
attempt to meet the charge of House Joint Resolution 1046, 
held a total of nine meetings during the 1975 interim. Eight 
of these meetings were devoted to the receipt of testimony 
from over 100 witnesses, including government officials, leg-
islators from other states, private attorneys, labor offici-
als, educators, religious leaders, authors, physicians, psy-
chiatrists, psychologists, sociologists, representatives of 
private institutions and organizations, political party offi-
cials, and concerned citizes. The members of the committee 
take this opportunity to thank each of the witnesses for his 
assistance in fulfilling the committee's charge. 
Statutory Analysis - Colorado Revised Statutes 1973 
In its efforts to determine statutory changes necessary 
for compliance with the Colorado Equal Rights Amendment, the 
committee directed the staffs of the Legislative Council and 
the Legislative Drafting Office to conduct a computerized 
search of Colorado Revised Statutes 1973 and to analyse the 
statutes identified through the computerized search. The pur-
pose of this analysis was to delineate the following categor-
ies of Colorado statutes: 
- statutes which explicitly treat one sex differently 
from the other; 
- statutes which contain sex distinctions based on 
physical characteristics unique to one sex; 
- statutes which are sex-neutral in their terms; 
- statutes which prohibit discrimination, but which do 
not include sex as a basis for the prohibition; 
- statutes which prohibit discrimination on the basis 
of sex; 
- statutes which provide for the construction of gen-
der-based language; and 
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- statutes which contain the "prudent man" rule. 
The analysis made no judgment that particular statutes consti-
tuted denial or abridgement of rights on the basis of sex -
the statutes were isolated and analysed solely on the basis 
of their treatment of one sex in a 'different manner than the 
other or on the basis of their sex-neutralityo (Similarly, 
the identification of a sex-neutral statute was not intended 
to imply that its application or administration occurs in a 
sex-neutral fashion.) 
The members of the committee employed the computer-
based statutory analysis in conjunction with the testimony 
received during the initial eight committee meetings to de-
velop the following committee findings and recommendationso 
Committee Find,;Lngs and Recommendations 
At the ninth and final meeting of the committee, two 
opposing reports were presented for reviewo One of the re-
ports had been written by Senator Joe Schieffelin, and the 
other by Representatives Nancy Dick and Betty Orten. 
The proposed report by Senator Schieffelin opposes the 
state and federal Equal Rights Amendments and is intended to 
"articulate the concerns which exist about the Equal Rights 
Amendments and to show that the concerns have merit". The 
basic recommendation of the Schieffelin proposed report is 
that a citizen initiative drive be, conducted prior to the 1976 
general election campaign to place the question of the repeal 
of the state Equal Rights Amendment before the voter.~ at that 
election, and that the 19?? sessioh of the Colorado.General 
Assembly consider the results of the vote on this question in 
its evaluation of a resolution to ~scind Colorado's .ratifica-
tion of the federal Equal Rights Amendmento 
The proposed report by Rep~esentatives Dick and Orten 
favors the state and federal Equal Rights AmendmentQ and con-
cludes that "the compelling evidence necessary to justify the 
repeal of the state Equal Rights Arlendment and the r.escission 
of Colorado's ratification of the federal Equal Rights Amend-
ment has not and carmot be presented". The basic rebommenda-
tion of the Dick-Orten proposed report is that "any'effort to 
repeal the state Equal Rights Amendment be strobgly' resisted 
and that any efforts to rescind Colorado's ratification of 
the federal F,qual Rights Amendment be similarly rejected"o 
·, 
Neither proposed report was specifically adopted by the 
full committee. The committee, however, took the following 
actions: 
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(1) The committee recommends that a citizen initia-
tive drive be conducted to place the question of the repeal 
of the state Equal Rights Amendment on the ballot at the 1976 
general election. 
(2) The committee transmits to the Legislative Council 
both the Schieffelin and the Dick-Orten proposed reports, con-
sidering them illustrative of the opposing viewpoints on the 
Equal Rights Amendments. 
(3) The committee supports the federal Equal Rights 
Amendment. 
(4) The committee supports the state Equal Rights 
Amendment. 
The remainder of this report transmits the Schieffelin 
and Dick-Orten reports. In addition, a personal statement 
of Senator Robert Allshouse in opposition to the Equal Rights 
Amendments is transmitted. 
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.--~ }>f .ao~oct~ t~1,., :anq th(l __ .ri~t& of oltt~.c.,,,jhl~;,<:- · 
. .. . 1,,-.r6dica:li.1>>41fferent ~.t'om that ,,presently held,_, · ·· ~~, 
• · ;:y·i~~J !hiaf[~;e:i:n pbiloS<l)hV is not ,desirttbleJ · · ;:·-. .-t :.s7st• iat::dea1-~ . wtth :88J¢', .dis-eriminatimt-:_,.i( 
·. ,••-::t>Pt•- .;Ls, ~•f'••ble, 'to0the ·appJi'oaefi. ot the-.:- · · 
-~--·· ... _·::r::::'. _;_ ... ·.·• . :.0 . . ' C • • • .. • • • . .. 
. ., . :. . ,. . . .• , . ~ . . . . . .. . l:~t;:;;tt:i, . ~ lf,1+'1 Nllitl :MM4Rs&1 Al laruts . yo ~:till ,f.l~~&J-:_ . 
. ·~;t~~;\~·-· c,onduc~"J;.th9;;~~~ ~J,cS/·w ,, 
' /d;, .. < . . C ' ,JV;L 
· ·· / · , ·.· · ......... · .. . , .·..... · ·• . . .. rct;iJ?t:~f it 
S.~b.#;-t♦l---,1'.tep.~i,t ,, .. ~•.Jf. ,.,, .. ,, .. ,••"::· -:.,,-· 
'.' ' I . ; ' ., :, .,::~ -~'J,;;·:r✓::}'" • :::-,•:"> ,~: '<;: ,:>',c~:j~~s~1::\ •::v. 

•··
1,f tt·, :l±f It'.':;,\i •... ;~i'.]'j'.;:· . 
',',_ 
ol>kig4tions ot ·a ·man •.. \:I·•:~q.,::liltf ,·the:;tlll$··,~-'~~l3 ·. 
tre.aled as a woman." W ·••\ ' · .. ·. 
·.•· ;, , ~ -..• ::!Ho ·¢•t.h~:Lio. ~po~a,:1\8~ :,~uld.· arg~, • qe$~t•~~~~~•-< 
cit.~wiur~;'.a1-. it~, t;,ue ~~;~.:P~,,WQ,aen. ; . •e •d'PO_., ,, · · iJtt,juti•'~ ·o:,-,, , ~etin~ :;tb♦1e .>ri.pta •.. :.'._./1.fl.J ; , . • ... · : . 
~f:ll.A•~·,.1ns.' .. that #o .one has :th•·•:Qig!)t:: .;;~,•ii~.;t;'~:S 
·.•·,;=~·I~~~-~;.··:!0~½!··=::;..~:~•~·-··· 
_'\lQt:11;.our :a_~ '11aa ",--,~pro¢Jal•,been •4•, ~•#1,i)'.lilrlt 
uitertere with . au.Cb ,aoctP~l-~~•ebincs • as, :1lh•~• ~fP _· . · 
· be;J;"s ot_ the ·C&thel,tc ·Church ail<l• _its authoritie:t. . fh• 
Vo~4 '111,th:~•r;tatnty do J~•t: ~t.~. W , .· · · ·· .,.,,.,>''f•, .. · 
. . . • "($~. dfi't~ii:atf.~ is .both i.por1;)m.1; .·~ -~C~t\;,Ci{/•;;Ci:C 
. ~•>t•~tt~~t•t;.PB .1-: ;,r•f~9~ed -n.0,t ~1 .. ~,,•~ · · 
• · tillt. - JJ.llcl eternal. .. • 1'he· llome is the .. tiratt and . ,llOtt . . ~~-11•·f ... :;chUdren to J.-.m the lessons of lit.•·-.•• :lf'9:J,J,_.-~_f.\Jl_ ,fB_, ,:(iil~~,c:f: 
·. ·. ·· ' /!!:;~:f,!t:~·~=:~r:4:.:_ ... _. '•.~f·~=;! 
~t .. lu,uctfon -o£'._.tl\9 : law is to :'t.eaeh.x.v· •· · · f:O:~-~--~·ao~•J>~l>le .. iJiOnll .Mi· stand~r4s of a·.~-.. : . :•'\!·~•• dMmat,~~•l~, ttie standad1 
~ws tJ ;• '.l• W&llelJ,. •.;o,.~Ol'lll tJ>.eii- ,·du.ti• ••. , Mil 
0 .. 111C l'•l: 4 laws tliat tlx'.<•a father'& re•~bf!~ti.~•··i:·,;,-' 
~- ltl• £ail:, a?>• ·done away with ~er~.-:;' .. th1J· fact. 
~ffe.;?, '\'':7Y1;:,11.t,. ~ather than .. ~. be·. saori(lc~ 

.. ,... 
·Qong.i-ess shall make no l.aw ~•spe'ot;n,&Je.n 'estab•· · ·. 
lislmaeJi,t. ottrel1gibn1 ···<>r pi'*.11>":tt#J,f.,~e(;~fe .. ·,,~::.··· ·· exei--oi&e thereof •• ; · · .. ;, ";" · 
-~ . ' 
··~ .Eq1;Jal Rights ~endments are th.reats tQ the· hee.¢Q11".t>fj.t .. '.~• 
··l!gion, ·.. .. . .. 
. ~ ·-_,,~,., U: SI; .. " l<9 11=~ • . .;i,fci;~fJit1t!~~?i 
· · ·It .is .cJ.ea:r trom testilllon)' presented to tile :comtt' .. ::· '.: " : ··~:, .,· ., · ·c· 
. that. .. nQ . tun~~. national. ~~t. .. the h¢4at!•~l:O:n of: • •··mr~'1trm~=:t~~=~~:;~ .. 1:.1A~ ,,~o'.pr:1:v•~ 1n the ~e P( c•tra<:eptive,s,. :tJu-&;t~t·~l·gli,~ . 
••tl,-ited .tir~the •na~ cire1.11tstanoes • of the ··:parttc't.W.a~" :>>·· · casei, . . .. .. . .. . ... 
· ··Owft~, religion, and cooon lal( have dev•~9f!4. ·: ,QlU!,~ i: .. 
present ~aoo, . of · ~.iYaq. .; ··:It expreased as a 11r1p,,~:1"'. · "'.: .. 
co:neept,. otrpri-.ao,:, mlgf!t .b9 't;tt~d •• ~•the :r~ll~ to/:~< J ". 
;::; ... i;a; .. r .. ·.• :··. =•.·.•·•.· .:~.·.·.·•·.: t• )l·•ld!.·~.!t. •.~. 't!.· • .. ; .. il·'.t'!-.8. ;~.-.•.~.·.!...~n.~.•'ttrn.hff:.<1.·,, ·.·• .. ·.". ••:.•. ·.··•·.·.'·f·C·*:,~,.•~ ... · ...  · ... ··:·,' .. :.·c ... ·."'.••.•.·.,.•+.• ... ··ta4Jti~•P"tttc:. cirClUDStan~s, t<>: get a•t ··rt ., · .,, .... ~ni . o~· ... ~•: 
· .. <>ppQSit:e :Sele.. ·: .. .· . ,, ,, ' . . : ·•·. . . -.. .·•· . :•· ·: ·•.· .. · , . 
. · •.... , . .···· · ·, ,: .. C,U.t• ,--4 . lalf ,cftavEt· tl"¢ster~ed .. ~h• . oQ?Jcept·;: 
t;t? · :.~ .:,!;t=••~~~=~:=:::1~~1:-m~.=:=~-::~~{t,, 
·~.I.,".'-... ": .. •··· · 'bt-~'i~'.- re c.•t"~•' ;the di~f~t-ent phy1Jtc.-1· ~.. . · 
~.,; , _ . , ih•,i••-~?'•' SllJJQ•t. ·phyaioal. ·f&~ilittes pr4Vi . :: .' 
\~~ }'< ~ · U:«~ ~ef.,pti7.1c-1l,' .· a1:r,re~•,t , .·· not.' the 11$.aae0 and . • .. • 
:£11~'t.', ''. . ;,fb'.J~·~•.PJtf<lJl<='h r:ecQgniz~• the wording or the lle~1•rit 
,i,,,>,, · .,dep~()a m its re:t•reno:e. to. the 11,e~rate .• .gtt:. e . · iftr;:, •·-,itO'."jr!ft*~f~·• liWJ•O~ natuj.e'··and·n.a~}>l'•• S:~~::·~~J~j,.,;·· 
if}},/,; ~ ,· 
;~?;~~"~:''\ ,.,.' .· 
lkmj;~abl··.:.·.:·:.•.··•.·.•.,.~.•.•·., .•.  .. :.•····•: ..r.:.;., •.... ,.·.•·~····•· ··: ·.•.•···•·:.,.··.t . . • ' ..., .. ,.·.··.,.: .... ·
0
t.:.,_;.r,i.,:.•.r .. · •.·.'., •. .[·•·f.•."..;.:.;., .•. . :.,·: ..•.. :·.·•·.· .. •·.·.:.,_.• . ··.·.·.•··.~ ..••. ;.:·:·;·t··.·.•~.,.·.:.: .•• ·~ ..·•.:.:.{.•.··.i./;foi/ ... ;:-:){;,[;~\::,{\}~,;<,~·_:r~~:~;.:;,,,:}~:\,~:,·.:··s" ' .,:"'-. "' .~' - ' .. ,,: rs-~~ --~-- .. _ ·:- -- _.,, ~ ,. ' 




~-,. ,,., ' ~· ' ; 
.,·.1·,, 
, , · th-. ~~•-\~,-pt-1a~;;, , J"et•- sob,boU.:,,-?pu\Jlte< ', 
~~~a:~~~~Z1:~·:=~~ .. -~.· t~ ~~ts ·J-... tt~·:n!t tli u,··• "·'" t •be'', -ciil4i , 1 j ·_ 
.-· 1t1a ~~~-'-.. ~on~•~iii~ :~~- -,~,::t~r~:1,_: t~~d~~=ft~i a~it;. ~,i::--~f~\:~---
_In reg~rd tc{ pr-ison~, .'. the; Vtr&W• ·st\idj" ~.~ to -~~-
s&Qe oonclus:f.oh: , · · · · , ·· · 
" • •J: > - • C : :~-~~ >_, > •;" ',., • '• •• • • 
' .. . - -: ' . '. . - . ':, ... -· - ,_ -.'. ~·.- ' ,, .- . .-- . . :: , ~. .··. - · .. ~: .. ·,:··: . .;:•:• ·_:.-~· ,;_.,: . : 
,-. Tl'le 1JI•'fo~ .irnpac,t." EFlA: yili lulv-e i>n _ ~r prtsmC .. · .· 
· s7stem is to. proh1b!t. sej)arate·:tnstitutlona· · 
_ tUid,:~~- con~omitan~ ~1$cr~ncr;::·£~1i:_tr~itt.~,-:: 
· ._ tac.1.lJ.httes, andtpi~•~_-._~Qi w_hieh ~;.a*~~-4a-.t,:, < .. 
to: 1uo · segrega _ ~~;: ·. __ ·. . - - J,. ._ t· -
:~t su~h present discrepancies· :in .tn:a:baent;:.,tac111ti;·,, arut 
p~ams fa"VOr W0111en pr1•oners-1 ' •tni.-eal.ly, • slllll;ie~:_()las• · of· 
p;rfrsonen t~,~- _ lquall~t,t• ~r ~~•taerit-~lfes either 
an 1ttcrease,:, ot,-bene:tits' to tne D.igher·:l..evel tor bbth::-~l•••t:•< 
or· a. decrease-. of ~xu,fits, to the _ 1owitr:: elev-el -· for, bot));i~1'f:i' cau~~~~:::ia ~: .:v::::. ::::~.1~···.b~~\<.!,&+~ ;,0)~[1{}:. 
- -eti ~s g1 ven women may be too great ~~ justift". 
sueh _ -~ncrease1 _ thEt~fote, a_ ·dec~ase in 'J,E)nefL. -· fits· inay re$u.Lt ln ,~be ,maller gro11p • .)QI ,, ·· .. _ .. 
:: /: :-·~,:j'";· -~,_:. 
_ - T~Jti~ny betor•• •the COIDl,l1ttee ah~wed lto•"~tate :Bqua:$?, ,<. · 
BJ.-ghts·:-Aaen.mnents·, incl~~,Colorado-11',_ ar, e.l~a~:•tt•~tiq 
'the 'tl'faditienal eonelept ot 'privacy. - ~-}· e:tt'Elcts .:.r,, }to~ the''-· 
'·w9rse, . b()th .tor the illdi vid,ual and roi- lioo1¥ty-. •· The-/ t"•:t~,~- -_. · · 
included documentation of the following types ·or e~er7daj'''JJ-Ob-lems:. -· ,,. · • -· 
. ', 
,,_., 
. . .. - men and women sharing sleeping. at,.q.~, ' . ~Qotl . _· . ' 
· •- tac-ili,t1es at the California Di , t · • · -·• ,_.. .. 
, /•ati7.J s BelJiloJtt _fire station,; w: · · 
... ,,._•,.-:-·'.--' 
- -tile. us~t-· b.!' a_ W<>me?J' s, dressiftg , ·rc,oin ,bT lll&n · ~~:-,:~ ::FI 
,.- .. & loc~-1 ·eo1orado _--~Etpartme~·· s.toret·-·•d J!t/· , _ _., ... ,_, -• 
,'•;,~ ,. ~ ' . . . - ~ { ,, - . ,_ . ',.. ·:.. ,, •'. ,_ . ~ ' . ·~~:· 
~ '' 
Sohi•tt~,;~i:;s;;{;';~(~~~ 
-;;. ~ \-;",,;,.,_ 

' ~;,:rJ'!~t }~~ 
a:re <o~ten ~;l'••~•Sgnd;<ti> , 1qM,~')lhl•f1:: r,equtn 'ff~ 
. · $k_:111·. ~,· .,Jt~fdgt~ t~ ~1iJ-< :j~Y1<$t;' j~ba~t;,:. _ ..
• -,ntlt i\tt~pt t1> ;¢0DlpittwatEJ ~~r,.,t1"+st·tn,.e · o:t\·taa . . 
. J·ol) :l'e1t,:si~t,-. ·'b11t W'O'U!ld ..• b•:iUJ@le iHJ •do:'. ~o vst . \~ .· 
·t!:t~t=i~~~ii!&:~~;m ·.~.,0ijieW$0iJ~~,}{o 
and, iJH•ltg:1:'btl:f.ty. for utt•r,Il.~)Mttt. _· COIIJ)ei!Uf&:t-i•:~:; . .. . '. 
' C • ,, ✓• : ' ,_' :: •~.: • > " • [ 
· .. ..·. · ~other :witness before th& cOJIU'Dittee,,_:-,;:testl: . 
. . ,.~r .. ot . the· :ilqual< Rights Am«tndnients , .agr•ed. th•t ··: ·th .. · 
<· ~&L::for:::l)l"otec-tive x-egul.at:tma1 for ·temale 1mwttr -·~· 
. al},YaS:und.•»~ :the imp.NaS,f:t>ft/tha.t' s,uc}'i' ;reulatton. .. 
•t>le ,Wlde~.dihtt :Equal, Rtpw -~.dulents, ··.ll/ ·2 )to .. ·.,· 
-:tee: w~etta1wa4 .. ,undd: this lirp,ressct~ ""· otb.e~· · . __ · 
.. ·--p~ct.:t-v• llOrk- nu•s . _. -not· ·au°"'1~e • •d•~:. t•' .. 
· ·):i'ft't,s" .O&!,!C1-!on is corr~~, but· 1$ bad:;p(dt,c~;~d'-~l: 
· ~e~e'.lll1':us.trial 'WOrkers,.. ~.s•l .. / .. ·· .· · .. · , · ·._ ... ·,< , .•.. •· "/ 
~-Q~~~}.~=~=J.=:·t~,,~~>:• 
• 4t4q-:;•--~:t-ltdit7· 1n tll•,-,,armed ~or,e••• ·t,)~l.Ud1- ·•· •··•~···: 
• -,~;ttJ!~;qff:iat!jtary assi~nts•.;;• ,:!h1e·\r.,_•~aeu,1;i.r~1•~ t> . 
. ,::~ .• ,~4.to·.();•bJt. ·assignmen~s~·._. _Thia-·t,onclU;si• •: ·•·· ... -.!(! .• 
. . ·--~. tJl~ C~Jf,ss10t1al d•~•te on _the. amen<bnent :!tP/> rt , .. ,~ 
., -Yi:tJ1:b1a ::~~. • ~ . Beea~<of- :the :-•tc .· ·; ·· ··· . . • 
. ·.. : dt~ ,oti~- ted81'al anaen~t·: the c:QJlldt•~ . did . . .. · . ·. 
:•,~tQ!-Velt~w.tmt t:bts ·tsJu•·•~•·••· Aithouglf-the~.$~~-.o~ ... _taat~ .. •·•· 
. • p,$,..st;:,of •i-, tt-e~ of 1ucti·1>:tiS_.W 1W~••• t~Ola,1 · .. :i.~,·~=~:::~:~~~e:;e=~-;~~::::ro:~==~-~-~-••:, .. •, 
~ iti' . · Man,'· po~t• or "the tedel"&~ .__.."•t• ··· ._.,;, 
.,.J~act1~· 14~th-,:tliet''•'"cfot the ~--eu~:,••1~F ,, ... •· ..... > 
;;J:,, ·. ·" ,.f~•, • ~11e Qpporaixt•"J •x,tlased ·$tl'orig. ~••~ · · ·· ·· 
~~/;. <, < ,....tJ, .. ;,~ ·.,;tt1~11,.ty: ~r ~•:n>~•1.t~· 
~:,,.,·.c::-. . ,,F~~~-,•~1tvthe•/-.au•t1>er: .atl.i'tW,t¥, vmaed~•_,;g,_.,~ ··· · 
,,)ii;:✓ •·· ;~~~,~~~~•;~to1t•.~"t1~1Jt•a$J1~~1;,ih:£~lf ~< .. ·.·. . 
~it· ,~.'.'.-,~~,~t ... ,.~. ~:it~ralit;r 'tll:t~•·•· . .•, .... 
r:3~,.. , ;<.·_:r-~;~;~4-f.1.·"':~;· __ /:.:-:r,.· .? ._..-.:-~·:-~~.~,;-.:_>t1.~: ~·, . /~=:,,·,'.\t?, ~~ _,. , ;.-~ __ i .. t:,,.~_.~~!:~·r'~".\~----·'::,. -:,-?·-,._ .. ·i\1~~~~~,\~ .:·_· .. __ , .,·.-
,·.,. :, . .,:,,Jc.,.~<;,-,,,.::,,;"~,.···· ~••t~· from••:the· · · ··· ·. · ..• _ lU.g:b··:$·· · ?~·• 
~ii, .;:_:. -~'.>~ .· · ~;iittiiM'"i•$dfG~om:, .. e .~' s .• coaob :',:/ •. · . . . .. · ·,~~; ---•:t~.: ·.· 
l"'f' .;:-•; ::•,n~•"•at~oj,polltion to''theettec:ts of the'':~1 ·a1·nts·a.•~ ., .. . ·"'"::if;,•2_ .. \:?t'· .. ,t/.'/(;_(i,;f;'.{)(f . .· ... · .·• . . . . . . ' /;:;c · . t'.:> .. _-:··• . ,, >;:' ·· ·• • .. ;>,- ·· · ,.,: ,;, ... 
. . :,: __ .. . ·- . •' <>·',:!:.-:?'· ~. t .. 

:,··· , 
.·?·.· ~-· "-'" .c: ·<>,/> ':? ·:~·;}t.·;·- t·,:,;,~: ·. {i-;.'-j~·_.;:~.:t:~,-;·:~'.":?,' :. ~~- ,:'~-!·• 
ftlJi:id,nl · ~-: ·ffi&nts · ~~~". ,: ••. :i ---~~. ,.~-~~!97~~J~.~ .. 
',. ' ~ ,, ~,, r .i_ 1 ··:.~ ';:;-,½:!:~:·.,',': f(•'f~,/:'.r~/ :• ... ,~~-·/-,·~}.:j:; .. -, -'
Durµig the·. ~ommtttu · hear~•, .. s-ever-~1- w-J ,. ·· __ }~-.i~ ·, 
pressed :eoncern al?out· Section · 2 · of tae -~.opoae4··: f,e .· . : .. . ~-1· .·· ·• 
· Rights Aaenclment, .. 1ts enfot'oe!lltJit el.ee-e·i· r,!}Mf·t~e:~~ · 
as follows: · - ·\ :' ~ · · ,. •·". ... ·\'./;;,_d f.'-,:'·#.i/?:, .~.,.- · 
·. . . . ' '-• ' ,' ··, . . . 
. : The !:eq:rea a Shall ha1"e the . powerr ti,: iittc,tctf:1~ 
. ; bY:>JlPfl'!:QP.ria te legislation, . the' Jl!~vit!t:ttn• ,;0,f": :,s:: · ·· 
-this •r:t:tcle-. ,:, :: ·,:-1. "'dhi ·, 
. .· .... · ,:,~.. .· .. i_,;.· ·.: - ~ -., ~- :;t";-
•. ·' . . ,,. - . ' ·. : . : . . - . . . . . :·~:·,<., .. - .,··. ·,:.:··.-~"'.:]!ft~:-:{·,. 
The . concern-' over the atnendment 's enroreemat ~liu&ie ::v4• «.ri.f*·.> 
. culate4 ·.during, the Congr.•s•tonal debates bf •Conai••••~Ftd•t,t::C:C·,;< . ,,; \,:~ 
~~4 Jlttohul:n>ru . , .· . . .· .. . .. . . " . . . .. . /:2if~•~·./.t~~t;i~i1~ff~•{~ .. ,~\L~}i; 
• •• tt~ is .no1: . beyond the reallll t>f poislbilltr''. · :,1?"~;~t:'-~'1 , if•>., • ·-. :. · ,:· 
.;tht::t}.tbe .. ~C9UJ.'!t. •$&1 find, so11et~v111•···t1te.,tllt1Jt:e',..-.c;t::::'.·.•>·< ·.. tC:\:\' 
:f;,ba't~.w::,·th1s amendlse,at, :par-tieulaf:ry·:t11e .. nconj' · ... 
. , . seet1Qll thereof, .C®&ress was •ested w~tn·•c~";·· 
.:to ·~alq trom -the States the :whole body of· ·s ... · 
~:;~i;~½:;i4!: ·;:r1,,~:,~::.r~~:!.~J1~a~~-/ . 
. d:19:irtt-<>J"~• .~he . s·trei;tgth or our . ~•"'r!l.. •T~~, ':_'· ,.-.. -. 
· ... -:/w,oul~ ot co-u:tee -J->• exerQisable by• e~~• <>•~• '., .•  ·. · .
. ~~:1ftj'.::~~::t~!J;!:.b[J~ ~~!'f~:,,r_:,· ,_ 
, : . Pr~porumts ,~f the te«eral Equal Righ~ •~~~t ··--~ ,: · .. · 
g.d,$i.~-~~·~Jti.»1lar:' · entore•nt• claw,es · Qi:t~t::~i.n s.-.~·"ot~ •. · : ·•.·.-... ... u .. to :th•.~:1ted itactes Cc>nstituti'tm'('ed'"'c~t•:::,f;fi"1ft·· · 
, ,· .· .~ "". · t ~• ,;· . .nt:oJ.tcement ~ttlaue doea · not· rep:rdell1; :•?16!: 1 : -. :,~, · · 
. 4'i•••fo• .. ~t. p011$r:-. to. th.e,:t•«•t-al. government.;: :x · ·. · ·' 
,. . e-.ful ~-4- .··· ot .~se ae;ven amendments S'~;-· : 
: : :•even .,., t · PQWer DI. transferred from the stf ... ·~u:r•• •t,;; Jpj f'ederal gove~-,.t. !he l.5'th, J~h• ··• 
· 'ant ·~~1;n;,,;;1'l.-•nta all deal:. with vot1n, • r$(lil•:~ ·, : ..... . 
. ·. :\, ~ . .:.· ·· · ,lt':: ~-,-,,,,"the ikhte 1eps~tures ~d ))owe~ ::1j ~it·. 
•~;,-,,/::.;:,:'·- \. :._t. -~.··•-: :f.·<>:t -v~tins, an~ -_,:.,ter .~i .. , .. 1'&.t .... ·.~··••····•.·.1; 
,_~;.'.l.i~_{·;·''~i~.f.•.=_. .:~ :· .. •:,, Jalt,'te., <~e> a .great extenJ to the f:8',•Nt,J~• · 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
At the 1972 general election, Colorado's voters adopted 
the Equal Rights Amendment to the Colorado Constitution by a 
margin of nearly two to one (531,415 votes in favor compared 
to 295,254 votes against the amendment). This overwhelming 
support of the state Equal Rights Amendment stood as an en-
dorsement of the previous action of the Colorado General 
Assembly in ratifying the proposed Equal Rights Amendment to 
the United States Constitution (only one member of the state 
legislature opposed ratification on final vote). 
Nonetheless, the committee has been asked to re-examine 
both the action of the Colorado electorate in adopting the 
state amendment and the vote of the General Assembly in rati-
fication of the federal amendment. It is the basic premise of 
this report that compelling evidence must be presented to 
justify the reversal of a clear mandate of Colorado's voters 
and a decisive action of the General Assembly. 
The findings in this report result from a lengthy and 
very careful examination of the constitutional implications of 
the Equal Rights Amendments and the effects which the amend-
ments can be expected to have on religious practice and 
doctrine, the structure of the family, the institution of mar-
riage, the composition of the military forces, athletic pro-
grams in schools and colleges, the employment of men and women, 
and certain financial benefits of government action. In addi-
tion, this report examines the desirability of national uni-
formity of constitutional rights, the permanent nature of 
constitutional amendments, the need for statutory revision in 
implementation of the Equal Rights Amendments, and the value 
of constitutional amendments as expressions of community mor-
al and ethical standards. The report's findings in these areas 
are set forth below. 
As a result of these findings, this report concludes 
that the compelling evidence necessary to justify the repeal 
of the state Equal Rights Amendment and the rescission of 
Colorado's ratification of the federal Equal Rights Amendment 
has not and cannot be presented. Therefore, no action should 
be taken to effect this repeal and rescission. This conclu-
sion is intended as official affirmation of the principles and 
effects of the state and federal Equal Rights Amendments. 
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II. COMMITTEE FINDINGS 
A. Clarification of Issues of 
Constitutional Law 
Testimony presented to the committee indicated that 
there is substantial disagreement concerning the need for the 
federal Equal Rights Amendment as a matter of constitutional 
law. Some witnesses before the committee testified to the 
effect that the 5th and 14th Amendments to the United States 
Constitution presently provide a constitutional basis for 
protection of women's rights. Others testified that women 
have not achieved "equal protection of the laws" under these 
amendments and that the federal Equal Rights Amendment is nec-
essary in order to achieve constitutional equality of the 
sexes. 
Testimony also indicated that there is substantial dis-
agreement as to how the courts will interpret the federal 
Equal Rights Amendment after it is ratified by 38 state leg-
islatures and becomes the 27th Amendment to the United States 
Constitution. Some witnesses understood that the amendment 
will require an absolute interpretation by the courts, allow-
ing for no qualifications. Other witnesses understood that 
there are subsidiary or collateral principles of law which 
the courts may use to qualify the absolute interpretation of 
the amendment in appropriate caseso 
The purpose of this section of the report is to set 
forth the need for the federal Equal Rights Amendment as a 
matter of' constitutional law and to evaluate the way in which 
the amendment will be interpreted by the courts after it is 
fully ratified. The amendment will have a distinctly legal 
effect on existing state law and institutions, and an under-
standing of the need for the amendment as a matter of consti-
tutional law and of the way in which it will be interpreted by 
the courts is basic to an understanding of this legal effect. 
This report maintains that an explanation of the his-
tory of the Supreme Court's treatment, under the equal protec-
tion clause of the 14th Amendment to the United States Con-
stitution, of statutes and governmental actions based on sex 
distinctions will demonstrate the need for the federal Equal 
Rights Amendment as a matter of constitutional law. 
In interpreting the federal Equal Rights Amendment, the 
courts will look to the legislative history of the amendment 
in Congress in order to discern its intent in proposing the 
amendment for ratification -- the general legal principles 
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through which the amendment will be interpreted can be derived 
from this legislative history. An analysis of this legisla-
tive history is necessary to reaffirm the intent and meaning 
of Congress in proposing the amendment and to express, for the 
first time in Colorado, the intent of the 1972 General Assem-
bly in ratifying the proposed amendment. This expression of 
intent and meaning also applies to the Colorado Equal Rights 
Amendment. 
1. The Need for the Federal Equal Rights Amendment as a Mat-
ter of Constitutional Law 
Egual protection doctrine in constitutional law. The 
14th Amendment to the United States Constitution, which was 
ratified in 1868, contains the "equal protection clause" which 
reads as follows: 
No State ••• shall deny to any person within its 
j~risdiction the equal protection of the laws. 
In its interpretation of this clause, the United States Su-
preme Court has applied two major tests: (a) the "minimum 
scrutiny" or "reasonableness" test; and (b) the "strict scru-
tiny" test. 
The "minimum scrutiny" or "reasonableness" test. While 
a literal reading of the equal protection clause indicates 
that state law must be applied to all persons with strict 
equality, the clause in most cases requires only that state 
legislatures use a "reasonable" basis for their legislative 
classifications. This "minimum scrutiny" or "reasonableness" 
test includes two parts: (a) the state legislature must have 
a constitutionally permissible purpose in passing the chal-
lenged law; and (b) the law's classification of persons must 
be reasonably related to the accomplishment of this purpose. 
Under "minumum scrutiny", the law will be upheld if it meets 
these two tests. The rule is summarized as follows: 
1. The equal protection clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment does not take from the 
State the power to classify in the adoption of 
police laws, but admits of the exercise of a 
wide scope of discretion in that regard, and 
avoids what is done only when it is without any 
reasonable basis and therefore is purely arbi-
trary. 
2. A classification having some reason-
able basis does not offend against that clause 
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merely because it is not made with mathematical 
nicety or because in practice it results in some 
inequality. 
3. When the classification in such a law 
is called in question, if any state of facts 
reasonably can be conceived that would sustain 
it, the existence of that state of facts at the 
time the law was enacted must be assumed. 
4. One who assails the classification in 
such a law must carry the burden of showing 
that it does not rest upon any reasonable basis, 
but is essentially arbitrary. l/ 
The "minimum scrutiny" test's first requirement is almost in-
variably met - state governments and legislatures have ex-
tremely broad "police power" under which they may enact and 
enforce a wide,variety of laws. Further, under the test's 
second requirement, a legislative classification will gener-
ally be upheld if the court can itself imagine any rational 
basis for the classification. 
Because the court can almost always find a minimum ra-
tional basis for the adoption of a legislative classification, 
laws containing such classifications are almost always up-
held in challenges under the equal protection clause, if the 
"minimum scrutiny" test is applied. 
The "strict scrutiny" test for "suspect classifications" 
and "fundamental interests 11 • As an alternative to the 11minimum 
scrutiny" test·under the equal protection clause the Supreme 
Court has developed the "strict scrutiny" test. When this test 
is applied 7 the burden of proof for justifying a legislative classifica'tion shifts to the state. The state must demon-
strate that: (a) there was a "compelling interest" for the 
adoption of the legislative classification in question; and 
(b) the classification is necessary to accomplish the state's 
extremely important, or "compelling" purpose. 
Under the "strict scrutiny" test, the court examines the 
character of the legislative classification under challenge, 
the interests of individual persons affected by the classifi-
cation, and the governmental interest supported by the classi-
fication. When the court finds that the character of the 
classification is "suspect" or that "fundamental" individu-
al interests are affected by the classification, it will re-
qutre that the state show a "compelling" interest in adopting 
the classification. 2/ 
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Examples of individual interests which have been deter-
mined to be "fundamental", and which have triggered the appli-
cation of the "strict scrutiny" test under the equal protec-
tion clause, are voting rights, procreative functions, and 
travel rights. Other individual interests, specifically the 
freedom of religion and the freedom of speech would be like-
ly to trigger the application of "strict scrutiny" under the 
equal protection clause, if the court did not interpret 
another provision of the United States Constitution, the 1st 
Amendment, to protect them. 3/ 
Examples of legislative classifications which have been 
determined to be "suspect" under the equal protection clause 
are classifications based on race and national ancestry.~ 
The burden of proof. Under the "minimum scrutiny" 
test, the citizen challenging a legislative classification 
must prove that it does not have a "reasonable" basis. Under 
the "strict scrutiny" test, the government must demonstrate a 
"compelling interest" in a "suspect" legislative classifica-
tion. Under either test, the party which bears the burden of 
proof is less likely to win its case. Therefore, the "mini-
mum scrutiny" test favors the state, and the "strict scrutiny" 
test favors the citizen challenging a legislative classifica-
tion. 
Equal protection doctrine and sex discrimination -
decisions prior to 1971. Prior to 1971, the Supreme Court 
never held a legislative classification based on sex unconsti-
tutional under the equal protection clause. In cases before 
that date, the court applied the "minimum scrutiny" test to 
legislative classifications based on sex, and the clas,~ifica-
tions were upheld. The two most often cited relevant cases 
are Goesaert y. Cleary SI, in which a prohibition of certain 
women from working as barmaids was upheld, and Hoyt y. Flor-
JJ!.i..§/, in which a prohibition of jury service by women was up-
held. In both instances, the legislative classification used 
by the state, sex, was determined to be "reasonable" and not 
a denial of equal protection of the laws - the classifications 
were justified under "minimum scrutiny". 
No case alleging sex discrimination under the 
protection clause prior to 1971 resulted in a ruling 
court that a "fundamental" individual interest had been 






Equal protection doctrine and sex discrimination -Reed 
v, Reed, 19?1. In 1971, the Supreme Court was presented with 
an opportunity to declare a sex-based classification "suspect" 
and to require a state to demonstrate a "compelling" interest 
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in the sex-based classification. However, in Reed~-~ 2/, 
a majority of the court's members chose not to apply the 
"strict scrutiny" test. The question at issue was the consti-
tutionality of an Idaho statute which granted preference to 
males in application for letters of administration of estates. 
"The question presented by this case, then, is whether a dif-
ference in the sex of competing applicants for letters of 
administration bears a rational relationship to a state objec-
tive that is sought to be advanced by the operation of (the 
statute in question)" and whether the statute "••oadvances 
that objective in a manner consistent with the command of the 
Equal Protection Clause".§/ The court held that the statute 
did not meet these criteria and was therefore unconstitution-
al under the "minimum scrutiny" test for equal protection of 
the laws. In its ruling, the court stated that the clause 
denies states . 
••• the power to legislate that different treat-
ment be accorded to persons placed by statute 
into different classes on the basis of criteria 
wholly unrelated to the objective of the stat-
ute. A classification "must be reasonable, not 
arbitrary, and must rest upon some ground of 
difference having a fair and substantial rela-
tion to the object of the legislation, so that 
all persons similarly circumstanced shall be 
treated alike." 'l/ 
Although the court did not apply the "strict scrutiny" 
test in Reedy. Reed, some legal commentators and students of 
constitutional law believe that the court actually applied a 
standard stricter than the "minimum scrutiny" test but less 
strict than the "strict scrutiny" test. 
Equal protection doctrine and sex discrimination - de-
cisions after 1971. Since Reedy. Reed, the pattern of deci-
sions of the court in cases involving sex discrimination has 
been erratic. Frontiero y. Richardson 10/ is considered to 
be the foremost decision of the court in the area of sex dis-
crimination. At issue in Frontiero was an Air Force regula-
tion which required proof that the husband of an Air Force 
woman was actually dependent upon her for financial support 
as a condition for dependency benefits, even though the wives 
of Air Force men were automatically granted the same benefits. 
The court found that this differential treatment of men and 
women violated the due process clause of the 5th Amendment to 
the United States Constitution. Eight of the members of the 
court joined in this judgment. Four of these justices agreed 
that " ••• classifications based upon sex, like classifications 
based upon race, alienage, and national origin, are inherent-
ly suspect and rnust therefore be subjected to strict judicial 
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scrutiny". ll/ The remaining four concurring justices, how-
ever, did not find it necessary to the judgment of the case 
to declare sex an "inherently suspect" legislative classifi-
cation. Their reasoning was based largely on the fact that 
the federal Equal Rights Amendment is in the process of rat-
ification - the four justices felt that it was an inappropri-
ate time to declare sex a "suspect" classification. 
Based on the Frontiero decision, nonetheless, it was 
widely believed that the court would apply the "compelling 
state interest" test in subsequent sex discrimination cases 
as strictly as it had applied that test in examining classi-
fications based on race. 
This belief was shown to be incorrect in Kahn v. She-
vin. Jg/ The Kahn case involved a challenge to a Florid-;--
statute which made a $500 property tax exemption available to 
all widows, without regard to need or income, but not to wi-
dowers. A majority of the court applied the "minimum scru-
tiny" test and reasoned that the Florida statutory sex differ-
ential was allowable because of past economic discrimination 
against women in job and salary availability - the sex differ-
ential was determined to be a "reasonable" method for compen-
sating for this past discrimination. The dissenting opinion 
in Kahn found the sex-based classification "inherently sus-
pect" and subjected it to the "strict scrutiny" test - under 
that test, these dissenting justices found a "compelling 
state interest" for the classification but ruled that it 
should nonetheless have been invalidated under the equal pro-
tection clause because of the availability of a less drastic 
means for achieving its objective. The dissent also viewed 
past economic discrimination against women as a "compelling 
state interest" which could justify the discriminatory impact 
of the statute on men. 
Thus, although the majority and dissenting opinions pur-
ported to apply different standards of constitutional inter-
pretation in Kahn - the "minimum scrutiny" and "strict scru-
tiny" tests - both opinions viewed past sex discrimination as 
either a "reasonable" or 11 compelling" state interest in just-
ification of a statutory sex differential. 
The Kahn decision demonstrates that the view of sex 
based classifications as "inherently suspect" remains a minor-
ity view on the court, and that the "compelling state interest" 
test remains an acceptable justification for sex differentials 
in state law or government actions. It appears that the court 
is willing to apply the "compelling state interest" test far 
more leniently in sex discrimination cases than in challenges 
of racial discrimination. The~ decision also demonstrates 
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that a majority of the court is willing to uphold 11 benign" sex 
discrimination when it favors women. 
Another .1974 decision, Geduldig y. Aiello, 1.3/ upheld a 
California unemployment insurance statute which excluded all 
disabilities related to pregnancy from unemployment coverage. 
The dissenting opinion in Geduldig repeated the view that sex-
based classifications are "inherently suspect" and specifical-
ly viewed the majority opinion in the case as a retreat from 
the Reed and Frontiero decisions. 
Inadequacy of the equal protection clause in sex dis-
crimination challenges. The history of the development of 
equal protection doctrine in sex discrimination challenges 
demonstrates that the members of the Supreme Court are will-
ing to deal with such challenges in a variety of ways under 
the 14th Amendment - "minimum scrutiny", "strict scrutiny", 
and a test mid-range between these two extremes. However, 
this history also demonstrates that a majority of the court 
has never been willing to declare sex-based classifications 
"inherently suspect" under the 14th Amendment's guarantee of 
equal protection of the laws. The 14th Amendment is, in act-
ual interpretation by the court, inadequate as a constitu-
tional tool for the elimination of sex discrimination through 
state action. 
Conclusion. The assertion that the federal H:qual 
Rights Amendment is unnecessary in light of the 14th Amend-
ment's guarantee of equal protection of the laws does not take 
into account the history of equal protection doctrine in sex 
discrimination cases brought before the Supreme Court. The 
court has not applied equal protection doctrine to sex discri-
mination cases in a consistent or clear manner. 
Only a separate constitutional amendment prohibiting 
the denial or abridgment of rights on the basis of sex through 
state action can provide an adequate constitutional basis for 
the elimination of sex discrimination in legal and governmen-
tal action. The federal Equal Rights Amendment offers the 
only certain means for achieving the goal of equality of legal 
rights for men and women. 
In addition to its necessity as a matter of constitu-
tional law, the federal Equal Rights Amendment is necessary to 
provide an impetus for broad-scale legal reform which cannot 
be effected by individual decisions of the courts. Litiga-
tion on a case-by-case basis is an extremely expensive and 
uncertain process and can achieve genuine legal reform only in 
terms of decades. A sex-discriminatory statute was not held 
unconstitutional under the 14th Amendment's equal protection 
clause until 103 years after the adoption of that amendment. 
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The federal Equal Rights Amendment will not eliminate the nec-
essity for litigation of specific challenges to sex-discrimi-
natory laws, but the amendment will provide a clear guide to 
the courts for the invalidation of statutes which abridge or 
deny equal application of the laws on account of sex. 
2. The Standard of Review under the Federal Egual Rights 
Amendment 
Substantial disagreement among witnesses before the 
committee centered around conflicting predictions of the ways 
in which the courts will interpret the federal Equal Rights 
Amendment following ratification. The courts are necessarily 
looked to as arbiters of the effects which the amendment will 
have on legal and social institutions. 
This report maintains that the judicial process of de-
termining the meanings of the amendment need not be uncer-
tain or haphazard. The courts, in interpreting a new amend-
ment to the United States Constitution, will look to the 
amendment's legislative history in Congress to discern the 
intent of that body for the meaning of the amendment. The 
courts do not operate in isolation from the rest of society. 
They respond to legal, social, and political interpretations 
in giving judicial construction to a new amendment. In con-
struing the federal Equal Rights Amendment, the courts will 
give substantial weight to the Congressional interpretationof 
the amendment and to the interpretation of this General Assem-
bly in ratifying the amendment and reaffirming its ratifica-
tion through this report. 
The legislative history of the federal Equal Rights 
Amendment. The legislative history of the federal Equal Rights 
Amendment is unusually comprehensive and clear. The history 
of the amendment in Congress from 1923, when it was first pro-
posed, to 1971 is adequately set forth in an article in the 
Yale Law Journal, "The Equal Rights Amendment: A Constitution-
al Basis for Equal Rights for Women".~ This article is of 
particular significance because its explanation of the theory 
of the federal Equal Rights Amendment was expressly adopted as 
authoritative by Congress in the debates which led to the pro-
posal of the amendment for ratification by the state legisla-
tures in 1972. !51 
The following Congressional reports form the core of the 
legislative history of the federal Equal Rights Amendment. 
They were developed after the Yale Law Journal article was 
written, and they incorporated the article 1 s theories: 
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- the separate views of Congressman Don Edwards and 13 
other members of the House Committee on the Judiciary 
in House Report No. 92-359, 92nd Congress, 1st Ses-
seion (1971); and 
- Senate Report No. 92-689, Senate Committee on the Ju-
diciary, 92nd Congress, 1st Session (1972). 
The Supreme Court traditionally emphasizes and defers 
to the understandings of Congress in adopting laws and propos-
ing constitutional amendments. The court will accordingly 
recognize that Congress relied heavily on the Xsk. Law Journal 
article for its interpretation of the federal Equal Rights 
Amendment. 
The clarity of the legislative history of the federal 
Equal Rights Amendment is enhanced by the fact that both houses 
of Congress passed the same version of the amendment. This 
remarkable unanimity is expressed fully in the majority report 
of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, as cited above. 
This report fully endorses the legislative history of 
the federal Equal Rights Amendment in Congress as an accurate 
interpretation of the intent and meaning of the amendment. 
This endorsement provides a basis from which the courts can 
analyse and interpret the amendment. 
The remainder of this part of the report, dealing with 
additional issu~s of constitutional law, discusses several 
issues raised during the committee hearings in order to accur-
ately set forth the legal principles involved in those issues 
and to develop a specific guide for interpretation of the 
Equal Rights Amendment. 
The absolute prohibition of sex discrimination. As 
·explained earlier in this report, the Supreme Court has never 
applied the equal protection clause's "strict scrutiny" test 
to a challenge of a legislative clasaification based on sex. 
Clearly, the federal Equal Rights Amendment will require .&i!, .§. 
minimum that the court apply this test in reviewing such 
classifications. However, the legislative history of the 
amendment demonstrates that Congress intended the court to 
apply an even higher standard of review - the absolute prohi-
bition of sex-based classifications, with two well-defined 
exceptions. (These exceptions are discussed separately imme-
diately below.) 
The Yale Law Journal article states that the "strict 
scrutiny" test would not be an adequate standard of review 
under the federal amendment: 
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••• it follows that the constitutional mandate 
must be absolute. The issue under the Equal 
Rights Amendment cannot be different but equal, 
reasonable or unreasonable classifications, 
suspect classification~ fundamental interest, 
or the demands of administrative expediency. 
Equality of rights means that sex is not a fac-
tor.!§/ 
••• no system of equal rights for women can be 
effective which attempts to litigate in each 
case the judgment whether the differentiation 
is "reasonable" or "justified" or "compelled". 
As a matter of constitutional mechanics, there-
fore, the law must start from the proposition 
that all differentiation is prohibited. 12/ 
For reasons stated earlier, this absolute prohibition of sex 
discrimination (as a basis for the application of the federal 
amendment) is preferable to the "strict scrutiny" test - this 
statement is supported by the legislative history of the fed-
eral Equal Rights Amendment in Congress. 
The "right of privacy" qualification to the amendment's 
absolute prohibition of sex-based classifications. As demon-
strated by the amendment's legislative history, Congress 
recognized the "right of privacy" doctrine, as recently 
developed by the Supreme Court 1§1, as a major qualification to 
the application of the amendment's prohioition of sex-based 
classifications. 12/ The federal Equal Rights Amendment must 
take its place in the total framework of the United States 
Constitution. Of particular importance is the relationship 
of the amendment to the constitutionally guaranteed "right of 
privacy" - Congress recognized that the implementation of the 
amendment can only take place in a manner consistent with 
individual privacy under that constitutional guarantee. 
This report recognizes that the "rig'ht of privacy" has 
only been specifically applied to date in cases involving con-
traception and abortion 20/, and that it is 
••• impossible to spell out in advance the pre-
cise boundaries that the courts will eventually 
fix in accommodating the Equal Rights Amendment 
and the right of privacy. In general, it can 
be said, however, that the privacy concept is 
applicable primarily in situations which involve 
disrobing, sleeping, or performing personal bod-
ily functions in the presence of the other 
sex. W 
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In the context of the federal Equal Rights Amendment, the 
"right of privacy" will protect an individual's right to per-
form such personal functions without intrusion by members of 
the opposite sex where such functions are customarily per-
formed. Further, the 
••• great concern over these matters expressed 
by opponents of the Equal Rights Amendment 
seems not only to have been magnified beyond all 
proportion but to have failed to take into ac-
count the impact of the young, but fully recog-
nized, constitutional right of privacy. W 
The "unigue phYsical characteristics" qualification to 
the amendment's absolute prohibition of sex-based classifi-
cations. The absolute standard of review which Congress 
intended for the court to apply in interpreting the federal 
Equal Rights Amendment is similarly qualified by the "unique 
physical characteristics 11 principle. W Under this princ-
iple, specific laws may be based on physical factors found 1n 
only one sex - such laws will not be precluded by the abso-
lute prohibition of sex-based classifications. Under such 
laws, an individual of either sex may be benefited or may be 
subject to a restriction because of a characteristic found in 
all, or some, women, but in nQ. men, or in all, or some, men, 
but in !!.Q. women. The law may not, however, overlook.the fact 
that many inditridual characteristics are common to both sexes. 
The "unique physical characteristics" principle is 
limited to physical characteristics and does not extend to 
psychological, social, or other characteristics of the sexes. 
Examples of laws which could constitutionally be applied only 
to one sex under the principle are those dealing with preg-
nancy and childbearing or the determination of paternity. 
Congress, through its reliance on the ~ Law Jour-
nal article, declared that it was critically important to the 
interpretation of the amendment that any justification based 
on a "unique physical characteristic 11 be strictly scrutinized 
and not accepted at face value without careful analysis. Six 
specific and relevant factors are set forth in the legislative 
history 2!±/, which are to be examined by the courts in evalu-
ating the defense that a "unique physical characteristic" re-
quires a law, rule, or regulation which affects only one sex. 
Summary. Two exceptions to the principle of absolute 
prohibition of classifications based on sex are articulated 
in the legislative history of the federal Equal Rights Amend-
ment. The first is the "right of privacy" qualification, 
which will permit either statutes or governmental institutions 
to make distinctions based on sex when necessary to preserve 
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the individual's right to personal privacy in matters relat-
ing to bodily functions. The second exception is the "unique 
physical characteristics" test. This test will, in certain 
narrowly defined circumstances, permit laws to apply by their 
terms only to one sex, if those laws deal with circumstances 
connected with physical characteristics found only in that 
sex. Beyong the small number of sex-based classifications 
which will be justified by either the "right of privacy" qual-
ification or the "unique physical characteristics" test, all 
statutes or other forms of state action subject to the amend-
ment will be required to be completely sex-neutral. 
3. Rejection of the "Separate but Equal" Doctrine 
Application of the "separate but equal" doctrine under 
the federal Equal Rights Amendment has been authoritatively 
rejected by the legislative history of the amendment in Con-
gress. 2=!iJ This report endorses this expression of Congres-
sional intent. The "separate but equal" doctrine was reject-
ed because 11 separate 11 is in fact rarely "equal". If the doc-
trine were maintained under the amendment, the absolute pro-
hibition of sex discrimination would be weakened. Continuance 
of the doctrine would in actuality only serve to perpetuate 
inequities in the provision of governmental benefits and re-
strictions. This issue typically arises in relation to sepa-
rate men's and women's prisons, and this report takes note 
of efforts currently underway in Colorado to integrate cor-
rectional facilities and programs by sex. 2&/ (The "right of 
privacy11 qualification to absolute application of the amend-
ment to facilities connected to disrobing, sleeping, and the 
performance of personal bodily functions will, of course, con-
tinue in spite of the rejection of the "separate but equal" 
doctrine. The rejection of the "separate but equal" doctrine 
may be tempered in relation to school and college athletic 
programs -- see pages 37-46.) 
4. Harmonization of Constitutional Rights 
Concern has been expressed to the committee that the 
federal Equal Rights Amendment (which, when ratified by the 
required number of state legislatures, will become the 27th 
Amendment to the United States Constitution) will supercede 
other constitutional guarantees contained in previously adopt-
ed amendments simply by virtue of the fact that it will have 
been added to the constitution at a later date. 
It is clear, however, that the courts view the federal 
constitution as a whole and complete document and make every 
effort to harmonize its provisions with one another. Dr. 
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Bill Beaney, Professor of Law, University of Denver, stated 
before the committee that it is characteristic of Anglo-Saxon 
jurisprudence to deal with a "composite" of constitutional 
rights rather than with individual rights in isolation. 22./ 
Dr. Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Professor of Law, Columbia Universi-
ty, has stated that "the equal rights amendment is appropri-
ately harmonized with other constitutional principles". 2.§./ 
There is no valid principle of constitutional inter-
pretation which justifies concern that the 27th Amendment to 
the federal constitution will eliminate other constitutional 
rights simply because of the fact that it will have been adop-
ted subsequent to the adoption of those parts of the consti-
tution which include the other guarantees. 
5. The State Action Concept and the Egual Rights Amendments 
The proposed federal Equal Rights Amendment provides 
that equality under the law shall not be denied or abridged 
"by the United States or by any state". The state Equal 
Rights Amendment places a similar restriction on the. actions 
of the State of Colorado and its political subdivisions. As 
with the 14th Amendment to the United States Consitution, 
therefore, the legal effect of the Equal Rights Amendments is 
confined to and applies only to "state action". The Supreme 
Court has held· that the equal protection clause of the 14th 
Amendment does not apply to private discrimination, but only 
to discrimination by state governments, whether through stat-
ute, through the action of government officials, or through 
the actions of private entities which are so "significantly 
involved" with the state that their actions are tantamount to 
state action. 
As far as the Equal Rights Amendments are concerned, 
the courts will have to determine what actions should be held 
part of the public sector, in which different treatment on 
account of sex is forbidden, and what actions are part of 
the private sector, in which different treatment on account 
of sex is allowed. Although it cannot be said with certainty 
that the state action principles developed under the 14th 
Amendment will be applied under the Equal Rights Amendments, 
they will at least have a great influence and offer some pre-
dictability as to the effect the amendments will have on var-
ious institutions and actions. 
There are two major tests which the Supreme Court ap-
plies to determine whether state action is present. The 
first i~ that state action depends upon the nature and degree 
of state involvement. The second is that state action depends 
upon the natuze of the function being performed. Both the 
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"state involvement" and the "public function" concepts lead 
in the same direction and ultimately to the same conclusion: 
"state action" takes place in the public and not in the pri-
vate sector. 
It is clear that in areas such as voting (already 
covered by the 19th Amendment to the United States Constitu-
tion), public employment, and public education, the "public 
function" concept requires, under the Equal Rights Amendments, 
that the state not discriminate on the basis of sex. However, 
the "public function" test has not been extensively employed 
under the 14th Amendment to determine whether private educa-
tional institutions, religious institutions, private single-
sex clubs, banks, insurance companies, or places of public 
accommodation are subject to the requirement for "equal pro-
tection of the laws". The only test which appears relevant 
to state action doctrine under the Equal Rights Amendments is 
the "significant state involvement" testo 2!]/ Will, for in-
stance, private educational institutions be held to be "sig-
nificantly involved" with the state and therefore subject to 
the Equal Rights Amendments? A brief indication of the status 
of these institutions under the state action doctrine of the 
14th Amendment is outlined below in an effort to apply 14th 
Amendment tests to the major institutions which, some have 
argued, will come within requirements of the Equal Rights 
Amendments. 
Private educational institutions. As previously men-
tioned, there is no doubt that the amendments will eliminate 
discrimination on account of sex in Colorado's public schools 
and public university system. The question has been raised, 
however, as to how the amendments will effect private schools 
and universities. The courts have so far consistently ruled 
that private universities are not within the sphere of state 
action, regardless of the fact that they may receive funding 
from state and federal governments and tax exemptions of a 
substantial natureo In the absence of special unforeseen 
factors, the present court decisions on state action will ap-
ply under the Equal Rights Amendments. Therefore, private 
educational institutions will remain within the private sec-
tor, not subject to the constitutional requirements of the 
Equal Rights Amendmentso 
Religious institutionso As more fully discussed in 
a later part of this report dealing with the effect of the 
amendments on religious practice and doctrine, it is clear 
that there is less state involvement with religious institu-
tions than with private educational 1nstitu°t4Qil~, Q@eause of 
the 1st Amendment's prohibition of the "establishment" of 
religion by government. The only significant involvement of 
the state with religious institutions is the granting hf tax 
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exemptions for property used by the institutionso The deci-
sion of the Supreme Court-in Walz y. Tax Commission of the 
City of New York .3Q/ upholding tax exemptions for religious 
institutions, clearly indicates that state.~conterred tax ex-
e:xmptions alone are not sufficient to bring religious .institu-
tions within the scope of the state action doctrine. 
Under the Walz decision and the traditional constitu-
tionally insignificant state and federal involvement with 
religious institutions in general, the state action doctrine 
will not apply to religious institutions under the Equal 
Rights Amendments. 
Banks and savings and loan associations. Although banks 
and savings and loan associations have never been subject to 
the 14th Amendment because they do not come within the scope 
of the state action doctrine, this report notes that Title 
VII of the federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits such 
associations from discriminating on the basis of sex in employ-
ment and that the federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act ofl974 
prohibits such associations from discriminating on the basis 
of sex in the granting of credit. While it is doubtful that 
the Equal Rights Amendments will be interpreted to apply to 
these private institutions, it appears that federal laws en-
acted under other provisions of the federal constitution have 
already subjected these institutions to important prohibitions 
agau,t sex discrimination. 3J/ 
Insurance companies. The practices of insurance com-
panies, under current court decisions, do not constitute state 
action. It appears likely that insurance companies will not 
be held subject' to the requirements of the Equal Rights Amend-
ments. It is noted, however, that insurance comp·anies are sub-
ject to a variety of state laws which prohibit discrimination 
on the basis of sex. W 
Private single-sex clubso Concern was expressed to the 
committee that the amendments will require single-sex clubs 
and organizations to permit membership by persons of the pres-
ently excluded sex. Such clubs include the American Associa-
tion of University Women, the Kiwanis and Rotary Clubs, Elks 
and Moose Lodges, Masonic Lodges, Knights of Columbus, soror-
ities and fraternites, and many other private, single-sex 
clubs or organizationso It should be noted that the 1st 
Amendment's right to "freedom of association" must be taken 
into account in this context in order to protect a person's 
right to form or belong to an all-male or all-female club or 
organization, as long as those organizations are not "signi-
ficantly involved" with the state. It is clear that organi-
zations imich receive no tax exemptions, which do not rely on 
the government for funding, which do not hold liquor or other 
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types of licenses issued by the state, and which do not use 
government facilities for their activi ties,.are not today sub-
ject to the 14th Amendment. , It can be concluded that they 
will therefore not be subject to the requirements of the 
F,qual Rights Amendments. · 
Public accommodations. Concern was expressed to the 
committee over the ways in which the amendments will be in-
terpreted in relation to places of public accommodation, such 
as restaurants, bars, nightclubs, hotels, apartments, and 
other places ostensibly open to the public but actually closed 
to one sex. It is concluded that places of public accommoda-
tion which are licensed by the state could be held to be so 
"significantly involved" with the state that their activities 
constitute state action for purposes of the Equal Rights Amend-
ments. Such places of public accommodation will apparently 
be required to serve both sexes equally, unless there is a 
bona fide reason for restricting service to one sex, such as 
the "right of privacy" qualification as applied to a particu-
lar service. This principle is already embodied in Colorado 
statutes. Sections 24-34-501 (2) and (3), Colorado Revised 
Statutes 1973, prohibit discrimination in places of public 
accommodation on the basis of sex, but provide that it is not 
a discriminatory practice 
••• to restrict admission to a place of public 
accommodation to individuals of one sex if such 
restriction has a bona fide relationship to the 
goods, services, facilities, privileges, advan-
tages, or accommodations of such place of pub-
lic accommodation. 
Summary. Since there is no evidence that the 14th 
Amendment principles of "state action" will not be applied to 
determine the scope of state action under the Equal Rights 
Amendments, the conclusions reached above as to which private 
organizations will or will not be affected by the requirements 
of the amendments will be valid. 
6. States' Rights under the Federal Equal Rights Amendment 
Section 2 of the proposed federal Equal Rights Amend-
ment states: 
The Congress shall have the power to enforce, 
by appropriate legislation, the provisions of 
this article. 
Opponents of the amendment have characterized this enforcement 
clause as an invasion of states' rights; one opponent has gone 
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so far as to call the clause a "grab for power at the federal 
level-u • .13/ lhis interpretation is in error -- th~ correct 
interpretation of the federal Equal Rights Amendment's en-
forcement clause is set forth below. 
The enforcement clause of the federal amendment does 
not state that only Congress has the power to enforc.e the pro-
visions of the amendment. The clause gives Congress power 
concurrent with that of the states to implement the amendment, 
if it deems such implementation desirable. States will re-
main free under the amendment to enact or revise legislation 
in those areas of law constitutionally.reserved :for state 
action. 
A central theory of United States constitutional law is 
that the federal government may exercise only those powers 
expressly granted to it by the constitution. Section 8 of 
Article I of the United States Constitution enumerates the 
subjects on which Congress may legislate -- this enumeration 
is an express granting of power to Congress. The constitution 
deals with states' legislative powers in precisely the oppo-
site way. All powers not granted to the federal government 
are reserved for the states. This was the understanding of' 
the framers of the federal constitution in 1787, reiterated in 
the 10th Amendn:ient in 1791: 
The powers not delegated to the United States by 
the constitution, nor prohibited by it to the 
states, are reserve-ct to the states respectively, 
or to the people. 
The legislative history of the proposed federal Equal 
Rights Amendment reflects this basic understanding of United 
States constitutional theory. In one version of the 'amend-
ment, proposed in Congressional debate in 1970 and 1971, the 
enforcement clause was drafted as follows: 
Congress and the several states shall have the 
power, within their respective jurisdictions,· 
to enforce this article by appropriate legisla-
tion. 
Both proponents and opponents of the amendment in Congress 
criticized this version of the enforcement clause as .inappro-
priate and inadvisable, since it has historically been con-
sidered proper to omit reference to state enforcement powers 
in constitutional amendments - these powers are already set 
:forth in the 10th Amendment. 
Congress relied instead on constitutional precedent in 
its adoption of the present language of the amendment's en-
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forcement clause. The language of this clause is identical 
to that of the enforcement clause of the 14th Amendment (which 
requires equal protection of the laws) and is virtually the 
same as the language of the enforcement clauses of the 13th, 
15th, 19th, 23rd, 24th, and 26th Amendments. 
In addition, the language of the enforcement clause of 
the federal Equal Rights Amendment will confer no more power 
on Congress to legislate equal rights for both sexes than it 
now has under the enforcement clause of the 14th Amendment 
(identical to that of the Equal Rights Amendment). Under that 
amendment, Congress may define equal_protection of the laws 
to prohibit discrimination based on sex. In fact, Congress 
has acted under the 14th Amendment to prohibit specific types 
of sex discrimination, as in Title VII of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964. The enforcement clause of the federal Equal 
Rights Amendment cannot be said to expand a power of Congress 
which now exists under the 14th Amendment. 
Based on the central constitutional theory of state and 
federal power, the express granting of enumerated powers to 
Congress, the reservation under the 10th Amendment of all 
other powers to the states, the legislative history of the 
federal Equal Rights Amendment, the constitutional consistency 
of the language of the amendment's enforcement clause, and the 
present power of Congress to legislate equal rights of the 
sexes under the 14th Amendment, it is concluded that the fed-
eral Equal Rights Amendment, through its enforcement clause, 
will not result in an expansion of the powers of the federal 
government and the invasion of states'_rights. 
This interpretation of the enforcement clause of the 
federal amendment was supported by testimony presented to the 
committee by a noted expert on United States constitutional 
law, Dr. Bill Beaney, Professor of Law, University of Denver. 
B. The Effect of the Equal Rights Amendments 
on Religious Practice and Doctrine 
Substantial concern exists about the effects which the 
state and federal Equal Rights Amendments might have on free-
dom of religion. The concern focuses on assertions that the 
amendments will prohibit certain churches from denying to 
their female members access to specified church roles and ec-
clesiastical positions - opponents of the amendments fearthat 
they will lead to the forced ordination of women as religious 
leaders in all churches regardless of individual church doc-
trine. In addition, the assertion has been made that the 
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state and federal governments will be free rmder the amend-
ments to coerce the ordination of women through the denial of 
income and property tax exemptions to non-complying churches. 
These concerns about the effects of the F,qual Rights 
Amendments are rmfounded. This conclusion is based on an 
understanding of the relationships between church and state 
under the 1st Amendment to the United States Constitution. 
This understanding is set forth below. 
Constitutionally-guaranteed freedom of religion. The 
freedom of religion clause of the 1st Amendment to the United 
States Constitution reads as follows: 
Congress shall make no law respecting an estab-
lishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof ••• 
The clause has been divided, for purposes of judicial deci-
sion-making, into the "establishment clause", which prohibits 
government establishment of religions, and the "free exercise 
clause", which prohibits the government from interfering in 
the individual's free exercise of the religion of his choice. 
The protections afforded to the practice of religion by the 
1st Amendment are extended to cover actions of state govern-
ment by the 14th Amendment to the United States Constitution, 
which requires -that 11 (n)o state shall make or enforce any law 
which shall abridge the privileges and immunities of citizens 
of the United States". 
In general, leading judicial decisions concerning the 
relationships between church and state in America are based 
on the 1st and 14th Amendments to the federal constitution. 
It should be noted, however, that the Colorado Constitution 
includes the guarantee of religious freedom within its Bill 
of Bights: 
The free exercise and enjoyment of religious 
profession and worship, without discrimination, 
shall forever hereafter be guaranteed ••• Nq per-
son shall be required to attend or support any 
ministry or place of worship, religious sect or 
denomination again~t his consent. Nor shallany 
preference be given by law to any religious de-
nomination or mode of worship • .12/ 
The distinction between governmental and private action. 
Neither the state nor the federal Equal Rights Amendment ap-
plies directly to the actions of churches or religious denomi-
nations. Both amendments apply only to the abridgement or 
denial of equal rights for the sexes through governmental ac-
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tion. The federal amendment prohibits the United States gov-
ernment and the governments of the individual states from 
effecting the denial or abridgement of equality of rights; 
the state amendment applies the same prohibition to the gov-
ernmental actions of the State of Colorado and its political 
subdivisions. Neither amendment can be construed to directly 
prohibit any action of or to place any requirement on a church 
or religious denomination, since neither can be considered 
the "state" for purposes of governmental action. 
Prohibition of governmental interference in church 
doctrine. One of the most basic aspects of the 1st Amend-
ment's guarantee of religious freedom is that the government 
may not, under any circumstances, interfere in the develop-
ment and maintenance of church doctrine. The Supreme Court 
has declared that "both religion and governrrent can best work 
to achieve their lofty aims if each is left free from the 
other within its respective sphere ••• the First Amendment has 
erected a wall between Church and State which must be kept 
high and impregnable" • .3.§/ Similarly, the court has stated 
that 
(t)here cannot be the slightest doubt that the 
First Amendment reflects the philosophy that 
Church and State should be separated ••• so far 
as the 'free exercise' of religion ••• (is) con-
cerned, the separation must be complete and un-
equivocal ••• the prohibition is absolute. '31/ 
"The one area in which the Supreme Court makes no ex-
ceptions to state intrusion into church affairs is in matters 
of doctrine and decisions concerning tenets of faith." .3.§/ 
It is clear that the 1st Amendment provides an absolute pro-
tection of the right of every church and religious denomina-
tion to develop and maintain the doctrine of its choice, in-
cluding the doctrine that women's rights and roles are dis-
tinct from those of men in matters of religion; the state has 
no role in the determination of any religious doctrine. 
Prohibition of governmental interference in matters of 
internal church ad.iudication. The "high and impregnable wall" 
between church and state protects not only individual tenets 
of religious doctrine but also the decisions ofinternalchurch 
adjudicatory bodies based on such tenets. In a case brought 
under such a church decision, the Supreme Court will consider 
the matters decided by the highest church tribunal to be~ 
judicata and binding on civil courts. The court has ruled 
that 
••• the rule of action which should r,overn the 
civil courts, founded in a broad and sound view 
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of the relations of church and state under our 
system of laws, and supported by a preponderat-
ing weight of judicial authority is, that, when-
ever the questions of discipline, or of faith, 
or ecclesiastical rule, custom, or law have 
been decided by the highest of these church tri-
bunals to which the matter has been carried, the 
legal tribunals, must accept such decisions as 
final, and as binding on them in their applica-
tion to the case before them ••• (I)t would be a 
vain consent and would lead to the total subver-
sion of such religious bodies, if anyone aggri-
eved by one of their decisions could appeal to 
the secular courts and have them reversed. )Y 
In a challenge of an internal church decision concerning qual-
i:fications for a chaplaihcy, the court declared that 
(b)~cause the appointment is a canonical act, 
it is the function of the church authorities to 
determine what the essential qualifications of 
a chaplain are and whether the candidate posses-
. ses them.o.the decisions of the proper church 
tribunals on matters purely ecclesiastical, are 
accepted in litigation before the secular courts 
as conclusive.~ · 
The courts assume that membership in a church or religious de-
nomination implies consent to be governed by that church or 
denomination in matters of doctrine: 
The right to organize voluntary religious assoc-
iations to assist in the expression and dissemi-
nation of any religious doctrine, and to create 
tribunals for the decision of controverted ques-
tions of faith within the association, and for 
the ecclesiastical government of all the indi-
vidual members, congregations, and officers 
within the general association, is unquestion_ed 
oeo(a)ll who unite themselves to such a body do 
so with an implied consent to this government, 
and are bound to submit to ito W 
It is clear that the 1st Amendment provides absolute 
protection both to church doctrine and to internal church 
decisions based on such doctrine, if the doctrine and deci-
sions are not in conflict with a "compelling state inte.rest". 
If a female member of a church wishes to challenge a policy 
of that church which excludes her from the ministry, she must 
do so within the church's own adjudicatory process; the civil 
courts could not interfere with a church decision on the or-
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dination of women without making a substantial departure from 
judicial precedent in such matters. 
Required neutrality of tax exemptionso The freedom of 
religion clause declares that the state has no place in the 
establishment or ordering of the exercise of religion. The 
clause does not, however, prohibit all governmental actions 
which affect churches and religious denominations - the 
Supreme Court has developed three t_ests which it uses to 
determine whether such actions are in violation of the estab-
lishment clause. These are that: (1) the governmental action 
must have a valid secular legislative purpose; (2) the action 
must be neutral among churches and denominations - its prin-
cipal or primary effect must be one which neither advances 
nor inhibits religion; and (3) the action must not foster an 
"excessive entanglement" with religion. W The establishment 
clause requires that "when government activities touch on the 
religious sphere, they must be secular in purpose, evenhanded 
in operation, and neutral in primary impact".~ 
State and federal laws which provide income and proper-
ty tax exemptions to churches and religious denominations must 
meet the neutrality test of the 1st Amendment's freedom of 
religion clausea It is clear that this test would prohibit 
doctrinal coercion of churches or denominations through selec-
tive or discriminatory provision of tax-exemptions - the gov-
ernment is not free, under the establishment clause, to 
require the ordination of women within churches and denomina-
tions as a condition for the receipt of income and property 
tax exemptions. 
It is important to note that the present policy of the 
Mormon Church does not provide equal access to the ministry 
for its black members. The church has not been forced to al-
ter this policy either because of the due process requirements 
of the 5th Amendment to the United States Constitution or be-
cause of the 14th Amendment's requirement for equal protection 
of the lawsa The church's tax-exempt status has similarly not 
been threatened by its policy concerning the rights of black 
members of the churcho In a letter to Ms. Barbara Burton of 
the National League of Women Voters' Education Fund - Dr~ Ruth 
Bader Ginsburg (Professor of Law, Columbia Universily) ex-
plains this situation and its implications for the federal 
Equal Rights Amendment: 
Your letteraeoinquires whether ratification of 
ERA would affect the tax-exempt status of chur-
ches and church schools if they continued to 
prohibit women from becoming ministersa Based 
on relevant precedent and IRS practice to date, 
I think the answer is a clear 11 No 11 0 
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ERA applies only when the requisite "government 
action" is present. In this respect, it tracks 
the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. We have at 
least one current example of a church that wel-
comes blacks as members but does not put them on 
a par with whites when it comes to the ministry: 
the Church of the Latter Day Saints. Mormon 
churches continue to enjoy tax exemption. ll 
the Fifth Amendment does not affect Mormon chur-
ches now by reason of their position on blacks, 
neither will ERA affect them, by reason of their 
position on women.oo 
It appears virtually certain that, in the event. 
of a challenge, courts would construe ERA in a 
manner that avoids collision with religious doc-
trine and practice relating to the ministry. W 
Conclusion. Based on an understanding of the constitu-
tional relationships between church and state, the distinction 
between governmental and private action, the prohibition of 
governmental interference in church doctrine and in matters of 
internal church adjudication, and constitutional requirements 
for neutral application of income and property tax exemptions, 
it can be affirmatively stated that the state and federal Equal 
Rights Amendments will neither force the ordination of women 
in churches and religious denominations nor threaten the tax-
exempt status of churches or denominations which do not ordain 
women. "It is absolutely clearoe. that the Equal Rights Amend-
ment will not apply to private religious institutions and will 
not require any particular religious organization to admit 
women to its minis try." ~ 
Co The Effects of the Equal Rights Amendments 
on Marriage and Family Law 
Predictions of the ,effects of the Equal Rights Amend-
ments on marriage, the family, the roles assumed in marriage 
and the family, and property and support rights within mar-
riage and the family generated significant amounts of discus-
sion and controversy during the committee's hearingso This 
report's positions on the issues raised at those hearings and 
the analysis of the need for change in Colorado's marital and 
family laws are based on the following understandings of the 
actual effects of the Equal Rights Amendments. 
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1. Stereotyped Notions of the "Traditional American Family" 
Sociological studies indicate that the existing range 
of marital and family relationships is exceptionally wide and , 
diverse. This range includes families with many children, 
childless marriages, marriages and families supported through 
the employment of a single spouse (male or female), marriages 
and families in which both spouses are employed, marriages 
and families divided by divorce or death, "single-person''' 
families, extended families, families with strong inter-per-
sonal relationships, families with inconsequential personal 
bonds, government-assisted marriages and families, financial-
ly stable marriages and families, families headed by only one 
man or one woman (statistics presented to the committee 
showed.that 6.8 million American families are headed by wo-
men W), and families headed by unmarried perso~s. 
These common-sense observations lead to the conclusion 
that it is unrealistic to speak of the "traditional American 
family", a nuclear unit headed by a husband and father, as 
representative of all marriages and families. It is equally 
unrealistic to address only the effects of the Equal Rights 
Amendments on this "traditional American family" -- the gov-
ernment has the responsibility to formulate laws and consti-
tutional principles which recognize the reality of the full 
range of existing marital and family relationships. 
2. Application of the "State Action" Doctrine - the Private 
Nature of Marital and Family Relationships 
As emphasized throughout this report, the Equal Rights 
Amendments apply only to governmental or "state action". The 
history and tradition of our legal and governmental systems 
clearly indicate that the government and the law interfere 
in on-going marriages and the internal affairs of marriages 
and families only in extreme circumstances (e.g., child abuse, 
criminal assault, and enforcement of compulsory school atten-
dance laws). The sanctity of marriage is enforced by laws 
such as that providing for privileged communications between 
spouses. The roles, duties, and responsibilities of part1As 
to an on-going marriage and members of a viable family unit 
are private matters to be decided only by the persons direct-
ly involved. These matters are not to be decided by govern-
ment policy. Accordingly, neither the state nor the federal 
Equal Rights Amendment can be expected to alter on-going, 
internal marital or family relationships. The assertion that 
the amendments will result in the "breakdown of the family" 
is wholly unfounded. Under the amendments, the governmental 
policy of non-interference in such private relationships will 
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continue, in the absence of a violation of a "compelling state 
interest 11 • 
3- TJle MYth of :ttbe IIM§rriage Contract" 
A witness before the committee postulated the negative 
effecti of the federal Equal Rights Amendment on the so-called 
llmarriage contractfl, through which the parties to a marriage 
e.re said to agree to their respective duties (typically, the 
duty of the husband to support his wife and of the wife to 
provide homemaking services for the husband). !t2/ While this 
report does not quarrel with the rights of husband and wife 
to m.ake .such arrangements on a private basis, it should be 
noted that this type of "contract" is neither recognized in 
Colorado statute nor enforceable by the state. A "marriage 
eontract 11 , if it may be referred to in this manner, is not 
enforceable during an on-going marriage -- the state recogni-
zes and enforces marital duties, for practical purposes, only 
upon the legal dissolution of a marriage. 
The Colorado ''Uniform Marriage Act" ~ imposes no du-
ties on the parties to a marriage. The "no-fault divorce law", 
the Colorado "Uniform Dissolution of Marriage Act"~' includes 
few previously imposed marital duties. Through its creation 
ot a s.1n. g. le ground for divorce (the irretrievable breakdown of 
the marriage) the act essentially allows the parties to a 
iuarriage to decide for themselves when and why their marriage 
has failed, Only upon divorce may the state impose duties and 
obligations on the parties, and these duties and obligations 
are imposed in a sex-neutral manner. 5.Q/ 
Nonetheless, objections to the Equal Rights Amendments 
are raised on the grounds that they will lead to the elimina-
tion of the so-called "marriage contract" and that they will 
undercut the "right to support" within an on-going marriage. 
'.rhese objections are based on a serious misunderstanding of 
the nat'Ul"e of present marriage law. 
I+. liYAJ.1119 Famity Support Ol?J.1gation 
Present Colorado law places the legal obligation for 
support of a family on both parents -- the law is sex-neu-
tral. W This fact does w, mean that wives are required to 
take paying jobs outside the home to match their husbands' 
tiruu'loial contributions to family support on a dollar-for-dol-
lar basis. This assertion is wholly unfounded. 
The conclusion that the Equal Rights Amendments will 
have this effect is similarly specious. Since January, 1973, 
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no woman has been forced out of her home and into the labor 
market by the state F.qual Rights Amendment -- women are pres-
ently under no legal obligation to work outside the home. 
The legislative history of the federal Equal Rights Amendment 
demonstrates clearly that the obligation for family support 
can be fulfilled within the home through the provision of 
homemaking services, just as it can be fulfilled through 
financial contributions from outside employment. To suggest 
that homemaking services performed for the family within the 
home will not be legally sanctioned as fulfillment of the 
obligation for family support is to ignore the legislative 
history of the amendment and the clear intent of Congress. 
Further it is this suggestion, not the intent of the F.qual 
Rights Amendments, which shows a lack of respect for the non-
economic, social contributions of the homemaker to the viabil-
ity of the family unit. 
5. The Child Care Controversy 
There is no logical connection between either of the 
Equal Rights Amendments and day or residential child care cen-
ters. Nothing in the amendments requires the raising of chil-
dren outside the home. The fact that many women presently 
work outside the home and utilize child care services is en-
tirely an economic phenomenon and is in no way related to the 
amendm.en ts • 
Further, for those families in which child care is an 
economic necessity, the Equal Rights Amendments may prove to 
be beneficial. If the amendments are successful in improving 
employment opportunities for women, and if greater economic 
benefits accrue to working mothers as a result, their children 
will have access to child care facilities of higher quality 
than would otherwise be the case. In this circumstance, the 
effects of the F.qual Rights Amendments on the family unit can 
only be considered beneficial. 
6. Marriage and the On-Going, Internal Marital Relationship 
The common law theory of the merger of the personality 
of the wife with that of the husband has been abrogated by 
statute in Colorado in many instances. A brief review of 
these laws and the attendant circumstances reveals that many 
of the statutory changes required by the Equal Rights Amend-
ments have already been effected in Colorado and leads to the 
conclusion that any related effects of the amendments will be 
minimal. 
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Married women's domicile. Until 1969, the rule pre-
vailed in Colorado that a wife's domicile followed that of her 
husband. This rule was determined to cause significant hard-
ship, and, in 1969, the General Assembly adopted Section 14-2-
210, Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, which grants women the 
right to choose their own domicile. 
Domicile of children. One current Colorado law makes 
the legal domicile of an unemancipated minor that of his fa-
ther and the legal domicile of an unemancipated minor of un-
married parents that of the mother. In cases in which there 
is no father, the legal domicile of an unemancipated minor is 
that of the mother. W These laws appear to violate the 
Equal Rights Amendments, and this report recommends an appro-
priate change {see Bill c, on page 57). "Emancipation" 
usually means economic independence from one's parents. Thus, 
very few persons under the age of majority are in today's so-
ciety emancipated. However, many such children may in fact 
have residences which would be their legal domiciles if the 
usu.al rules of "physical-presence-plus-intent" were applied to 
their situation in place of arbitrary rules. The simplest 
rule is to declare that the domicile of a child is with the 
parent who has custody of him, or where the child actually 
lives for the greater part of the year, if he is above the age 
of custody. 
Marital property laws. Sections 14-2-201 et seq., Colo-
rado Revised Statutes 1973, relate to the rights of married 
women and insure that married women in Colorado have precisely 
the same rights with reference to property as do married men 
and unmarried persons. Each spouse may own his or her proper-
ty separate and free of legal control of the other sp.ouse. 
Married women may sue and be sued, carry on any trade or busi-
ness, convey lands, and make contracts. 
Under the "Uniform Probate Code" i3/, either spouse may 
claim the "surviving spouse 1 stt elective share of an estate, 
the family allowance, and the homestead allowance. A surviv-
ing spouse of either sex has rights equal to those of the 
other, and no change appears necessary to comply with the Equal 
Rights Amendments. 
Surnames of married women and legitimate children. By 
custom, women have adopted the surnames of their husbands upon 
marriage. Although not statutorily required in Colorado, this 
custom continues. The Equal Rights Amendments may require a 
statutory procedure through which married women can retain 
their own surnames or choose other surnames. Such legislation 
has been introduced in several states. In the interest of 
identifying married couples and children, the state might re-
quirB that married persons use the same surname, which could be 
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any legal name upon which they both agree, the surname of 
either of them, some combination of their surnames, or an 
entirely different name. A law could be enacted which simply 
affirms the right of married persons to retain the surnames 
of their birth or to use any legal names they choose. To 
avoid future confusion and possible litigation on the issue, 
serious consideration should be given to a statutory proce-
dure for the determination of married persons' nameso A sim-
ilar procedure could be enacted for determining the names of 
legitimate children. 
The effect of married women's inability to obtain cre-
dit. The merger of the wife's identity with that of her hus-
band under common law theory made it almost impossible for a 
wife to obtain credit. Recent legislation in Colorado which 
prohibits sex and marital status discrimination in the exten-
sion of credit will obviate past proble~s. 2±/ In addition, 
the federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974~ which became 
effective on October 28, 1975, will enhance the opportunities 
of married women in the obtaining of credit. No further stat-
utory changes are expected to arise under the Equal Rights 
Amendments. 
Right to consortium. In Colorado, a wife has the same 
right to recover for loss of consortium after her husband's 
death as he is afforded in similar circumstances. 2.21 No 
statutory change is required by the Equal Rights Amendments. 
Liability for family expenses. As explained earlier, 
the law in Colorado makes both the husband and wife liable for 
family expenses and the education of the children. 22/ The 
law applies equally to both sexes and no change is required by 
the Equal Rights Amendments. 
Right to support. As indicated above, courts univer-
sally refuse to interfere in an on-going marriage relation-
ship to enforce the duty of one spouse to support the other 
spouse and their children. As also indicated above, Colorado 
law does not impose a special duty of support on the husband. 
Section 14-6-110, Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, imposes a 
duty on both parents to support their children. This equal-
ity of obligation is consistent with the "Uniform Dissolution 
of Marriage Act" W, which states that either or bothparents 
owe a duty of support to the children of the marriage. The 
criminal non-support laws also apply equally to both sexes, 
with the appropriate exception of the requirement for support 
of the mother of an illegitimate child during childbirth S,Yo 
The age at which men and women may marry. Under Colo-
rado law, men and women may marry at the same minimum age (18 
yea~s) without parental consent and at the age of 16 if they 
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have parental consent. 5:lJ No change is necessary to comply 
with the Equal Rights Amendmentso 
7. Dissolution of the Marriage Relationship 
Maintenance. The "Uniform Dissolution of Marriage Act" 
is sex-neutral in its terms. Under the provisions of Section 
14-10-114, Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, either spouse may 
be awarded maintenance (alimony) if the conditions of the law 
are met. No change is necessary to comply with the Equal 
Rights Amendment. 
Child support. Both parents are obligated under Colo-
rado divorce law to support their children after the divorce, 
and either parent or both may be ordered to pay reasonable or 
necessary support. The factors to be considered are the finan-
cial resources of the child and of the child's custodian, the 
standard of living the child would have enjoyed if no divorce 
had occurred, the physical and emotional condition of the child 
and his educational needs, and the financial resources and 
needs of the non-custodial parento 60/ As already noted, Colo-
rado's criminal non-support statute applies equally to both 
sexes. Both maintenance and support are modifiable and can 
be changed by the court. 61/ No change in these statutes 
seems necessary to comply with the Equal Rights Amendmentso 
Child custody. In relation to the awarding of child 
custody after divorce, present Colorado statutes state only 
that the custody award must be determined with regard to the 
best interests of the child. §.Y The custody award standards 
are sex-neutral in their terms. No change is necessary to 
comply with the Equal Rights Amendments. 
Division of property. Section 14-10-113, Colorado Re-
vised Statutes 1973, requires the court, in a divorce proceed-
ing, to set apart to each spouse his own separate property and 
to divide the marital property without regard to marital mis-
conduct. This division of pr9perty occurs after several fac-
tors are considered, including.the contribution of each spouse 
to the acquisition of marital prpperty. 23/ Specifically, the 
court may take into consideration the contribution of a home-
maker to the family in the process for the division of marital 
property -- the homemaker's contribution is recognized through 
the granting to him or her of an interest in the property ac-
quired during the marriage. No changes in these provisions of 
law are required to comply with the Equal Rights Amendmentso 
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8. Summary 
The present basic structure of Colorado marital and 
family law incorporates the social and economic realities of 
the wide range of existing patterns of marital and family in-
terrelationships. The basis for this body of law is that the 
government ought not to dictate the roles and duties of mar-
riage partners and family members -- the law recognizes that 
the patterns of marital and family roles, duties, and respon-
sibilities should be determined on an individual basis by the 
parties directly affected, except in extreme circumstances in 
which it is necessary for the state to intervene. Sex-based 
family and marriage roles are not dictated by governmental 
policy but are left to the individual discretion of members 
of particular families and parties to particular marriages. 
The present basic sex-neutrality of Colorado marriage 
and family law accommodates this principle of individual de-
termination of family and marriage roles. The Equal Rights 
Amendments do not require significant changes in this pattern 
of accommodation -- the present policy of governmental non-
interference may continue under the amendments. Indeed, it 
can reasonably be said that objections to the sex-neutrality 
of Colorado marital and family law (which coincides with the 
requirements of the Equal Rights Amendments) represent a pre-
ference for governmental coercion of set patterns of marital 
and family relationships -- a preference which this report 
rejects. 
D. Effect of the Federal Egual Rights 
Amendment on the Military 
It seems clear that ratification of the federal Equal 
Rights Amendment will require that 11 women be fully integrated 
into the nation's military forces".@±/ The implications of 
this requirement are discussed below in terms of: (a) the 
basic principle of equal obligation for military service; (b) 
requirements for equality of conscription; (c) exemptions from 
and rejections for military service; (d) qualifications for 
specific types of military duty, including qualifications for 
combat duty and combat-related services; (e) equality of 
enlistment opportunity; (f) equality of opportunity for pro-
motion within the military; (g) sex-integration within the 
military; and (h) equality of benefits related to military 
service. 
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1. Basic Principle of Equal Obligation 
There is no justification for the exclusion of women, 
as a class, from "equally sharing the benefits and the burdens 
of military service". §5/ There is no reason for the exemp-
tion of women from a basic obligation of citizenship - mili-
tary service - solely on the basis of their sex. 
2. Eguality of Conscription 
Although the compulsory draft was ended by Congress in 
1973, 18-year-old males continue to be required to register 
for the standby draft. Ratification of the federal Equal 
Rights Amendment will require that 18-year-old females also 
register for the standby draft, and, if compulsory conscrip-
tion is reinstated following ratification, both male and fe-
male draft registrants will be subjected to induction on the 
same basis. 
It should be noted that a relatively small percentage 
of draft registrants are :inducted into the armed forces. 
There were 1.9 million men eligible for the 1971 draft call. 
Of these eligible draftees, only 94,000 - less than 5.0 per-
cent - were eventually inducted into the armed forces. f2Y 
If citizens of both sexes were subject to registration and 
induction on the same basis, less than 2.5 percent of eligible 
men and 2.5 percent of eligible women would be inducted at 
1971 levels (assuming equal rates of exemption from and rejec-
tion for induction and a population equally divided between 
males and females). If the exemption and rejection rates for 
eligible females were greater than for eligible males, even 
fewer women would be inducted. 
In light of the endorsement of the principle of equal 
obligation for military service,this report accepts and endor-
ses the effect.which the federal Equal Rights Amendment will 
have in subjecting women to registration for the draft and to 
compulsory conscription, if reinstated, on the same basis as 
for men. 
3 •. Exemptions from and Re.iections for Military Service 
Nothing in the federal Equal Rights Amendment will in-
terfere with Congress' power to establish standards for the 
exemption from or rejection for induction of certain categor-
ies of draft registrants under a system of compulsory con-
scription. The amendment will require that any such exemption 
or rejection standards be applied equally to eligible draft 
registrants of both sexes. 
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The most obvious type of induction standard is that of 
age. Congress can similarly allow exemptions from induction 
based on parental status (all parents, the parent filling the 
primary child-rearing or homemaking role, or one parent in 
each family can be exempted). Exemptions or rejection will 
almost certainly be provided for medical or psychological dis-
ability, for cases of economic hardship, for employment in 
essential civilian occupations, and for student status. 
Most significantly, rejections for military service will 
be provided on the basis of minimum standards of physical con-
dition and ability. (The standards will of course be required 
'to relate in a demonstrable way to the actual requirements of 
military service.) Opponents of the federal Equal Rights 
Amendment assert that the majority of American women are phys-
ically incapable of serving in the armed forces. If this is 
the case, it is reasonable to expect that adequate physical 
standards for induction will prevent their conscription into 
the military. 
In 1971, more than 95.0 percent of eligible men were 
rejected for or exempted from induction. The standards under 
which they were rejected or exempted were intended to provide 
for the induction of only those males who were qualified, 
physically and otherwise, for military service. It is illog-
ical to assume that the same type of physical standards will 
result in the induction of unqualified women under the federal 
amendment. 
4. gualifications for Specific fypes of Military Duty 
The federal Equal Rights Amendment will not prohibit 
the assignment of military women to specific roles and activi-
ties within the armed forces based on their individual physi-
cal and occupational abilities. The amendment will, in gener-
al, prohibit the exclusion of women, as a class, from military 
roles and activities solely on the basis of their sex. The 
amendment will not "require or permit women any more than men 
to undertake duties for which they are physically unqualified 
under some generally applied standard". §1/ 
Opponents of the federal Equal Rights Amendment have 
expressed concern over the possibility that military women 
will, under the amendment, be forced wholesale into combat and 
combat-related roles for which they are said to be, as a class, 
both physically and psychologically unsuited. On the contrary: 
(a) there are no roles or activities for which w. women, as a 
class, are unsuited; and (b) the armed forces will be free, 
under the federal amendment, to assign to combat duty and com-
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bat-related roles only those military women who are proven 
qualified through careful selection and training procedures. 
It should be noted that, during 1971, when less than 
5.0 percent of eligible men were actually inducted into the 
armed forces, less than 15.0 percent of those inducted were 
assigned to combat branches of the armed forces - less than 
1.0 percent of eligible male draft registrants were assigned 
to combat units. filV It is unrealistic to assume that a 
greater percentage of military women than men will be eligible 
for and assigned to combat roles under the Equal Rights Amend-
·ment. 
Further, the possibility exists that, if military women 
were excluded from combat roles and if that exclusion were 
challenged under the federal amendment the Supreme Court 
might allow the exclusion because of its established reluc-
tance to interfere in affairs of the military and of national 
security. The most obvious example of this "reach of military 
necessity11 is Korematsu :y_. United States 2!z/, in which the 
court allowed the exclusion of Japanese-Americans from a 
California 11mili tary area" during World War II. This exclu-
sion would otherwise have been invalidated under the 14th 
Amendment's "strict scrutiny" test because of its nature as 
a classification based on race; the exclusion was, however, 
justified by the government's "compelling interest" in nation-
al security. It is possible that the court might apply this 
doctrine of military necessity to the exclusion of military 
women from combat roles, if it were convinced that enough 
military women were unsuited for combat to pose a substantial 
hazard to the combat abilities of the armed f"orces. 
5. Equality of Enlistment Opportunity 
The federal Equal Rights Amendment will require substan-
tial equalization of enlistment standards for male and female 
volunteers for military service. In general, 
minimum standards with regard to age, education, 
and mental and physical ability would have to be 
identical for men and women. Both sexes would 
have to be subjected to the same tests, except 
to the extent that certain medical criteria 
would be permitted to deal with the unique phys-
ical characteristics of each sex. W 
The armed forces will not be free under the amendment 
to establish more exacting age and parental consent require-
ments for female volunteers, nor to require higher scores on 
entrance examinations and more extensive educational credenti-
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als. Requirements for special waivers for the enlistment of 
women with dependent children will not be allowed unless such 
waivers are also required for men. 
It is possible, of course, that strict or literal equal-
ization of enlistment standards will not be allowed under the 
federal amendment if the equalization has the practical effect 
of excluding large percentages of females from enlistment 
(e.g., unrealistic standards for height and weight applied to 
both men and women volunteers) unless the strictly applied 
identical standards can be shown to have demonstrable relation-
ships to the ability of the volunteer to perform in the armed 
forces. · 
Similarly, the federal amendment will mandate the sub-
stantial equalization of entrance requirements for the armed 
forces' officer candidate schools, for ROTC programs, for the 
military academies, and for specialized military preparation 
programs. 
The effect which the federal Equal Rights Amendment will 
have in substantially equalizing enlistment standards and en-
trance requirements for military schools and preparation pro-
grams is endorsed by this report. 
6. Equality of Opportunity for Promotion 
The federal Equal Rights Amendment will prohibit limi-
tations on the promotion of military personnel based solely on 
sex, unless the limitations can be shown to be justified by 
the doctrine of military necessity. The prohibition will ex-
tend to separate promotion eligibility lists and procedures, 
limitations on the range of ranks to which military women can 
be promoted, limitations on the conditions under which mili-
tary women can be promoted to certain ranks, and limitations 
on the duration of certain promotions of female personnel. 
The effect which the federal Equal Rights Amendment 
will have in equalizing opportunity for promotion within the 
armed forces is endorsed by this report. 
7. Sex-Integration within the Military Forces 
The federal Equal Rights Amendment will, in all likeli-
hood, require the elimination of separate women's corps, or 
other types of functional units, within the various branches 
of the military forces. The elimination of such functional 
units follows from the amendment's prohibition of the exclu-
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sion of women, as a class, from specific military roles and 
activities. 
Congress evidently did not intend, however, that 
sexual integration encompass integrated living 
facilities. The legislative history shows that 
the constitutional right to privacy was thought 
to permit the military to maintain separate 
living quarters for men and women, so that they 
would not be forced to undress or perform per-
sonal functions in the presence of the opposite 
sex. This argument is dependent on two unset-
tled legal conclusions: that the right to pri-
vacy protects individuals from the embarrass-
ment that would result from forced cohabitation 
and that the right so interpreted extends to 
military personnel. Neither conclusion, how-
ever, is unreasonable. Z!/ 
The federal Equal Rights Amendment is also likely to 
result in the elimination of separate programs of basic train-
ing and officers' basic training based solely on the sex of 
the military trainees (present training programs for men 
stress discipline and physical development, while those for 
women focus on administrative and other specialized skills). 
After the ratification of the ERA the services 
would still be permitted to adapt basic training 
to probable later assignments if they so desired, 
but placement in a particular training program 
could not be based on an overbroad sex classifi-
cation ••• A few differences in the physical train-
ing of all women might be justified by the unique 
physical characteristics of the sexes. But such 
differences would have to correlate closely with 
the characteristics in question and could not be 
based on the generalization that women are weaker 
than men. 'W 
Similarly, the federal amendment will prohibit the ex-
clusion of female military personnel from specific occupa-
tional specialties within the armed forces simply: (a) on 
the basis that the specialties are considered to be physical-
ly too strenuous for women, as a class; or (b) on the basis 
that particular specialties are considered to be inherently 
male activities. 
The effects which the federal Equal Rights Amendment 
will have in eliminating separate functional units for women 
within the military forces, eliminating separate programs of 
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basic training, and prohibiting disparate assignments of mil-
itary women to occupational specialties are endorsed by this 
report. 
8. Equality of Benefits Related to Military Service 
While it is primarily an obligation of citizenship, 
military service carries with it certain tangible and intang-
ible benefits. Full integration of women into the military 
will have the desirable effect of extending these benefits to 
women, including: (a) the use of military service as 11an 
avenue to acceptance and social betterment" 23/; (b) econo-
mic opportunity for military personnel for whom such opportu-
nity is limited in the civilian world; (c) training in such 
skills as self-defense, intergroup cooperation, and leader-
ship; (d) vocational training and other education benefits; 
(e) the opportunity to earn a high school or equivalency de-
gree; (f) ROTC scholarships; (g) "GI bill" education allow-
ances and living stipends for veterans; (h) veterans' loan, 
insurance, and medical programs; and (i) veterans' preference 
in state and federal government employment. 
Another benefit ••• from inclusion of women as 
equals in the military is that millions of women 
who are currently drawn into early marriage by 
economic inferiority and by an absence of alter-
native roles would gain financial and education-
al independence by military service. (It is al-
so possible that) military-sponsored training 
for formerly 'male' jobs, if widely available to 
both sexes by virtue of the draft, could erode 
the barrier of differential skills-training that 
now stands between many women and equal employ-
ment opportunity. W 
The effect which the federal Equal Rights Amendment 
will have in extending the benefits of military service to 
women is endorsed by this report. 
E. The Effects of the Equal Rights Amendments on 
School and College Athletic Programs 
This report's analysis of the effects of the state and 
federal Equal Rights Amendments on school and colleges athle-
tic programs is based on the following considerations: (a) 
the general principle of equality of opportunity for partici-
pation in athletic programs; (b) the development of case law 
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under the equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment to 
the United States Constitution in litigation invoving female 
participation in athletic programs; (c) the requirements of 
Title IX of the federal Education Amendments of 1972 for 
school and college athletic programs; (d) the implications of 
the state and federal Equal Rights Amendment for such pro-
grams; (e) the question of sex-segregated and sex-integrated 
athletic teams; (f) the question of sex-integration in con-
tact sports; and (g) the question of privacy in athletic fa-
cilities. 
1. Principle of Equal Opportunity 
This report endorses the principle that students of 
both sexes should have equal opportunity for participation in 
school and college athletic programs, based on their interest 
and ability to perform in such programs. There is nothing 
inherently characteristic of female or male students which 
disqualifies them from participation in any sport, and no 
sport is an inherently male or female activity. 
2. Case Law under the Equal Protection Clause - Female Par-
ticipation in Athletic Programs 
A limited series of judicial decisions concerning female 
participation in school athletic programs has been made under 
the equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment to the Uni-
ted States Constitution. The effect of this series of deci-
sions has been generally to enhance opportunities for female 
students to participate in such programs. However, the cases 
have been characterized by narrow circumstances and carefully 
proscribed rulings. The leading cases appear to be Brenden 
v. Independent School District 742 '15/, and Gil§/ y. Kansas 
State High School Activities Association, Inc. 
Brenden invalidated a rule of the Minnesota State High 
School League which barred female students from participation 
with male students in high school interscholastic athletics. 
The court's ruling concerned two non-contact sports (tennis, 
and cross-country skiing and running). The schools involved 
provided teams for male but not for female students. The 
court determined that the league rule barring female partici-
pation on these single-sex teams was a denial of equal protec-
tion of the laws under the 14th Amendment. The classification 
of female students as ineligible for participation in tennis 
and cross-country activities was held to be arbitrary and un-
reasonable because of the demonstrated ability of the two fe-
male plaintiffs to compete successfully in those sports - the 
objective of the league rule (to exclude unqualified partici-
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pants from the sports) was not met by the sex-based classifi-
cation. It is important to note what the Brenden decision 
did not do: (a) the decision did not prohibit sex-segregated 
teams in tennis and cross-country (since teams for both sexes 
had not existed in the first place); and (b) the decision did 
not make any ruling on the validity of excluding female stu-
dents from participation in contact sports. 
Having stated what this case is about, we would 
also like to emphasize what it is not about ••• 
we are not faced with the question of whether 
the schools can fulfill their responsibilities 
under the Equal Protection Clause by providing 
separate but equal facilities for females in in-
terscholastic athletics ••• second, because the 
sports in question are clearly non-contact sports, 
we need not determine if the High School League 
would be justified in precluding females fromcom-
peting with males in contact sports such as foot-
ball. '11./ 
Gilpin involved a similar challenge to a rule of the 
Kansas State High School Activities Association which prohib-
ited sex-integrated membership on athletic teams in inter-
scholastic contests. The decision was limited to a single 
plaintiff and a particular non-contact sport (cross-country 
running). The school involved provided a cross-country pro-
gram for male but not for female students. The association's 
rule was found to be a violation of equal protection of the 
laws under the 14th Amendment through reasoning similar to 
that of Brenden. As in that case, the court declined to rule 
on the question of sex-seg~egated teams, although a strong 
intimation was made that such teams would withstand scrutiny 
under the equal protection clause under certain circumstances: 
in existence ••• as previously 
those facts simply do not exist in 
stance. Z§J 
Litigation under the equal protection clause of the 14th 
Amendment has resulted in findings that the exclusion of women 
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from interscholastic athletic competition is an unconstitu-
tional denial of equal protection of the laws. "However, 
courts have been careful to limit findings to noncontact 
sports, and in several cases, to the talented women athletes 
who brought the action." '15J/ No such litigation has resulted 
in a ruling that sex-segregated teams are unconstitutional 
under the ~qual protection clause. 
3. Title IX Requirements for School and College Athletic 
Programs 
The key provision of Title IX of the federal Education 
Amendments of 1972, which became effective on July 1, 1972, 
reads as follows: 
No person in the United States shall, on the 
basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, 
be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to 
discrimination under any educational program or 
activity receiving Federal financial assistance. 
The coverage of Title IX is quite broad - generally, the law 
"bars sex discrimination in the nation's elementary and sec-
ondary schools and institutions of higher education". §Q/ The 
basic trigger for application of the law is, of course, the 
receipt of federal financial assistance. 
Title IX and the regulations adopted by the United 
States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare under Ti-
tle IX are not limited in scope to athletic and sports pro-
grams. Nonetheless, the law and regulations can be expected 
to substantially equalize bpportunities for participation in 
athletic and sports programs in covered institutions. In de-
termining whether equality of opportunity exists, the follow-
ing factors are to be taken into account. 
- the interests and abilities of both sexes in athletic 
and sports programs; 
- instruction.al opJ>ortunities for non-competitive pro-
grams; 
- requirements for physical education majors and for 
graduation in physical education; 
- informal recreational opportunities; 
- intramural athletic opportunities; 
- provision of athletic facilities and equipment; 
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- medical and training services for athletic and sports 
programs; 
- the scheduling of games and practice times; 
- fllllding for travel and per diem allowances; 
- the availability of scholarships for athletes of both 
sexes; 
- recruitment of athletes of both sexes; 
- opportunities for media coverage of athletic events; 
- selection of sports, and levels of competition with-
in sports; 
- coaching and academic tutoring opportunities; and 
- housing and dining facilities and services. 
This report endorses the effects which Title IX can be expect-
ed to have in substantially equalizing opportllllity for parti-
cipation in athletic and sports programs in covered institu-
tions. 
However, two important facts about Title IX should be 
noted: (a) equal funding of male and female programs is not 
required per se - what is required is equality of opportunity 
for participation in such programs; and (b) sex-segregated 
athletic teams are not prohibited by the law and regulations 
except under limited circumstances: 
(e)ach sex may play on separate teams where se-
lection is based on competitive skills or the 
activity is a contact sport ••• (h)owever, in non-
contact sports if the school operates only a one-
sex team and has done so in the past, members of 
the excluded sex must be allowed to try out for 
the team in question. 81/ 
4. The Implications of the State and Federal Equal Rights 
.Amendments for School and College Athletic Programs 
The state and federal Equal Rights Amendments can be 
expected to further the progress toward equalization of oppor-
tunity for participation in athletic and sports programs evi-
denced by litigation llllder the equal protection clause of the 
14th Amendment and by Title IX of the federal Education Amend-
ments of 19?2. The amendments provide clearer expression of 
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constitutionally-guaranteed equality of the sexes than has 
been fo,md by the courts under the equal protection clause, 
and the momentum of judicial decisions furthering equality of 
opportimity for athletic competition will be increased by this 
clear expression. Similarly, the Equal Rights Amendments pro-
vide solid constitutional ground for the requirements of Title 
IX. 
Because of the endorsement of the principle of equal 
opportimity for the sexes for participation in school and col-
lege athletic programs, this report endorses the effects which 
the Equal Rights Amendments can be expected to have in provid-
ing clear expression in the constitution of that principle and 
in undergirding the principles of Title IX of the Education 
Amendments of 1972. 
5. The Question of Sex-Integrated and Sex-Segregated Athletic 
Teams 
There exists substantial concern about the Equal Rights 
Amendments and the effects which the amendments are alleged to 
have on the concept of sex-segregated teams in school athle-
tics. Opponents of the amendments maintain that schools and 
state high school athletic associations have labored over a 
period of years to develop strong programs of athletic compe-
tition for female students. They assert that the Equal Rights 
Amendments will mandate the elimination of sex-segregated ath-
letic teams for male and female students on a wholesale basis, 
and that the elimination of such teams will lead to the domi-
nation of sY:1 school athletics by male students. The asser-
tion is based on the ruling of the Supreme Court that"separate 
but equal" educational institutions are "inherently unequal"; 
the assumption is made that this ruling will be automatically 
applied to the concept of sex-segregated athletic teams under 
the Equal Rights Amendments. 
Such assertions about the effects of the Equal Rights 
Amendments are unfounded. There is no clear evidence to sup-
port the allegation that sex-segregated athletic teams will 
be prohibited by the courts' under either the state or the fed-
eral Equal Rights Amendment. On the contrary, the only judi-
cial decision to date in which a state Equal Rights Amendment 
has been applied to a case involving school athletic teams re-
sulted-in a strong· implication that sex-segregated athletic 
teams are allowable under that amendment. 
~ 
The decision is Commonwealth v. Pennsylvania Interscho-
lastic Athletic Association. §2/ The case involved a challenge 
to a rule of the association which prohibited female students 
from competing or practicing with male students in athletic 
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contests. The challenge was based on the Pennsylvania Equal 
Rights Amrnendment, which reads as follows: 
Equality of rights under the law shall not be 
denied or abridged in the Commonwelath of Penn-
sylvania because of the sex of the individu-
al. §3/ 
The association's rule was declared unconstitutional by the 
court because it denied to female athletes the opportunities 
available to males for practice and competition in interscho-
lastic sports, a denial of "equality of rights under the law". 
It is important to note, however, that the court did 
not rule unconstitutional the concept of sex-segregated teams 
in interscholastic athletics. The case was based on a situa-
tion in which a female athlete was excluded from interschola-
stic athletic competition solely on the basis of her sex - in 
effect, llQ. opportunity for participation was provided for fe-. 
male students. 
The PIAA seeks to justify the challenged by-law 
on the basis that men generally possess a higher 
degree of athletic ability in the traditional 
sports offered by most schools and that because 
of this, girls are given greater opportunities 
for participation if they compete exclusively 
with members of their own sex. This attempted 
justification can obviously have no validity 
with respect to those sports for which only one 
team exists in a school and that team's member-
ship Is limited exclusively to boys. 12!f7 
The assertion that the Equal Rights Amendments will eliminate 
wholesale the possibility of maintaining sex-segregated athle-
tic teams for female and male students in schools and colleges 
is simply not borne out by the only relevant judicial deci-
sion which has considered the question. 
The Equal Rights Amendments are likely to require a more 
sophisticated pattern of athletic team composition than repre-
sented by either of the two extremes: the pattern of total 
sex-segregation and the pattern of total sex-integration. In 
Commonwealth, the court indicated that the concept of sex-
segregated teams would be inadequate to provide equality of 
rights under the law for a limited class of female athletes, 
implying that a relatively broad range of team alternatives is 
necessary to accommodate the skill levels of all athletes, 
male and female: 
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Moreover, even where separate teams are offered 
for boys and girls in the same sport, the most 
talented girls still may be denied the right to 
play at that level of competition which their 
ability might otherwise permit them. For a 
girl in that position, who has been relegated 
to the"' girls' team", solely because of her sex, 
"equality under the law" has been denied • .§..21 
There are a number of possibilities through which pat-
terns of team composition might satisfy the requirements of 
the Equal Rights Amendments: 
- completely sex-segregated teams with equal funding, 
equipment, coaching staffs, services, and game_ time 
allotments; 
- completely sex-integrated teams, with team member-
ship based totally on athletic ability; 
- teams segregated by height and weight or other rele-
vant physical characteristics, resulting in predomi-
nately sex-segregated teams; or 
- predominately sex-segregated teams, with exceptions 
provided for athletes of exceptional ability. 
This final possibility, that of predominately sex-segregated 
teams with exceptions provided for very talented athletes, is 
the most reasonable. The important factor to be considered 
in choosing among the options for team composition is whether 
the impact of the team policy falls equally on both sexes -
disproportionate effects on either sex would be prohibited. 
It is this last consideration which is central to an 
understanding of the allegations that the Supreme Court's in-
validation of "separate but equal" schools for the races must 
automatically be extended to cover the issue of sex-segregated 
teams in school and college athletics. In Brown~- Board of 
Educatio~ ~, the court carefully considered the real-world 
practica effects of school segregation on the educational op-
portunities of black children (such "intangible" factors as 
ability to study, the ability to engage. in discussion and ex-
change of views with students of other races the stigma of 
racial separation, the enhancement of this stigma by sanction 
of law, and the psychological inferiority engendered by sepa-
ratism were considered). The court did not rule that "sepa-
rate educational facilities are inherently unequal" on a super-
ficial basis; rather, the circumstances surrounding separation 
and, most importantly, the practical effects of separation were 
decisive in the court's ruling. It is entirely possible that, 
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using the same judicial Jiardstick of practical effect as in 
Brown, courts will rule under the Equal Rights Amendments 
that integration of athletic teams by sex is "inherently un-
equal" because of the possible domination of athletic programs, 
by male students under a system of sex-integrated teams. If 
this is the case, a more sophisticated pattern of team compo-
sition might be required to ensure equality of opportunity for 
participation in athletic and sports programs. 
6. The Question of Contact and Non-Contact Sports 
It is clear that the Equal Rights Amendments will pro-
vide no basis for the distinction between contact and non-
contact sports in matters of equality of opportunity for par-
ticipation in athletic and sports programs. In Commonwealth, 
the court specifically included contact sports such as foot-
ball and wrestling within its ruling: "it is apparent that 
there can be no valid reason for excepting those two sports 
from our order in this case". W This inclusion was made by 
the court even though the original complaint against the asso-
ciation's rule had been limited to specified non-contact 
sports. 
Nonetheless, the distinction between contact and non-
contact sports will have no special significance under the 
range of options for team composition open to schools and 
colleges under the Equal Rights Amendments; as explained above, 
the concept of sex-segregated teams and workable variations 
of the concept will be allowable under the Equal Rights Amend-
ments. 
7. The Question of Privacy in Athletic Facilities 
The relationship between the constitutional "right of 
privacy" and the requirements of the Equal Rights Amendments 
is discussed elsewhere in this report. (See pages 11-12.) 
It is clear that these two constitutional principles can be 
easily harmonized and that the adoption of the federal Equal 
Rights Amendment will not require the integration of such 
public facilities as restrooms and locker rooms. Accordingly, 
the assertion that the Equal Rights Amendments will require 
the integration by sex of locker rooms and showers connected 
with school and college athletic programs is totally unfound-
ed. 
8. Conclusion 
Because of acceptance of the principle of equal 
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opportunity for participation in school and college athletic 
programs! the enhancement of such equality of opportllllity by 
the Equa Rights Amendments the conclusion that the concept 
of sex-segregated teams will not be eliminated by the amend-
ments, the determination that the distinction between contact 
and non-contact sports will not be of special significance 
under the amendments, and the determination that the amend-
ments will not invade the "right of privacy" in athletic 
facilities, this report endorses the effects which the Equal 
Rights Amendments can be expected to have on school and col-
lege athletic programs. 
F. The Effects of the Equal Rights 
Amendments on ElnploYment 
That sex discrimination exists in the area of employ-
ment cannot be disputed. Constraints of space prevent the 
setting forth in this report of all of the available data 
which demonstrate that women generally occupy industrial and 
professional job positions inferior to those occupied by men 
and that women's pay is generally inferior to that of men. 
For those who doubt the exfstence of sex discrimination in em-
ployment, a review of the voluminous literature available 
which documents such discrimination is convincing. 
Nonetheless, a number of relevant statistics which re-
late to the following discussion of the effects of the Equal 
Rights Amendments on employmentare set forth. As of 1974, 
approximately 46 percent of all women 16 years of age andover 
(nearly 36 million women) were employed, and approximately 53 
percent of all women between the ages of 18 and 64 were in 
the labor force. Approximately 13.6 million working womenhad 
children \lllder the age of 18. Approximately 58 percent of 
the female labor force in 1974 were married women living with 
their husbands. In 1973, women earned only 57 percent of the 
male median annual income. Among all working-wife families, 
the contribution of wives' earnings was about one-fourth of 
family income in 1973. Today the typical woman worker is ap-
proximately 40 years old, married, and a mother • .§.al 
It is correct to state that the pressure to improve em-
ployment opportunity for women and to achieve better wages for 
women will continue, with or without the Equal Rights Amend-
ments. This fact is based on the following analysis of cur-
rent sooial and economic trends. 
1. The extent of women's contribution to the national 
economy has increased considerably over the past decade, and 
there is every expectation that it will continue to increase. 
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2. The relationship between female labor force parti-
cipation and the family life cycle demonstrates that more 
women are returning to the labor market when their children 
reach school age. 
3. There has been increased labor force participation 
of younger married women, including women with pre-school 
children, and it is expected that this trend· will continue. 
These trends demonstrate that work is becoming an in-
creasingly important part of women's entire lives and that 
work is not undertaken only during the period before marriage 
and child-rearing. The presence of ohildren, whatever their 
age, is becoming less of a deterrent to female labor force 
participation. These increases in female labor force partic-
ipation do not occur because .American women have suddenly be-
come interested in careers on a superficial basis. On the 
contrary, the increase in female labor force participation can 
be attributed to an increase in the demand for female labor 
coupled with the necessity for women to contribute to the fi-
nancial support of the family. In other words, the increasing 
labor force participation of women is directly related to ec-
onomic realities, specifically including inflation. Families 
are becoming increasingly dependent on the incomes of two wage 
earners. 
To the extent that increased labor force participation 
of women continues, as social and economic trends indicate, 
women's job aspirations can be expected to change. If women 
at all stages of the family life cycle work in greater num-
bers, it seems inevitable that they will begin to view work 
less as an interlude in a life devoted to their families and 
more as a lifetime activity. The consequences of this situ-
ation are predictable. Women will not be satisfied with the 
kinds of jobs to which they are now relegated or with inade-
quate pay for the work they perform. This dissatisfaction 
can be expected to be particularly strong for those who are 
divorced, widowed, and separated and cannot depend on a hus-
band for support. This group of women is increasing in num-
ber, and a low earning potential has a devastating effect on 
many of them and on the well-being and education of their 
children. 
It is beyond the capability of the Colorado General As-
sembly to deal with the national and international fiscal and 
economic problems of inflation, which are said to have "forced 
women out of the home and into the labor market". Likewise, 
it is unreasonable to suggest a system of family assistance 
which would guarantee that women will not have to work in 
order to support their families. The only reasonable approach 
is an attempt to enact laws which prohibit the sex-discrimina-
tory practices in the labor market which prevent women from 
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obtaining suitable jobs and wages. The enactment of.laws 
which provide equal opportunity for women to participate in 
the labor market is a reasonable approach in dealing with the 
"dual role" of working mothers. This part of the report ex-
amines the adequacy of such laws and the need for other such 
laws and government actions. 
1. Prohibition of ;Employment Discrimination and Protective 
Legislation 
Title VII of the federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 ~ 
was enacted as a comprehensive prohibition of private act• of 
employment discrimination. As amended by the federal Equal 
:Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, Title VII also now covers 
virtually all state and local government employees and previ-
ously exempted employees. The law also authorizes the crea-
tion of the Equal :Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). 
Title VII forbids discrimination by an employer of 15 or more 
persons engaged in an industry affecting interstate commerce, 
including employment agencies and labor unions. The law per-
mits classifications on the basis of sex only where sex is a 
bona fide occupational qualification. 
Protective or restrictive labor laws. The discrimina-
tory effect of state labor laws regulating women's employment 
became a major issue in the promulgation of EEOC regulations 
under Title VII. This issue also arose in the debate over 
the federal Equal Rights Amendment. The controversy was 
based in large part on conflicting ideologies about sex roles 
and the family and on conflicting interpretations of whether 
protective legislation help or hinders the quest for equality 
of women in employment. 'This debate has in fact continued 
since the early 1920's, after the passage of. the 19th_Amend-
ment to the United States Constitution. In 1969, however, the 
EEOC promulgated regulations which made it clear that no re-
strictive or protective state law could be used as a bona fide 
occupational qualification in a defense to application of 
Title VII. The EEOC declared that such state laws, although 
originally enacted for the purpose of protecting females, have 
ceased to be relevant to out technology or the expanding role 
of the female worker in our economy. The EEOC found that such 
la'A'S did not take into account the capacities, preferences, 
and abilities of individual females and tended to discriminate 
rather than protect. 2Q/ 
For all practical purposes, the debate over the valid-
ity of restrictive or protective industrial legislation for 
women has come to an end, although testimony bett>re the com-
mittee demonstrated that remnants of the controversy continue 
to exist. Opponents of the ~ual Rights Amendlnents continue 
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to raise the "protective legislation" issue, even though the 
issue was resolved in 1969, and accepted by both federal and 
state courts. 
The last restrictive labor law in Colorado, which con-
cerned m.aximum·hours for women, was repealed in 1969. That 
the issue of "protective legislation" is moot is demonstrated 
by the fact that Colorado law does not include any "protec-
tive" labor provisions • .2l/ Greater attention and efforts 
should be directed to legislation which will protect workers 
of both sexes from tmhealthy or unsafe labor conditions. In 
this regard, it is noted that workers of both sexes are pres-
ently protected by the state's occupational safety and health 
law and regulations. W 
2. s,guaJ. Pa1 Act 
The federal Equal Pay Act of 1963 931, which was added 
as an amendment to the federal Fair LaborStandards Act of 
1938 ~, was designed to eliminate the widespread discrimi-
natory practice of paying women less then men for the same 
work. This law requires employers to pay equal salaries to a 
man and woman when their jobs require equal skill, effort, and 
responsibility and are done under similar working conditions. 
Exceptions are set forth in the act. Different salaries paid 
to men and women do not violate the act if they are based on 
a merit system, a seniority system, a system measuring earn-
ings by quality or quantity or production, or "any other fac-
tor other than sex". The provisions are enforced by the 
United States Labor Department's Division of Wages and Hours. 
Colorado statutes also include an "equal pay law". 
This law provides that: 
No employer shall make any discrimination in the 
amount or rate of wages or salary paid or to be 
paid his employees in any employment in this 
state solely on account or the sax thereof. 2j/ 
Under this law, "employer" includes the state, counties, 
cities, towns, other political subdivisionsi persons, corpo-
rations, partnerships, and associations. On y the employment 
of household and domestic servants and farm and ranch labor-
ers is exempted from the application of the law. 
-~ponoJ,usion 
It is recognized that the federal and state laws dis-
cussed above have provided increasing opportunities for female 
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participants in the labor force. However, these laws are de-
ficient in various respects. Under both of the federal acts 
cited above, employers continue to devise methods ot discri-
mination against women in employment and wages, through use 
o.f the "bona fide occupational qualification" and "business 
necessity" exe~tions. Additionally, Title VII still exempts 
employers of 15 persons or lesso The only significant remedy 
presently avail.:able for prohibiting sex discriminatory labor 
practices is under Title VII, which nonetheless contains a 
i:80-day limit within which complaints must be filed. 
The federal Equal Rights Amendment will provide an addi-
tional remedy for sex discrimination by state and local gov-
ernments acting in their capacities as employers. Under the 
amendment, complainants could bring suit for damages in fed-
eral courts. 
While this issue is not discussed in this report, it 
is suggested that additional consideration be given to state 
unempl.QYment insurance statutes to determine if coverage for 
]ll'egnancy and pregnancy-~lated disabilities is administered 
in a ·non-discriminatory manner. The Equal Rights Amendments 
requi-re that related laws be sex-neutralo 
The amendments will have a significant effect on the 
public sector labor market and employment conditions within 
that market by .making it clear that sex discriminatory em-
ployment practices will not be permitted. If an additional 
effect of the amendments is to equalize pay, promotion oppor-
tunities, and employment benefits for both sexes in the .pri-
vate sector labor market, the amendments will have an actual 
beneficial effect on working women. The working women to 
:whom this beneficial effect will apply are most often not in 
the labor market by choice. For these women, equalization of 
employment opportunities will not be a pleasant but unneces-
sary "fringe" benefit of incidental employment. It will, in-
stead, be a matter of simple justice. 
G. Effect of the Egual Rights Amendments on State Statute§ 
which Provide Financial Benefits to "Widows" 
Several state statutes which provide for the payment of 
benefits to an insured's "widow" in the event of his death or 
disability were identified by a statutory search undertaken 
by the committee. '!iBf Provisions for the payment of similar 
benefits to "widowers" (or to "surviving spouses") are absent 
from these statutes. The statutes include, among others, 
those relating to the retirement of judges 'J:2/, industrial or 
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workmen's compensation insurance 2.§/, and policemen's and 
firemen's pensions. W 
The application of such laws to surviving spouses of 
only one sex casts doubt on the validity of the laws under the 
equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment to the United 
States Constitution. Two Supreme Court decisions have held 
similar provisions unconstitutional under that clause. In the 
latest decision, Weinberger y. Wiesenfeld 100/, the Supreme 
Court held that a provision of the federal Social Security Act 
which provided survivors' benefits only to widowed mothers and 
not to widowed fathers of dependent children was a denial of 
equal protection of the laws. It is believed, therefore, that 
the state statutes cited above may be unconstitutional under 
the 14th Amendment. They are certainly invalid under the Equal 
Rights Amendments. 
It is therefore recommended that such statutes be amend-
ed to extend the availability of survivors' benefits to both 
"widows and widowers" or to "surviving spouses". (See Bill B, 
page 56 of this report.) 
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III. COMMITTEE CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. Conclusions 
With respect to the issues raised during the committee 
hearings concerning the Equal Rights Amendments, this report 
has set forth conclusions and positions in support of the 
amendments. The major positions and conclusions of this 
report can be summarized as follows. 
1. The equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment 
to the United States Constitution has never been 
used by the United States Supreme Court to hold 
that classifications based on sex are inherently 
"suspect" and can be upheld only if there is a 
substantial and "compelling state interest" in 
maintaining a discriminatory law. Only a separate 
constitutional amendment - the federal EqualRights 
Amendment - prohibiting the denial or abridgment 
of rights on the basis of sex through state action, 
can provide an adequate and clear constitutional 
basis for the elimination of sex discrimination in 
legal and governmental action. The Equal Rights 
Amendments offer the only certain means for achiev-
ing equality of legal rights for men and women. 
2. The legislative history of the federal Equal Rights 
Amendment clearly provides that the courts can uti-
lize the "right of privacy" qualification and the 
"unique physical characteristic" qualification to 
the absolute interpretation of the amendment. 
3. The federal Equal Rights Amendment, through its en-
forcement clause, will not result in an expansion 
of the powers of the federal government and the 
invasion of states' rights. 
4. Neither the state nor federal Equal Rights Amend-
ment will force the ordination of women in churches 
and religious denominations or threaten the tax-
exempt status of churches or denominations which 
do not ordain women. It is absolutely clear that 
the Equal Rights Amendments will not apply to reli-
gious institutions and religious practices. 
5. The Equal Rights Amendments will not dictate roles 
in marriage and family relationships, but will 
rather leave the determination of those roles to 
the individuals involved. Likewise, the amendments 
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will not lead to a "breakdown of the family", 
since they will neither force women out of thehome 
nor encourage husbands and fathers to abandon their 
families. 
6. This report endorses the effect which the federal 
Equal Rights Amendment will have in extending the 
obligations and benefits of military service to 
women. 
7. This report endorses the effects which the Equal 
Rights Amendments can be expected to have on 
school and college athletic programs. 
8. This report endorses the effects which the Equal 
Rights Amendments can be expected to have on em-
ployment and labor laws. 
In addition to the above conclusions (which indicate 
that the Equal Rights Amendments are necessary and that the 
results of the amendments will be beneficial to society), 
this report also concludes that the Equal Rights Amendments 
are necessary and desirable for the following reasons. 
1. National Uniformity of Equal Rights 
The 10th Amendment to the United States Constitution 
reserves substantial legislative powers to the governments of 
the fifty states. The area of law constitutionally reserved 
for state action is very broad, including marriage and family 
law, criminal law, property law, law relating to education, 
and law providing for the regulation of businesses and occupa-
tions. Except in those states which have placed Equal Rights 
Amendments in their state constitutions, there is presently 
no clearly-expressed constitutional guarantee that these areas 
of state law will not discriminate against women or men solely 
on the basis of sex. 
However, the federal Equal Rights Amendment will apply 
both to the actions of the federal government and to those of 
the states. The federal Equal Rights Amendment provides a 
nationally uniform guarantee against sex discrimination through 
law. 
This guarantee is particularly important in our highly 
mobile society. In 1970, the United States Bureau of the Cen-
sus calculated the population of the United States (five years 
old and older) at 186,09~,822 persons. Of this total popula-
tion, 16,080,812 persons - or 8.6~ percent - had moved from 
one state to another between 1965 and 1970. 101/ Citizens 
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have a right to expect that their basic legal rights and pri-
vileges will remain substantially the same when they move from 
one state to another. 
This report endorses the effect which the federal Equal 
Rights Amendment will have in providing a nationally uniform 
guarantee of equal legal rights for the sexes. 
2. Piecemeal Revision of Existing Laws 
It is recognized that the objectives of both the state 
and federal Equal Rights Amendments could be accomplished 
through legislative revision of existing laws. This approach 
is specifically rejected, however, because such a process 
would require multiple actions by fifty state legislatures and 
the federal Congress, by the courts and executive agencies in 
each of these jurisdictions, and by similar government author-
ities in numerous political subdivisions as well. Any planfor 
eliminating sex discrimination must take into account the fact 
that legislative change alone would not provide for an adequate 
and clear foundation for the attainment of legal equality of 
the sexes. A single consistent, coherent theory of sexual 
equality before the law, and a consistent application of that 
theory, is scarcely possible through legislative change, since 
the articulation of the basic policy of equality would be di-
vided among federal, state, and local agencies. Piecemeal 
legislative reform has continued for the past century and has 
proved to be unsatisfactory. For this reason, it is concluded 
that only a constitutional amendment will accomplish the fund-
amental change and uniform theory necessary in order to elimi-
nate sex discrimination. 
Amendments to a state or federal constitution serve as 
moral and ethical as well as legal standards. Although the 
moral and ethical example set by a constitutional amendment is 
not its primary purpose, it is believed that desirable social 
change can be facilitated by this example. The state Equal 
Rights Amendment has, and the federal Equal Rights Amendment 
will have, the beneficial effect of providing society with the 
clear standard that rights and privileges are not to be denied 
to its members on the basis of their sex. 
B. Recommendations 
Compelling evidence in favor of the repeal of Colorado's 
Equal Rights Amendment and in favor of rescission of Colorado's 
ratification of the federal Equal Rights Amendment has not been 
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presented to the committee. Therefore, it is recommended 
that any effort to repeal the state Equal Rights Amendment be 
strongly resisted and that any efforts to rescind Colorado's 
ratification oi· the federal Equal Rights Amendment be similar-
ly rejected. This report reaffirms support for both amend-
ments. 
c. Reguirements .for Statutory Change 
As emp~sized throughout this report's discussion of 
the effects of .the state and federal Equal Rights Amendmenton 
Colorado law, neither of the amendments will require exten-
sive statutory·revision. The bulk of Colorado Revised Stat-
utes 1973 is presently written in a sex-neutral manner. A 
relatively small number of statutory changes is recommended 
by this report, These changes, if enacted, will bring Colo-
rado law into substantial compliance with .the state Equal 
Rights Amendment and with the federal Equal Rights Amendment 
when it is ratified. 
In recommending the following bills, the rule of "ex-
pansion or nullification" of statutory obligations and bene-
fits was used as a guide. This rule provides that: (a) if 
a statute provides a benefit for or places an obligation on 
members of one sex, but not on members of the other sex, and 
if that benefit or obligation is determined to be unnecessary, 
it should be nullified; and (b) if a statute provides a bene-
fit for or places an obligation on members of one sex, but not 
on members of the other sex, and if that benefit or obligation 
is determined to be necessary, it should be expanded to cover 
members of both sexes. 
The following bills are recommended for adoption by the 
committee: 
- B!ll A, which relates to the employment of women,and 
which removes from law special provisions requiring 
minimum wages and special standards of employment 
conditions for women workers, which extends to both 
sexes the requirement for separate dressing rooms 
when such rooms are required incident to employment, 
and which requires that Colorado labor employed on 
public works not be hired in a manner which discrim-
inates by sex; 
- Bill B, which relates to sex-neutrality of survivors' 
benefits, and which requires that statutorily-man-
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dated survivors1 benefits be provided to 81surviving 

spousesI1 in a sex-neutral manner; 

- Bill C, which relates to equality of treatment of 
either sex in certain governmental situations, and 
which requires equality of reporting requirements 
for voter registration, equality of forwarding of 
earnings to spouses for work performed in county 
jail programs, and equality of the right to partici- 
pate in county jail release programs for homemakers 
of either sex; 
- Bill D, which relates to sex as a basis of discrimi- 
nation, and which amends several anti-discrimination 
laws to include sex as a basis for the prohibition 
of discrimination; and 
- Bill E, which relates to support orders in paternity 
proceedings, and which requires that such orders 
take into consideration the capability of the mother 
to provide support. 
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BILL A 

A BILL FOR AN ACT 
ONaFININI; T1E EUPliXMM'OF WREN. 
B i l l  Summary 
(NOTE: This smna a l i e s  t o  th i s  b i l l  as introduced and 
does not n e c e ~ s d r *  a - m ~ i ~ n t s  which-3TF-
S e q u e n t l y  adopted.) 
Be it enacted the rkneral Assembly of the State of Colorado: 
0- - 0---
SECTION 1. 8-1-107 (2) (b) , Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, 
is amended t o  read: 
8-1-107. Powers and duties of colrpnission - powers and 
duties of director. (2) (b) Inquire into and supervise the 
enforcement, with respect to  relations between employer and 
employee, of the laws relating t o  child labor, laundries, stores, 
factory inspection, emp&eynen+ef -fena&ess employment off ices and 
bureaus, mining (both coal and metalliferous) , and f i r e  escapes 
and means of egress from places of employment and a l l  other laws 
protecting the l i f e ,  health, and safety of employees i n  
employments and places of employment; 
SECTION 2. 8-6-101, Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, is 
amended to  read: 
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8-6-101. Legislative declaration. The welfare of the s t a t e  
of Colorado demands that  w e ~ e ~ - - m dminors be protected from 
conditions of labor which have a pernicious effect  on their  
health and morals, and it is therefore declared, i n  the exercise 
of the police and sovereign power of the s t a t e  of Colorado, that  
inadequate wages and unsanitary conditions of labor exert such 
pernicious effect.  
SEnION 3. 8-6-104, Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, is 
amended t o  read: 





men-se-emp&eye& I t  is unlawful t o  employ minors i n  any 
occupation within the s t a t e  of Colorado fo r  unreasonably low 
wages. I t  is unlawful t o  employ wemen--er minors in any 
occupation within t h i s  s t a t e  under conditions of lahor 
detrimental t o  the i r  health or  morals. 
SEnION 4. 8-6-105, Colorado Ikvised Statutes 1973, is 
amended t o  read: 
8-6-105. Director t o  investigate. I t  is the duty of the 
director t o  inquire into the wages paid t o  wemen-emphyees--&eve 
bhe- -age- -el--eighteen- -years- -8 ~ dminor employees under eighteen 
years of age and into the conditions of labor surrounding said 
employees i n  any occupation in th i s  s t a t e  i f  the director  has 
reason t o  believe tha t  said conditions of lahor are detrimental 
t o  the 110altl1 or  morals of said e~nployces, o r  that  thc wages paid 
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to a substantial number of employees are inadequate to  supply the 
necessary cost of living and t o  maintain such employees i n  
health. A t  the request of not less  than twenty-five persons 
engaged in any occupation i n  which wemen-er minors are employed, 
the director shall  forthwith make such investigation as is 
provided in th i s  ar t ic le .  110director,  a t  any time, may make 
such investigation upon his  own in i t i a t ive. 
SECI'ION 5. 8-6-106, Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, is 
amended to  read: 
8-6-106. Determination of mininumi wage and c d i t i a n s .  The 
director shall  determine the minimwn wages sufficient for  living 
wages for  women-mel minors of ordinary abi l i ty ,  including minimum 
wages sufficient fo r  living wages, whether paid according to  time 
ra te  o r  piece rate;  the minimum wages sufficient for  living wages 
fo r  learners and apprentices; standards of conditions of labor 
and hours of employment not detrimental to  health o r  morals f e ~  
wenen-and for  minors; what are unreasonably long hours Z~F--wemen 
md minors; and what are unreasonably low wages fo r  minors i n  any 
occupation in  th is  s tate.  
SECI'ION 6. 8-6-107, Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, is 
amend to  read: 
8-6-107. Powers of director - duty of employer. (1) The 
director,  for  the purposes of th i s  a r t i c le ,  has power to  
investigate Lmtlascertain the conditions of labor surrounding 
said wmen--md minors d the wages of wemen-emd minors i n  the 
different occupations i n  which they are employed, whether paid by 
time ra te  o r  piece ra te ,  i n  the s ta te  of Colorado. The director 
has power, i n  person or  th~ough any authorized representative, to  
inspect and examine and make excerpts from any books, reports, 
contracts, payrolls, documents, papers, and other records of any 
employer of wemen--4 minors that  i n  any way pertain to  the 
question of wages of any such w--workers-er minor workers in 
any of said occupations, and t o  require from any such employer 
fu l l  and t rue  statanents of the wages paid to  a l l  wemen--ad 
minors by any employer. 
(2) Every employer of neme~--md minors shall  keep a 
register of the names, ages, dates of employment, and residence 
addresses of a l l  nemtn-ad minors employed. I t  is the duty of 
every such employer, whether a person, firm, o r  corporation, t o  
furnish t o  the director, a t  his  request, any reports or 
information which the director may require to  carry out the 
purposes of th is  a r t i c le ,  such reports and information to  be 
verified by the oath of the person, or  a member of the firm or 
the president, secretary, or manager of the corporation 
furnishing the same i f  and when so  requested by the director; and 
the director o r  any authorized representative shall be allowed 
free access to  the place of business of such employer for the 
prpose of making any investigation authorized by this  ar t ic le .  
SECI'ION 7. 8-6-109 (1) and (2) ,Colorado Revised Statutes 
1973, are amended t o  r e d :  
8-6-109. Nethods of establishing minimum wages - wage 
-board. (1) If af ter  investigation the director is of the 
opinion that  the conditions of enployment surrounding said 
employees are detrimental to  the health or morals, or--that--a 
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s u b s t a t i d - - & e r - - e f - - ~ ~ m e ~ - - n e r k e m e  
r e e e i v h g - w e g e s S - w h e t h e r - b y - t h e - r a t e - m * e  
te--s~ay--the--meeessa~--eests--ef--&5vhg-md-~e-ma&~tah-~he 
werkers-im--hedths the director shall proceed to  establish 
minimum wage ra tes  e i ther  d i rec t ly  or  by the indirect method 
, 
described i n  subsection (2) of t h i s  section. I f  he selects  the 
d i rec t  method, the director shall establish the minimum wage 
rates. 
(2) If he adopts the indirect method, the director shal l  
establ ish a wage board consisting of not more than three 
representatives of employers i n  the occupation i n  question, and 
of an equal number of persons to  represent the female employees 
i n  said occupation, and of an equal number of disinterested 
persons to  represent the public, and someone representing the 
director  i f  he so desires. The director  shal l  name and appoint 
a l l  members of the wage board and designate the chairman thereof. 
The selection of members representing employers and employees 
shal l  be, so f a r  a s  practicable, through election by employers 
and employees respectively , subject  to  approval and select  ion by 
the director.  Ae-aeast-me-representative-ef-the---&eyerss--at 
& e a s t - - m e - - r e p r e s e n t ~ t i v e - - e f - - t k e - - a  
represen~t5ve-ef-the-p&~5e-ska~~-be-a-nemc~~~
The members of the  
wage board shal l  be compensated a t  the same ra te  and fees for  
service as  jurors i n  courts of record, and they shal l  be allowed 
t he i r  necessary traveling and c le r i ca l  expenses incurred i n  the 
actual performance of t he i r  duties,  to  be paid from the 
appropriations for  the expenses of the division. 
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SECTION 8. 8-6-110, Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, is 
amended to  read: 
8-6-110. Wage board - duties - report - quorum. The 
director may transmit t o  each wage board a l l  pertinent 
information i n  his  possession relat ive to the wages paid or 
material to  the subject of inquiry of the occupation in  question. 
Each wage board shall  endeavor to  determine, i f  requested so t o  
do by the director, the standard conditions of employment; *he 
miRiRLn-wagej-whe~er-by-~iRe-~a~e-er--p%eee--ra~ej--deqm~e--~e 
RajlPUh--iA--b&eh--md--ee--s~$y--with-the-~eeessq-eese-ef 
$ivhg-a-Zm$e-qaeyee-eZ-erdi~apr-&i$iey-h-e k e - e e q a e i e ~ -h 
qeseia-,-er-jA-my-brmehes--ehefeeh: suitable minimum wages, 
graded, so f a r  as practicable, on a r ising scale toward the 
minimum allowed experienced workers, for learners, and 
apprentices; and suitable m i n k  wages for minors below the age 
of eighteen years. When a majority of the members of a wage 
board agree upon standard conditions of employment or  m i n i m  
wage board determinations, they shall  report such determinations 
t o  the director, together with the reasons therefor and the facts 
relating thereto. A majority of the members of any such wage 
board shall constitute a quorum. 
SECTION 9. 8-6-111 (2) and (3) ,Colorado Revised Statutes 
1973, are amended to  read: 
8-6-111. Director t o  review report. (2) After publication 
of notice and the meeting, the director, i n  his  discretion, may 
make and render such an order as may be proper or necessary to 
adopt the r emenda t ions  and carry the same into effect and 





























require a l l  employees i n  the occupation direct ly affected thereby 
t o  preserve and comply with such reconmendations and order. Such 
order is effective th i r ty  days a f te r  it is made and rendered and 
shall  be in f u l l  force and effect  on and a f te r  tha t  day. After 
the order is effective, it is unlawful for any employer to  
violate or  disregard any of the terms of the 0 r c l e r . e~ - - t e - -qhy  
~y--wmm-werker-iA-~~y-ee~atien-eevered-by-tke-erder-at-~8ne~ 
wages-er-mdep-ether-eeditie~s-than-atieherieeel-ef- -pem&tted--by 
the--erclerr The director shal l ,  as fa r  as  is practicable, mail a 
copy of any such order t o  every employer affected thereby; and 
every employer affected by the order shall  keep a copy thereof 
posted in a conspicuous place i n  each room of h i s  establishment 
in which women work. 
(3) No such order of the director shal l  authorize or  permit 
the employment of any wmm-er minor for  more hours per day or 
per week than the maximum now fixed by law. 
SECTION 10. 8-6-116, Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, is 
amended t o  read: 
8-6-116. Violation - penalty. The minimum wages for wemen 
a d  minors fixed by the director,  as provided i n  t h i s  a r t i c le ,  
shal l  be the minimum wages paid t o  the employees, and the payment 
t o  such employees of a wage less  than the m i n i m  so fixed is 
unlawful, and every employer o r  other person who, individually or  
a s a n o f f i c e r ,  agent, o r  employee of a corporation or other 
person, pays or  causes t o  be paid t o  any such employee a wage 
less  than the minimum is guil ty of a misheanor  and, upon 
conviction thereof, shal l  be punished by a f ine of not less than 
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one hundred dollars nor more than f ive hundred dollars, or by 
imprisonment i n  the county j a i l  for  not less  than th i r ty  days nor 
more than one year, o r  by both such fine and imprisonment. 
SECJXON 11. 8-6-117, Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, is 
amended t o  read: 
8-6-117. bhinarm wage presumed reasonable -
conclusiveness. In every prosecution for  the violation of any 
provision of this a r t i c le ,  the minimum wage established by the 
director shall  be prima facie presumed to  be reasonable and 
lawful and the wage required t o  be paid t o  wemea-md minors. The 
findings of fact  made by the director acting within h i s  powers, 
in the absence of fraud, shall be conclusive. 
SECJXON 12 .  8-11-118 (2), Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, is 
amended t o  read: 
8-11-118. Rest rooms - dressing rooms. (2) In factories, 
laundries, m i l l s ,  and workshops and in a l l  other places where the 
labor per fomd by the operator is of such character that it 
becomes desirable o r  necessary t o  change the clothing wholly or  
in part before leaving the building a t  the close of the day's 
work, separate dressing rooms shall be provided for weme~-a~d 
gkrh BOnI S m S  whenever so required by the director. 
SECTIm 13. 8-17-101, Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, is 
amended t o  read: 
8-17-101. Colorado labor shall  be employed on public works. 
Whenever any public works financed i n  whole or  i n  part by funds 
of the s ta te ,  counties, school d i s t r i c t s ,  or  municipalities of 
the s t a t e  of Colorado are undertaken i n  th is  s ta te ,  Colorado 
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labor shal l  be employed t o  perform the  work t o  the extent of not 
l e s s  than eighty percent of each type o r  c lass  of labor i n  the 
several classif icat ions of sk i l led  and c m o n  labor employed on 
such project o r  p lb l ic  works. "Colorado labor" as used i n  t h i s  
a r t i c l e  means any person who has been a bona f ide resident of the 
state of Colorado fo r  a period of not less than one year, without 
discrimination as t o  race, color, creed, SEX, o r  religion. 
SECI'ION 14. Repeal. 8-6-113, Colorado Revised Statutes 
1973, is repealed. 
SECI'ION 15. Effective date. This act  shal l  take ef fec t  
July 1, 1976. 
SECI'ION 16. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby 
finds, determines, and declares tha t  t h i s  act  is necessary for  
the innnediate preservation of the public peace, health, and 
safety. 
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~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ u I ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ 
ue it ~ ~ U S AWr iisneral A s & ~ U l unL rhs u a k  QL Gularauu:QY 
btLIIUr4 lm7 - b U - I 9 1  ( A )  ( c l )  ( 111 ) r  ~ o L o r d u o  deviseu 
S ta tu tes  1 9 7 3 9  i s  amended t o  read: 
- 1 ( 1 )  (1) (111)L I ~ L ~ & L ~ ~ ~ @ - A B ~ ~ ~ L Q Q ~ ~ -
A s  an dnnu i ty  t o  a w+aan bUKVIVING 5 Y W S e  or  r e p r e s e n t d t i v c  
o t  a decedsed pa r tne r ;  
ski1 lON dm d-43-1349 Golorado Revised Sta tu tes  i . j I 3 9  
as amended* i s  amended t o  read: 
8 - 4 + i t ~ 4 ~  ~ s L ~ ~ ~ ~ L - ~ 
An e l e c t i o n  under the p r o v i s i o n s  o t  sec t i on  u-41-103 ( 4 )  anu 
compliance w i t h  t n e  p r o v i s i o n s  o t  a r t i c l e s  4u t o  34 or  t n i s  
t i t l e *  i n c l u d i n q  the p r o v i s i o n s  t o r  insurdnc?, s h a l l  oe 
const rue0 t o  be a surrcnuer b y  tho employer* i s  insurance 
c a r r i e r *  and t h e  d2myJoyee or t t ~ e i rr i q h t s  t o  m y  metnoar 
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formr o r  amount or compensation o r  de terminat ion  the reo t  o r  
t o  any cause o r  a c t i o n *  a c t i o n  a r  lawe s u i ~  i n  e q u i t y ?  o r  
s t a t u t o r y  o r  common law r i q h t t  remedy* o r  proceeding t o r  o r  
on account ot such personal  i n j u r i e s  o r  deacn o t  sdcn 
employee otrrer than as prov ided i n  s a i d  a r t i c l e s ?  and s h a l l  
be an acceptance o t  a l l  t n e  p r o v i s i o n s  of s a i d  a r t i c l e s *  ano 
s h a l l  b i n d  t h e  employee h i m s e l t *  and* t o r  compensation f o r  
h i s  death*  shal  l b i n d  h i s  personal rep resen ta t i ves?  n i  s 
r+aeu SUKVIVING b P U U S t r  and n i s  n e x t  o f  k i n *  as we1 1 a s  t h e  
employer* h i s  insurance c a r r i e r ,  ana those conuuct inq t n e i r  
business d u r i n g  L~dnkruptcy or inso lvency*  
bt iT1Un Jr ~-SO-llbr ~oiorado Kevised b t a t u t e s  1 9 7 5 ,  
i s  amended t o  read: 
8 - 5 1  H ~ D L ~ L A ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ w ~ L ~ ~ o o , M Y ~ ! s = D ~ s  
I n  a l l  cases or  d w t n  wnere tne  dependents dre minor 
c n i l u r e n r  i r  s h a l l  oe s u t t  i c i e n t  f o r  t h e  *+dew ~ U & V L V ~ N G  
S v O U S t  o r  a t r i a n d  t o  make a p p l i c a t i o n  ano c l d i m  on behal f  
o t  t he  minor c n i l d r e n r  Ihe d i r r c t o r t  t o r  tne k~urpose o t  
p r o t e c t i n q  the r i qnts  dna i n t e r e s t s  or  any depenaent dt iuni  he 
deems i n c a p a ~ l e  or  t d l l y  p ro tec t i nc j  h i s  own i n t e r e s t *  m a y  
provicle tor the manner and ~iethoa ot sdtequnrdiny  he 
payments due such depenuent i n  such m n n e r  as he sees t i t *  
S t i T l U r U  4* 24-51-bLL ( + I  ( a ) *  cu lorado ~ e v ~ s e a  
Sta tu tes  L Y f 3 1  i s  anendea t o  reau: 
L ~ - ~ I - O I L ~  &iL~u-.ccr-g.ixe-~py~&ii~&~- ( $ 1  ( 3 )  
Un and a f t e r  Ju l y  I .  1313- when any judge wrro 1 5  3 tnerrluer o f  
t h e  re t i remen t  assoc ia t i on  ftas cornpietea dt l e a s t  one year 
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of  s e r v i c e  under t n i s  p a r t  6 and d ies  p r i o r  t o  el i g i o i l i t y  
f o r  re r i remen t  ana leaves a wtdewv--or-tn-the-ea5e-et-e 
+ema+e--membet--+ea~e3--e--~a3b~nd SUuVIVING SPtlUStr sucn 
deceased memberrs wtdaw--et--husband~--as-the-e~3e-mey-ee~ 
SUHVAVINb SPdUSt mdy rece ive  d s u r v i v o r  annu i ty  i n  a montnly 
amount equal t o  twen ty - t i ve  percent  o t  t h e  average montnly 
s a l a r y  rece ived by  tne  memoer d u r i n g  any p e r i o d  o t  t i v e  
consecut ive years o t  s e r v i c e  conta inea w i t h i n  tne  t e n  years 
o f  s e r v i c e  immediately preceding h i s  death or, i r  the  
deceased member d i a  n o t  have ten  yearsr serv ice9 the  dverdue 
o t  t h e  h i g h e s t  montnly s a l a r y  rece ived du r inq  any p e r i o a  o t  
t i v e  consecut ive years o t  serv ice,  o r  l ess  i f  l e s s  than t i v e  
years o f  s e r v i c e  have been c r e a i t e d  t o  s a i d  memoer. A i l  
b e n e f i t s  s e t  t o r t h  under t n i s  s u ~ s e c t i o n  (4) s n a i l  be 
payable o n l y  so lonq ds tnere  hds been no e l e c t i o n  under 
subsect ion (1) o t  t l b i  s  s e c t i o n  t o  withdraw t t le  dece$jsea 
memoergs accumulated deductions. I n  t n e  event tne  wtuaw-et 
husband 3UKVlV1Nb SPbU3t  t h e r e a t t e r  remarr ies o r  d ies9 t t ~ e  
r e t i r e m e n t  annu i t y  s h a l l  te rmina te- Such b e n e t ~ t  s h a l l  ue 
payable upon t h e  a t ta inment  by s w t d a w - - a t - - w i d a w e +  
S U K V l V I i J G  5PClUSt uf a t  l e a s t  aqe t i t t y  i t  s a i u  raenloer nad 
t i f t e e n  years o t  serv ice9 o r  age f i f t y - t i v e  i f  s d i a  memoer 
had less  than f i r t e e n  b u t  more tnan ten  years*  serv ice9 o r  
aye s i x t y  i t  s a i a  msmoer had iess  than ten years* c r e d i ~ u c l  
Serv ice- I t  s a i d  wtdaw-a+-wtdentt S u ~ V l v l N bb P d U b t  i s  tounu 
by the  Doard t o  be ~ n e n t ~ j i  o r  phys i ca l  l y incapaci t d t e d  l y  t rom 
q a i n f u l  emp lf j yment r t n e  mrru it y snal I" be ps1id 
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no tw i ths tana ing  t n e  above aqe requirements* l h e  s u r v i v o r  
annu i ty  s h a l l  be e t f e c t i v e  from t h e  l a t e r  da te  o f  e i t h e r  t h e  
member's death o r  t he  r iderAs SURVlVlNb 53uUStoS t i r s t  
e l i q i b i l i t y  t n e r e t o r  m a  s h a l l  be i n  a d o i t i o n  t o  out s h a l l  
n o t  be p a i d  concur ren t l y  w i t h  the d n n u i t i e s  o rov ided i n  
paraqraphs (b) and ( c )  o t  t n i s  subsect ion (4)-
SECTIUlq 5 ,  Lb-y-Au3~ Colordao Revised Sta tu tes  L L I J T  
i s  amended t o  read: 
La-Y-103, QUigr- it i s  t h e  duty  ot  t n e  vetsrans 
s e r v i c e  o f f i c e r  and a s s i s t a n t  t o  a s s i s t  r e s i d e n t s  o t  tne 
s t a t e  o f  Lo lo rado who served honorably i n  the  lmi t e d  States 
army* navyt  marine corps*  o r  any o tner  armed s e r v i c e  o t  the 
Un i ted  Sta tes*  o r  t h e  wteew S U R V I V I N G  S v W b t ~a d m i n i s t r a t o r *  
executor *  q u a r d i a n ~  conserva tor *  o r  n e i r  o t  any sucn 
ve teran*  or any o tner  person uno may nave proper c l a i m *  b y  
t h e  t i l i n y  o t  c la ims t o r  dd jus tea  compensation* insurance* 
pensionst compensation t o r  u i s a b i l i t y ~  n o s p l t a l i r a t i o n ~  
voca t iona l  t r a i n i n 9 9  o r  any o ther  b e n e t i t s  which such person 
may be o r  may nave been e n t i t l e d  t o  rece ive  under the  laws 
o f  t n e  Un i ted  States o r  t he  state o t  Colorado b y  reason o t  
such s e r v i c e *  
SECTiui4 6 L6-ALJ-LOb (1) (0 )  and ( I )  ( c ) ~Coloraao 
Aevised S ta tu tes  A9 ( 3 9  are amended t o  read: 
La-lu-AUa. u&m( b )  personal  se rv i ce(A) Kender 
t o  members anu tormer memoersr o r  t n e  rtder3 bUKVIVLNt 
SPUUbkSt admi n i  s t r a t o r s r  executors*  conservators*  cjuard im s ~ 
o r  h e i r s  o t  member5 o r  tornv?r munoers~ o t  t t w  ' r t d te~ o l o r ~ l c l o  
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quara ana t h e  Coloraao n a t i o n a l  guard i n  any c l a i m  they may 
have aga ins t  t h e  s t a t e  o r  t ede ra l  government; 
( c )  Ass i s t  a l l  d ischarqed members o f  t h e  armed to rces  
o f  t h e  Un i ted  States wno served d u r i n g  any war per iod,  the  
i 
w+dews S U R V I V I N G  5 P u U S t S t  a d m i n i s t r a t o r s *  executors t  
conservators*  guard ianst  o r  h e i r s  o f  any such veterans* o r  
any o ther  persons who may have proper c la ims  by t i l i n - j  anu 
p rosecu t ing  such c la ims on beha l t  o f  such persons t o r  
ad jus ted  compensationt insurancet pensions* compensation, 
h o s p i t a l i z a t i o n t  vocat ior la l  t r a i n i n q t  eaucdt ion t  loanst  
readjustment dl lowancest o r  m y  o ther  b e n e t i t s  wnictr such 
persons may be o r  may become e n t i t l e d  t o  r e c e i v e  under any 
o t  t h e  laws o f  t he  Uni tea  Std tes t  t h e  s t 3 t e  o t  L o l o r d a o ~  or  
any o the r  s t a t e  by reason o f  such serv ice;  
StCFIOA I .  db-12-3UL ( 1 ) t  Colorado Hevised S ta tu tes  
14739 i s  amendea t o  read: 
26-1 2-30 1 I h ~ - L g l P ~ a i l P , 3 % d e u ~ r a n s ~ & ~ , =  
Ju&duiP~. ( I )  Ihe ~ o l  oraao s t a t e  veterans cen te r *  
l oca ted  near Monte J i s t a t  Coloraoot r e t e r r e a  LO i n  t h i s  p d r r  
5 as the  "centerdd*  as t r a n s t e r r e d  t o  t h e  s t d t e  devdrtment by  
t n e  "Admini s t r a t  i v e  u rqan iza t  i o n  Act o t  l ~ b d ~ ,  i s  hereby 
dec la red  t o  tbe a s t a t e  home t o r  veterarrs o t  s e r v i c e  i n  tire 
armed t o r c c s  o f  t h e  Un i ted  s t a t e s  and t h e i r  w+ves~-w~dawsv 
and--metftet% SPOUStst s U K V I V I N ~  s r u u s t j *  ANb Ut i ' thUtN1  
PAktNl S O  The leoa l  e t f e c t  or dny s t a t u t e  endctea p r i o r  t o  
J u l y  11 1YC5r des iqna t inu  such i n s t i t u t i o n  as tne  s o l d i e r s *  
and s a i l o r s *  nome o r  rhe Monte V i s t d  qoiden aqe cenrer, o r  
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~y any o t n e r  name, o r  p r o p e r t y  r i q t l t s  a c q u i r e d  dnd 
o o l i g a r i o n s  i n c u r r e d  p r i o r  t o  s a i d  da te  under d n y  o tne r  
name* s h a l l  n o t  b e  impd i rea  hereby*  
b t G T I d N  80 L6-1L-3b~ ( 1 ) r  ~ o l o r d a o  Kev isea b t d t u r e s  
19739 i s  amended t o  read: 
~ a - l i - 3 u L ~  u m o t  ( )m r m i y ~ a ~ w . The 
e x e c u t i v e  d i r e c t o r  s h a l l  adopt a l l  p o l i c i e s *  r u l e s r  3nd 
r e q u i a t i o n s  t o r  tne u r i l i z a r i o n r  management* c o r t t r o l t  an3 
s u p e r v i s i o n  o t  the c e n t e r  so as t o  p r o v i d e  d p l a c e  o t  
res idence  ana d o m i c i l i a r y  c d r e  t o r  ve t v rans  o t  s e r v i c e  i n  
the  armed t o r e e s  o f  t t l e  U n i t e d  b t a t e s  drld t n e i r  w t r c 3 ~  
w i d e w s ~ - - a n d - - m a t n e + 4  WUUbtb. bUkV1JANt SPUUbtbr AkU 
UtP#iHUkNI uAut49f  so I n s  e x e c u t i v e  u i r e c t o r  s t r a i l  hdve tne 
t i n a l  a u t h o r i t y  wlth r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  i n t e r p r e t d r i o n  o t  
c r  i t e r  ia t o r  aetertni  n i  n q  aumi ss i o n  t o  and d ischar i le  tram trre 
c e n t e r  of v e t e r m s  and t h e i r  w i ves t  wiuowst and motnerbr ana 
such d e c i s i o n s  oy the e x e c u t i v e  d i r e c t o r  en admission and 
d i  scharqe sna l l ue t indll 
L E C ~ L U NY O  L ~ - L L - U J  ( 4 ) t  ~ o l a r a d o  nev i sed  b t d t u r e s  
19739 i s  amenaeu co rt-da; 
La-LL-N>* r l ~ o i k i l i h u U r c a f ~ z ~ ~ ~ S i L P I -( 4 )  l h e  
e x e c u t i v e  d i r e c t o r  ahd l  I pronlubgdte r u l e s  m a  r e q u l d t i o n s  
t o r  t n e  admiss ion o r  t n e  wive3t-w+uew~~-ana-mbttrefs brUiJbtb9 
SUnVIVINC; SPUUStb* AluU b ) tv t i *U tN l  P A H ~ I u T ~  ve te rans  wno d r eO t  
e l i g i b l e  t o r  occupdncy i n  tne center ,  h a i d  r u l e s  and 
r e g u l a t i o n s  may aeny occupancy i n  t n t  c e n t e r  t o  trtose w+ttaw% 
end--mtfttP%t LUAU1V1Mu SYdJbt b A N i J  ~ t t ' k - N b t N1 P A & k N ib who a r e  
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i n  good h e a l t h  and who d re  capaale  ot p r o p e r l y  s u p p o r t i n q  
themselves- 
b t G i  I U N  10. L o - ~ L - ~ U Y  ( 2 )  r Colorado Kevi  sed b t a t u t e s  
1373, i s  amenacd t o  read: 
6 -  - 3 - ~ L ~ ~ & ~ ~ , - A & ~ ~ - I U I P U & ~ , , U L Y U ~  
5 - s ~ -  J & ~ L L ~ ~ ~ L J ~ ~ ~ . ( 2 )  I n  accordance w i t n  
r u l e s  and r c q u l  at i ons  adoptea by t h e  execuci  ve d i  r e c t o r  r 
b u r i d 1  s h a l l  be p r d v i d e d  a t  the cen te r  t o r  any wt+er -wteew~ 
O F - m ~ t h t t  SPUUStr b l i ~ V 1 V l r u b  b9UU3tr bt( I J ~ P ~ N U ~ I Y C  P A K t N I  O r  
dn nonorab ly  a iscnarged  v e t e r a r ~  o t  any Drdnch o f  t n e  drmeo 
f o r c e s  o t  t h e  U n i t e d  S ta tes  wno was engdqed i n  any o t  i t s  
wars t  o r  wnd nds served under cons i t I O ~ S  deterni i  neo 
comparable t h e r e t o  pursudn t  t o  r u l e s  and r e y l a t i o n s  adoptea  
by t h e  e x e c u t i v c  d i r e c t o r *  when sucn w++er-wtdewv-at--mathe? 
SPutJbtr  b U k V I V I N b  S P U U ~ ~ T  OK u t Y t N u t N I  Y A K t N I  w a 5  an 
occupant  o t  t n e  c e n t e r  a t  trw t ~ n e  o t  me+ duatr i .  A I  I 
necessary expmses  i n c i d e n t  t o  ttrc b u r i a l  dnd i n t e rmen t  ar 
t n e  c e n t e r  o f  s d i d  persons s n a l  l oe p i 3  t rom t n e  e s t a t e  or 
t n e  decedent;  exct-.pr: t h a t  wtien Ctlere i s  no e s t a t e  O r  tne 
e s t a t e  i s  i n s u t  t i c i e n t ~  t i l e  expense o t  u u r i  d l  dncj i n t e r m o r l t ~  
o r  any necessary p t n e r e o f ~  sit311 oc! p a i d  t rom the 
appropr  i a t  i on matle t o  t n e  center .  
5kCTIUN 11. 51-jd-5Ulr Lo lo rddo  k e v i s e a  s t a t u t e s  L Y l 3 t  
i s  amenaed t o  r zao: 
3 - 1 j J d i g & ~ ~ o - m - ~ & u ~  I he :jencr 3 l dsse~itl> l y 
t i nds and de te r~ r t ines  tndt  trw var lous  p o l  icemen and p o l  i c e  
o f t  i c e r s r  i n  sav inq  dnd p r o t e c t i n g  t n e  L i v e s  and o r o p e r ~ y  o t  
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t n e  c i t i  t e n s  and r e s i d e n t s  o t  tne s t d t e  or Lolorarlo, are 
per formi t lq  s tace d u t i e s  and a r e  reno12rinq serv ices  u t  
spec ia l  uenef i e  t o  t h i s  state ana t h d t  it i s  the  u r~>v ince ,  
r i g n t r  a i d  a ~ b li ati ion or the s t a t e  o t  Lo lordoo t o  care t o r  
m2moers o t  t n e  poltce t o t c e  wno are  e n t i t l e d  t o  re t i remen t  
because ot l e n q t h  o t  s e r v i c e  ut  o l d  a y e  or  because t h e y  nave 
been i n j u r e d  o r  aisauled i n  s e r v i c e  ana a l s o  t o  care t o r  tne 
W ~ e ~ 3 t ~ ~ d e p e n b e ~ t ~ - m e h h ~ f 0 ~b w V 1 J L N b  bPdUats ,  o t P t i u ~ t k T  
Y A K E N T S I  and aeuendant l dren ot~ t l i  such pu l  icemen- 

3tCI I ~ IJLL- 3~-3\)-3ut~,  ~ o l o r a d o  rtevi sea Statute5 1 9 1 5 ,  

i s  amended t o  r t?da: 

- 3 - & & ~ Q ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ f = ~ f n cs t a t ( ?  Lrt.ds3urer
I t re  
s h a l l  p a y  o r  cduse LO ~e p d ~ aa l l  money5 so p laced 1 6 1  sa id  

pol icemenms ?ension tuna, on warrdnts drdwn ds ;> rov~uedi r r  

s e c t i o n  3L-3u-jib, t o  t h e  t r e a s u r e r s  ot tne pol icemengs 

pension tunds t o r  tr ia use dnd u o n e t i t  or  t r i e  rl ieinotrs~ t h e i r  

wiasks bUdVi Vnrur, srt.rr,bt 3, aependent c h i  l utenr  a n d  aependent 

mstnefs Y A k t ~ l 3 ,  and po l  icemen who nave heen members i n  m o a  

s tand inq  o t  sucn p o l i c e  c l r?partncents o r  r e l i e t  a s s o c i d t ~ u n s  

a t  t h o  t i m e  ot death or  i n ju ry .  

StC l I U N  13, [ L ) 9 ~ o l o r d a u  dev4 s e J  h t a t u t e sj L - ~ u ~ - % u &  
1 9 / 3 9  i s  amended to read8 
31-33-3Ud. mw~&--~aL-~-u&bah~---=-~u~d 
f i { L )  Lr any  tnernoer o r  o t t i c e r  ut  m y  p o l  i c e  
department becomes m e n t a l  4 y or  p n y s i c d l  ly d i  s d o l  -a so 3s t o  
render necessary r r i  s re t i r ement  trcm se rv i ce  i f  suctl 
department, s a i ~ ~  sndl l rt:Cire s u c h  m~emoerboara  ot t r u s t e e s  




ot any a e o t r  d a m ~ g e s t  c l a i m r  demandt juagmentr t i n e t  o r  

amercement o f  sucn member o r  h i s  w + d a w  sYuust o r 
~ U W V I V I N ~  

c h i l d r e n  o r  the  oenet i c i a r  i e s  o t  any a e c e a s e d  member. l he  

t und  s h a l l  oe s a c r e d l y  Kept. s e c u r e a ~  and o i s t r i b u r e d  t o r  

t h e  purpose o t  pens ion inq  and p r o t e c t i n u  t h e  persons named 

i n  t h i s  p a r c  3 and t o r  no o t h e r  purpose wnatsoevert  o u t  s a i d  

board  may annu3 l l y  ex2end such sum as i t  may deem proper  

t rom sucn f und  f o r  t n e  necessary oxoenses connectea 

therew it h r  

b E C 1 I U N  13. 31-3O-3Ll ( I )  (c ) .  ~ o l o r a a o  dev ised 

S t a t u t e s  I Y ( 3 r  i s  amenaea t o  reaa: 

J ~ - N - J Z ~ O  ~ ~ ~ H ~ L I S ; % I P L ~ ~ ~ L ~ W - =  
d-ende-5 - - a ~ ~ r & i J j g r  ( 1 )  ( c )  khen any memoer o t  such 
p o l  i c e  depdr tment or r e t i  r z d  n e a r  d i e s  drrd ledveb d 
d e ~ e n u e n t  w + d d w  S t J u V i V I N b  5PuU5tt ocpendent m b t n e t  ~ A ~ t r r l t  
o r  c h i l d r e n  unoer the aqe or s i x t e e n  years*  t n e  boara o t  
t r u s t e e s  s h a l l  a u t n o r i z e  t h e  payment month ly  t rom tne 
pens ion  fund  of  on amount equal  t o  one - tou r tn  tne rnofitnly 
s a l a r y  rece i vea  Dy s d i o  memoer o t  t n e  department a t  t h e  Lime 
ne died t o  such w t d a w - a t - m a t h e +  S U K V I V I N G  SPUU3c Uk P A K r N l  
and an amount equal t o  one-e iqntn  o t  t h e  nlontnl y  s a l a r y  
rece i vea  by s a i d  member o t  the department d t  tne cimc he 
o i e d  t o  each minor c h i l d  u n t i  i such c h i l a  reaches tne d l t ?  o t  
s i x t e e n  years. Flo pt?rls i o n  s n a l  l b e  p a i o  to the mathe* 
PAHthl o t  t ne  decddsecl member who Iedve5 a u t d a w  b U i < V l J i M u  
bl'LJUStr dnd i t  t h e  w + d e w  bUdVIV1hG 3 P U b ~ t  ot any ueci?ased 
member remar r ies7  her I H t  pens ion s h a l l  cease-
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SkCTLON 16. 31-30-405 ( 1 ) r  Colorado Kev ised S t a t u t e s  
1373, i s  amended t o  read: 
31-30-403* A L ~ ~ ~ L L U ~ ~ S Y L ~ ~ L L Q , Q ~ ~ L ~ Y ! ~ L L ~ ~ I ~ ~ . S *  (1)' 
The s t a t e  t r e a s u r e r  s h a l l  p a y  o r  cause t o  be p a i d  over a l l ,  
moneys so p l a c e d  i n  s a i d  f i remen's  pens ion tuna on war ran ts  
drawn as p rov ided  f o r  i n  s e c t i o n  51-3u-404 t o  t n e  t r e a s u r e r s  
o f  t n e  t i r emenes  pens ion  tdnas f o r  t h e  use and b e n e t i t  o t  
tne  members ana t n e i r  r+dan3 SUHVIJING bPeUbtbr aenendent 
c h i l a r e n ~  and dependent rnetRefs Y A H t h T S  i n  dccoraance w i t h  
t h e  p r o v i s i o n s  o t  t n i s  o a r t  4 and p a r t  5 o f  t h i s  a r t i c l e *  
Stt.TI1Jrq 17- 31-30-4iil ( L )  and (3).  Co lorado & e v i s z u  
S t a t u t e s  19739 a r e  amended t o  read: 
J 1-30-40 I e g ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ , ~ w ~ ~ ; ~ ~ f o r - u n i - =  
sle~grnukgnts~ ( L )  I t  any memoerr o f t i c e r r  o r  employee o f  
s a i d  f i r e  department d i e s  t r om any causer whether o n  du t y  o r  
n o t  o r  w h i l e  on t h e  r e t i r e u  l i s t r  l e a v i n q  a s u r v i v i n q  w t d a w  
SYOUbt o r  dependent rnethcf P A ~ ~ N I ~  such s u r v i v i n q  w + d d  
SYOUSt o r  dependent metner Y A K t N l  s n d l l  be dw-~raed  a monthly 
a n n u i t y  equal t o  o n e - t h i r d  o f  t n e  montn ly  s a l a r y  u t  d 
t i r s t - q r a d e  f i r eman  a t  t h e  t ime  o t  n i s  uedtn  o r  r e t i r e m e n t  
so l o n q  as t b e - - w t d e w  SuCti SURVIVIN~ b ~ ~ u b t  o r  dependent 
m Q t i 9 t t  PAHtNT remains unmar r ied*  No a i s s o l u t i o n  o t  a 
subsequent mar r i age  s h a l l  have the e f f e c t  o f  r e i n s t a t i n g  
s a i 0  w i u a w  SUKVIVING S P U U S t  on t n e  pens ion  r o l l  o r  
a u t h o r i z i n g  t h e  q r a n t i n q  o f  a pension. NO pens ion  s h a l l  be 
 did t o  t i l e  mather 1)tYtNUkNl v A ~ t , Y l  o t  d deceased menrborr 
o f t i c e r r  o r  crr~ployc~t! wrio It?,ivcs ~r w + d a w  b u u V l V 1 N b  bPUUbL- o r  
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dependent chi t drenr 
( 3 )  I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  the a n n u i t y  s e t  tm-tn i n  suosec t i on  
( 2 )  ow t h i s  s e c t i o n r  the board  s h a l l  also o r d e r  t h e  payment 
t o  such wS&ew b U H V I V I N b  SPOt ls t  o r  trre l e g a l  l y  appo in ted  
qua rd i an ot each depenaent c h i  l <J o t  such cleceasxi nlernber 9 
o f t i c e t r  o r  ehployee of s a i d  f i r *  department o t  a rnonenl y  
a n n u i t y  of t h i r t y  d o l l a r s  t o r  each c n i l d *  t o  c o n t i n u e  u n t i l  
sucn  hi I d  reaches the aqe o f  e i g h t e e n  yearsw I t  sucn wider  
S(d.itV1VING SPUUbs d i e s  or  there i s  no s u r v i v i n y  w+Bew S P J U b t r  
as l i m i t e d  and aesc r i bea  icl r u o s e c t i o n  ( 2 ) of t t r i s  sec t ion ,  
b u t  there a r e  s u r v i v i n q  cnildren under e i gh teen  years o t  
age* t h e  board s n a l l  order  a month ly  payment equal t o  tne 
f u l l  payment t o  which a tireman's w t d s w  b U K V I V I N G  SPUUSr i s  
entitied under subsec t ion  ( 2 )  o t  t n i s  s e c t i o n  t o  be a i v i a e o  
equal  l y amonq tile c h i  I t t r en  o r  a month1 y  payment  o t  t n i  r t y  
dol  l e r s  for  eacn c h i l d r  wnichever t o t a l  amount i s  q r e d t e r r  
to the quardian tor s a i  LI c h i  ldren.  I n  no even t  shal l sucn 
s u r v i v i n q  crri l d r m  ot  a aeceaseu o r  r e t i r e d  f i r eman  r e c e i v e  
an amount i n  excess o t  one-tlal t o t  t h e  c u r r e n t  s a l a r y  p a i d  
t o  a t i r e m a n t  f i r s t  grader ut s a i d  department. ho a n n u i t y  
s h a l l  be p a i d  t o  the netiw+ U k P t h U t N l  P A K t N 1  or a deceased 
member* o f t i c e r r  o r  ernuloyee wtlo leaves  a child or  c h i l d r e n  
under e i q h t e e n  years  o t  aqer 
SElrIUN It.4. Jl-3u-41dt Gotorado Kev ised L t a t u t e s  1913, 
i s  amended t o  read: 
31-30*4LLr ~ w Q ~ L P u - I ~ ~ , L - . ~ ~ ~ op a r t  o t  sucnNo 
()t?nsion tllnd) e i  t t w r  b e t  ore o r  a t  t e r  arrf o rder  t o r  
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d i s t r i b u t i o n  t h e r e o f  t o  t h e  members o r  D e n e t i c i a r i e s  o t  such 
fund  o r  t h e  + d e w 3  bUKVIV1NG b P J b b t S  o r  querd ians  or any 
c h i l d r e n  or any sucn aecease j*  u i s a u l e d *  o r  r e t i r e r l  member* 
o f f i c e r .  o r  employes o t  t h e  t i r e  deudrtmcnt,  s h d l l  oe n e l d *  
se i zed*  taken*  sub jec tea  t o r  de ta ined*  r l e v i e d  on by 
v i r t u e  o t  any at tacr tment*  e x e c u t i o n *  p r o t e s t *  o r  p rdceea inq  
o f  any n a t u r e  wrratever issued o u t  o t  o r  b y  any c o u r t  i n  t h i s  
o r  any o t h e r  s t ~ t et o r  r h e  payment o r  s a t i s t a c t i o n *  i n  hole 
o r  i n  p a r t *  o t  any d e b t *  damaqes* c l a i m *  r.3emana* ju(Jqment9 
f i n e r  o r  amercement o f  sucn member* n i s  w t d e w  >UhV1VlNb 
SPUUbt o r  c l r i l c l r en t  o r  t h e  b e n e t i c i d r i e s  or any uacudseu 
member* The tund s n a i l  oe kept ,  secured* ancl distributes 
f o r  t h e  purposes or oens ion inq  and p r o t e c t i n 4  t n e  p ~ r s o n s  
named i n  t n i s + L ~ r ~ r l  no purposeo a r t  t o r  o t n e r  whatsoever; 
b u t  s d i a  budra may dnnudl l y expend sucrl sum as i t  may deem 
proper  and necessdry t row such tund  f o r  the  necessdry 
expenses connected thercw ithe 
S t d l 1 L ) i J  19. I - (9). ( 6 ) .  ( 7 ) q  ( 9 ) - dnd (LO)* 
Colo rado  k e v i s e d  b t d t u t u s  19739 a r e  amenaed t o  read: 
- - Y ~ ~ ~ Y ~ L C U _ L ~ ~ ~ D I A ~ ~ ~ ~ L , = , - P ~ ~ ~ U L  
i n ~ ~ i i m x *64) I t  any v o l u n t e e r  member o t  any r i r e  
depdrtrnent i n  any mun i c i pa l  i t y  or t i r e  protection o i s t r  i c t  
d i e s  f r om i n j u r i e s  r e c e l v e d  w h i l e  i n  l i r r e  o f  d u t y  ds d 
f i r eman*  1eavin. j  d 5u rv1v in r ]  w t d a w  b P 3 U b t ~ i t  i s  Ltre duty  o t  
t n e  boara i n  s a ~ d  r n u n i c i p , i l ~ t f  o r  t ~ r e  p r o t e c t i o n  d i s t r i c t  
t o  pp~yh t 3 - w t d e w  b u ~ k i iUdVLVLNb b p u ~ b t  w n t r ~ ly  dnrlul t y  i n  
sucn an amount as i c deems p rope r  and necessary*  n o t  t-o 
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exceed ane  hundred t i t t y  do1 I d s  per  month7 a r  w i t h i n  l i m i t s  
as  a re  p resc r ibed  a y  munic ipa l  oru inance o r  by  r u l e s  ano 
r q u l a t i o n s  a k  C h e  9 ~ ok ~ 3 a t t e c t e d  munic ipa l  i t y  ortne ~ 
t i  r e  p r o t e c r i o n  r l i s t r i c ~  su lonq as, t 4 e - w + d t l w  bUCH bUI( \EIVlNb 
SYUUhk remains uclrna.fr iea* No a i s s o l  u t i a n  at a subsequent 
marr iaqe s h a l l  nawe i-ne e f f e c t  o t  r e i n s t a t i n q  3atd--*+dew 
SUCH SUIBrIULHb sPdiISt on tne  p e n s  ion o r  nenet it r o l  l o r  
a u t h a r i z i n q  &he q r a n t i n q  o t  a pension or: benet i t .  
I t  t h e r e  i s  no s u ~ v i v i n t jr+rtew aPiNbtr as I c m i  t ed  
and desc r i sed  i n  suosest ian ( 4 )  ut t h i s  sect ion9 but tnere  
i s  a f~rvivinqc h i  id u n d e ~  a iqn ieen y2ars ot aqe, che s a i d  
board s h a l l  o rue r  a m m t n i y  payment o t  an a n n u i t y  i n  sucn 
dumunt as i t  deems proper o r  necessdrys I t o  exceec ari 
aqqreqate o.t ane nunarea t i t t y  clol l a r s  per rnunttl. u r  w i  t h i n  
l i m i t s  as pFescr i0 .e~by rnunicipdl ordinance o r  oy r u l e s  dnd 
regulations. o f  the  b o x u  o t  tns a t t e c t e d  m u n i c i p a l i ~ y  or  
f i r e  p r o t e c t i o n  a i s t r i c t ,  t o  tne ouardian of s a i d  c h i  l a  t o r  
s a i d  chi  ld r  t o  cant inue unt i  l edcrl such chi l d  reaches the  
aqe o f  e iqh teen years. 
(61  l a 1  ane e v e n t  r h z r e  i s  no s u c v & v i n )  wider ; r r , i U b t .  
as I . inl i ted and aesccibeu i n  subsect ion (+ )  o t  t h i s  seer-ian. 
o r  child but t h e r e  i s  a s u r v i v i n q  aependent m a t e +  Y n d k \ ~ Iur 
s a i d  deceased f i reman* it i s  t h e  u u r y  ut  t h e  uoard i n  sa id  
m u n i c i p a l i t y  o r  f i r e  p r o t e c t i o n  d i s t r i c t  tu pdy tnt' 
&!pendent m m n e r  P&nc,L I  13 m u m t r l l y  anmubty i n  swcn an arnuunt 
as i t  deems proper  ana n e c e s s d r y ~nut tu exceed one nundrea 
t i t t y  OoLldrs pt?r rntbntht or w i t h i n  t i w i t s  d s  dre prescr ibed 
by mun i c i pa l  o rd inance  o r  by r u l e s  and r e g u l d t i o n s  o t  t h e  
boara o r  t n e  a t t e c t e d  m u n i c i p a l i t y  o r  t i r e  p r o t e c t i o n  
d i  s t r  ic t so lonq as  t n e  dependent m a t n e t  r A K t N C renldi ns  
unmarried. No d i s s o l u t i o n  o t  d suDsequent mar r iaqe  s h a l l  
have t h e  e r t e c t  o f  r e i n s t a t i n t j  s a i d  uepenoent m e t h e +  P A K ~ N ~  
on the pens ion  o r  b e n e f i t  r o l l  o r  a u t h o r i r i n q  t n e  q r a n t i n q  
o f  3 pens ion  o r  oenet i t. 
( I )  The ooard i n  any m u n i c i p a l i t y  o r  t i r e  p r o t e c t i o n  
a i s t r i c t  n a v i n q  a p a i d  o r  v o l u n t e e r  t i r e  departnf2nt  u r  a 
t i r e  aepartment a i a  dssoc iac ion  i s  nereby a u t n o r i z e a ~  d i t b  
t i l e  consent  i n  w r i t i n q  o f  a m a j o r i t y  o t  ttre members o t  s u c t ~  
department o r  a s s o c i a t i o n 9  to i n s u r e  t h e  members o t  such 
p a i d  o r  v o l u n t e e r  t i r e  department o r  t i r e  aopart inent a i d  
a s s o c i a t i o n  by insurance  p o l i c i e s  o r  i n b i v i m i a l ~  group- o r  
b l a n k e t  1 it e t  endowment9 o r  a n n u i t y  insurance9 var  I d b l e  
a n n u i t y  insurance9 o r  d i s a b i l i t y  o r  l i a o i l i t y  insurdnce i n  
and t r o n  companies a u t h o r i z o a  r c ,  oo bus iness i n  Colorado and 
t o  expend any p o r t i o n  o t  such pens ion  t und  t o r  t h e  purpose 
o f  p a y i n q  tne premiums on any such p o l  i c i e s r  t n e~ ~ u t  
expendinq of s a i d  tunds s h a l l  n o t  impa i r  t h e  a b i l i t y  ut s u c t ~  
pens ion  tunds t o  pay rhe a n n u i t i e s  t o  a memuerr w t d a w  
S U R V I V I N G  SPUU5tr depenaent metbet P A H t i J I r  o r  c n i l u r e n  
r e c e i v i n q  such annu i t i es .  
(9) I n  t h e  event  ot  a i s s o l u t i o n ~  t o r  any red son^ o f  
t i r e  departments whereby t h e  s e r v i c e s  0 1  Ii remen o r  t i r e  
depc~r tments  d r e  d iscorlt i r l u e d ~the  t irenttvr or  trru ir w+aaws 
S U H V l V I N G  bYUU5tS9 dependent methers PAKkdlbr and c h i  l ~ r e n  
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r e c e i v i n q  benet i t s  a t  t h e  t i m e  o t  sucn d i s s o l u t i o n  s h a l l  
con t i nue  t o  rece ive  such d e n e t i t s  i n  accoraance w i t n  t n e  
p r o v i s i o n s  o t  t n i s  p a r t  4- Assets o t  t h e  pension tunas 
s h a l l  oe t r a n s f e r r e d  w i t h  o ther  assets of  tne aepartmenr ano 
s n a l l  De ddmin is tered by the bodrd o f  t r u s t e e s  or t he  
successor pension tuna. I n  no event s h a l l  t h e  r e o t  
compensation ue a l  t e r m  e i  rher  a t  r e r  commencemenr o t  
proceedings t o r  d i s s o l u t i o n  has occurreo o r  a t t e r  i t s  
completion. A f t e r  d t t a i n i n q  t i t t y  years ot aqe* d n y  t i reman 
havinq accrued ten  o r  more years o t  d c t i v e  s e r v i c e  a t  the  
t ime  o f  such d i s s o l u t i o n  s n d l l  oe yranrea an dnnui ryr  
p r o r a t e d  i n  accordance w i t h  trw nunloer o t  years o t  se rv i ce  
and tne  amount of a r l n u i ~ y  beirrq p a i d  t o r  aqe and serv ice  
pensions o y  t n e  uodrd o t  t r u s t e e s  o t  such pension tunu d c  
t n e  t ime o t  such dif l ,solut ionr 
(Lu) Ln t h e  event a t  tile death o t  dny r e t i r e d *  
pensioned vo lunteer  t i reman who leaves d s u r v i v i n q  w i d o w  
SPUUStr t h e  boaru or s a i u  tuna may grant  an dnnu i ty  i n  d sum 
ot  money n o t  t o  exceed t i r t y  percent  o t  the pension o e i n j  
rece ived a t  the  t ~ m eo t  tne  f ireman's dedtn. Sdid annu i ty  
t o  t h e  s u r v i v i n q  w+elaw SPGUSt s h a l l  remdin i n  e t f e c t  so lonq 
as +Be-widow bULH bruUbt remains unmarriea. NO d i s s u l u t i o n  
o t  a sut)sequent marr iaqa sndl l have t n e  ettect ot 
r e i n s t a t i n q  s d i d  pension or aenntct. 
btLI I U I ~LO- 51-5U-2099 ~ o l o r a d okev isad s rd tu tes  l V l 3 r  
i s  amellbed t o  read: 
~ 1 - 3 U - x ~ Y - k ! ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ + u r i ~ i n g ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~m yI t  
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member9 officer* or employee ot saia fire degdrtment aies 
trom any cause while in the service or wnile on the retired 
l istr leaving a survivirrq w t d a w  ~ P u U b tw h o m  sucn otticer* 
member* or employee married previous to his applicdtion tor 
retirement or previous to April 5~ 1 9 4 5 ~i t  he was tnen on 
tne retired list* sucn marriage having been leqally 
performed Dy a auly autnorized person, sucn surv~viny wider 
SPOUSt shall be awarded a monthly annuity equal to one-tniro 
ot the montnly salary ot such memaerr ort icerr or employee 
at t h e  time of h i s  dedttr or retirement O I U S  one-tnird or any 
increq~se in salary and lonqevi ~y or adairiondl pay b~st?d on 
lenqth ot service qranted to t iremet] ut the rank ur 
comparablz success~jr rank ~ h i c h  5dld memuerr otticer* or 
employee neld in the department on tne u a t e  or ni s dedtt l  or 
retirement so lono as t n e - - w t a e w  5 S U K V I V L I W ~  b r b u b k  
remains unmarr iaol No a i ssolut ion ot ,j subsequent marr i aoe 
shall ndve the ettect or reinstating s a t d - - w t d e w  S U L H  
SURV1VING SkUUSe on the pension roll or autnoririny t h e  
oranting ot a pension. this section snall dpply alike to 
w t d a w r  S U ~ V ~ V ~ N ' L *  ot t i remen ~anor et I reo r irernerr *rnvbPaUbt.:, 
d i e  attcr Aprlll 117 L Y ~ I Tdno to r iders  S U k V l V 1 4 4 ~'bt)~tUbtbo t  
firemen and retireo t ircmen who were dedd on s d i a  adt12~i t  
beinq the intent ot the qenerdl dssembly to provide a n  
annuity for dl l w t d a w 3  bvuubt~o t~ U U V ~ V ~ I V ~  t iremen, Hrricrr 
annuity shall increase or decrease proportionately to dny 
increase or decrease in tn? current rare ot pay ot tiremt2n0 
5fL1 1Dd L l n  31-30-5101 Lolorado Revised btatuces LY I J r  
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i s  awnaed t o  read: 
- 1 l h e  ooard s h a l l  w o t s t o ~ ~ m a .  a l s o  
order  the  payment t o  sucn + d e w  bUkVIV1N" s Y d U b t  or  t n e  
l e q a l l y appointed quard ian o t  each c h i  l o  or sucn oeceased 
setmert  o f t i c e r e  o r  enolDyee  ot s a i d  t i r e  aepartment a 
monthly annu i ty  or t h i r t y  d o l l a r s  t o r  eacn c n i l o r  t o  
cont inue unlci I sucn c n i  l a  reaches t n e  d1.~t:o t  e i qnteen years. 
I t  such w t b e u  SUnJiVitdG b Y U 0 b t  d i e s  o r  Lherc i s  no s u r v i v i n q  
w i d e m  SYUUbt  v as 1 im i  teu anu desc r i oerl ou t  sucl~ at3cedSet.i 
memoer, o f f  i c e r r  or  employee ledves s u r v i v i n q  cna r dren under 
e iqn teen years ot  drler the doard s t ~ ~ lo rde r  a montnl yI 
payment equal t o  che t u l  i payment t o  dh ich  a t i  renanqs w t d t M  
S U M V P V I N i  5 Y u b b k  i s  e n t i t l e d  under s e c t i o n  J I - ~ ~ - > u Yt o  be 
d i v i d e d  e q u a l l y  amoncl trle Crl i ldref l  o r  a monrnly psyment or 
t n i r t y  o o l l a r s  t o r  eacn c h i l a ,  whichever t o t d l  amount i s  
q r e a t e r r  t o  t h e  quardian o t  s d i u  c h i  I d r e n  r o r  s a i d  c h i  i d ren -  
I n  no event  shal  l sucn s u r v i v i n u  c h i  l d r e n  o t  a uecedsea or  
r e t i r e d  t i r e m a f ~  r e c e i v e  an ?mount i n  excess u t  one-nalt ot  
the  c u r r e n t  sa la ry  p a i d  t o  a r i remant  t i  rs t -ordder  ot s a i u  
departmentm 
S t C T I u N  ~ 2 m  JA-~u-DALI ~ o l o r a d uHeviseu s t d t u t e s  1 y l 3 r  
i s  amended t o  rzad: 
31-33->l~m b u m L ~ & # ~ ~ s r  an a c t i v e  o rilhen 
r e t i r e d  f i reman d i e s  w i thou t  necessary tune ra l  expensesr t h e  
board s n a i l  app rop r ia te  trom tne tuna a sudi n o t  exceedinq 
one nundred uo l  lars  t o  tne  rtden SU~vlVlrJbbYuUbt or tam; l y 
or otner p e r  s o n  p d y I I~(I 5 d i  d ~xpef tses t o r  tne  purpose of 
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a s s i s t i n q  t h e  p roper  o u r i a l  o t  s a i d  aeceased member- 
StClIUN 23- 51-30-313, ~ o l o r a d o  ~ e v i s e u  s t a t u t e s  l Y / ~ r  
i s  amended t o  read: 
1 - 3 - 3  t ~ ~ ~ ~ ; f i 1 ; L p ; s l t o & n l i n h - i sNo person 
e n t i t l e d  t o  r e c e i v e  any pens ion  t rom s a i d  tun3  excep t  
r e g u l a r l y  r e t i r e a  o t t i c e r s ,  members, o r  em9loyees o t  s a i o  
f i r e  aepartrnent and t n e i r  w + d e w s  SUKVIVINU sPclUSts m u  
c h i l d r e n  under t h e  ape o t  e i qn teen  years-
5 t L l l U . h  ~ 4 .  31-3O-6L~l~ Colorado Hevised S t a t u t e s  1 4 1 3 ,  
is amendeo r o  ri?ad: 
p o p u l a t i o n  o t  over one r~undrea  thousand and h a v l n q  a p a i d  
p o l  i c e  department d pens ion  t und  t o r  p a i a  p o l  iceaen, t h e i r  
w + d e w s  bUhVlVliJG sCIuUsts and dependent c h i  l drerr uncfier t h e  
age or  s i x t e e n  years*  dnu t n e i r  aependerlt +athe+%--ma 
metnets P A & ~ N T ~ Tt o  be k n o ~ nas t ne  "oo l  icemenY s nens ion 
tUnd"r r e t o r r e d  r o  i n  t n i s  ! ,art  6 a s  t he  w tundm-  
I j t L l l I h J  L3. 51-5U-bcid ( 1 ) ~~ o l K ~ Z V ~s e do r d r l o  b t a t u t e s  
19139 i s  ?rn?ndea LO redrl: 
~ L - ~ U - ~ U J -r ~ o r i u a - U ~ a - - ~ r u u ~ e ~ - i u ~ ~ m a n ~ -( 1 )  
l n e r e  stml l b e  l e v i utl dna s e t  a p a r t  oy  t n c ?  q o v e r n ~ n qbooy o t  
eacrl c i t y  h a v i n q  a p o p u l d t i o n  or over one nunored t~rousdrr i l  a 
t a x  t o r  t n e  yedr 1914 o r  rrot ~ ? x c e e d i n jone c e n t  on ecrcn unc 
hundred do1 1drs  o t  v a l u a t i  un t o r  assebsnlent o t  t a x a o l t? 
p r o p e r t y  i n  sucn c i t y  t i j r  s a i a  year as a tuna  f o r  t he  
pens ion in : j  o t  c r  i p p l e a  ano a i  s a ~ l c a  members o t  t n e  pdi u 
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po l  i c e  depdr tmsnt r  t h e i r  w + 5 0 ~ 3  SUAJAVlNG b Y d U b t 3  and 
dependent c n i l d r e n  under t h e  aqe o t  s i x t e e n  years*  and t n e i r  
aependent +sthets-and-rnetht+s Pni-itNIb* A l i k e  t a x  sna l  l be 
l e v i e d  and set a p a r t  t o r  t h e  same purpose i n  each succeedinq 
year when t h e  amount and v a l u e  o t  p r o g e r t y  t o  t n e  c r e d i t  o t  
sucn fund  f a l l s  oelow th ree  hundred thousand d o l l a r s  d s  o t  
tne aats o t  5eptember 1- i t  d u r i n q  any year succeeoinq 1313 
t n e r e  i s  t o  t h e  c r e u i t  o r  sucn tuna on beptemuer 1 p r o p e r t y  
an0 tunas or Less va lue  trtan r r l ree  nunared tn0USdnd c l o l l a r s ~  
t r le  qove rn inq  m a y  o t  such c i t y  shah l l e v y  arlo s e t  a p a r t  t o r  
t h e  year succeedinq d t a x  or one c e n t  on edcn o n e  nundreu 
do1 l a r s  o t  v d l u a t i o ~ r  f o r  dssessment o t  t l w  taxawle  u r o u e r t y  
i n  s a i a  c i t y  wrwre s d i t j  c o n d ~ t i v n  occurs  t o r  s d i d  year a s  :J 
tuna  t o r  t h e  purposes d e t  i r w a  i n  t h i s  s u t s e c t i o n  ( 1 ) -
btZTLUN L b .  31-3u-b04r  Lo lo rado  keviseci b t a t u t e s  L V l 5 r  
i s  amenaed t o  read: 
31-3u-604- LPUSol - Uumfnf;s- I h e  ~ o a r a  snal l 
nave e x c f u s i v e  corrtrol  dnd manaqement ot the t unll m J  a1 l 
moneys donatea, p d i d r  o r  dssessed t o r  tne r e l  i e f  o r  
pens ion ing  o t  d is .3b led memoers o t  tne  p o l i c e  departrrlc: n t  T 
t i r e  ir r+dew% > U u V l V l r ' r ~ ~  depenaent c h i  l underL ~ u U b t . ) dnd a r e n  
the  age o f  s i x t e e n  y e d r s ~  and t h e i r  aependent +ethet%-and 
metket3 PAKtNlb and s n a l l  assess each member o t  cne po l  i c e  
department m e  ne rcen t  o t  t n e  s a l a r y  ot  sucn member* I h e  
assessment shah l oe deducted and w i trrnel a t row t r ~ e  rnontrll y 
pay o f  edch memuer so dssessed and p l a c e d  b y  t h e  t r e a s u r e r  
or sucn c i t y  t o  t n e  o rde r  o t  sucn toaro, 
-
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SkLTlON L l r  31-30-aUb ( L )t Co lorado Kevi sea searutes  
1973, i s  amended t o  read: 
31-30-butlr ~ ~ i n a ~ - ~ A i & a n i U v J e n L - - =  
P m g f i r i K i g ~ - ( L )  Upon sucn r e t i r e m e n t  t h e  board snall 
o r d e r  t t ~ e  payment t o  such d i s a o l e d  member o f  such p o l  i c e  
department f rom sucn pens ion  tuna o r  d sun1 equal co one-ha l t  
t h e  month1 y compensdtion a1 lowed t o  sucn o t t  i c e r t  memuert o r  
employee as s a l a r y  a t  the ddte o t  h i s  r e t i r s ~ s e n t ~  ~t any 
memoer o r  s a i d  po l  i c e  deparrment t  w n i  i e  i n  tne performance 
o t  n i s  d u t y t  i s  k i l l e d ,  d i e s  4 s  a r e s u l t  or an i n - j u r y  
r e c e i v e d  i n  t h e  l i n e  o t  n i s  du t y  o r  u t  dny d isedse  
c o n t r a c t e d  by r-.asotr or h i s  o c c u p a t i o n t  d i e s  f rom m y  cause 
whacever as t r w  r e s u l t  o t  h i s  s e r v i c e s  i n  s a i d  de r~d r tmen t t  
o r  u i e s  w n i l e  i n  t h e  s e r v i c e  o r  on the  r e t i r e a  l i s t  t rom a n y  
cause and leaves  a w t d e w  s U K V I V I N ~  SPUUSL o r  d de+endent 
c h i l d  under s i x t e e n  years  s u r v i v i n g  or, i t  unmar r ied t  i 2 s v e s  
a dependent +atnet-and-methe+-et-etthr?? rAKtNl5 s u r v i v i n q q  
t h e  board  s n a i l  d i r e c t  ttre p a y m e n t  f rom t h e  t u n a t  monthly, 
t o  sucn w t d a w  b U H V 1 V I N b  3Pu1JStt w n i l e  urrnj.Jrriadr ut  t r l i r t y  
oal I d r s t  and t o r  edcrl c n i  l d t  whi i t 2  urirndrried, u n t i  1 ne 
reaches the aile o t  s i x t e e n  years, sirc do l  l d r s r  and to the 
dependent tetww--and--matnet YAK EN IS^ i t  sucn o t t i c e r r  
men~oer o r  emol oyee was unmdrr ie d ,  t n i  r t y  do1 lc ~ r s r  I h e  
pens ion t o  rhz +athct-at-methet-et--ee+h P A k t t l J  I b sna i be 
p a i d  as t o 1  lows: I t  ttre t a t n e r  i s  aearkt trre rnottler shah I 
r e c e i v e  t h e  e n t i r e  c h l r r y  a o l l d r s r  ana i t  tne nlu t~rer  i s  
deacl, t r ie r 3taer  s i ~ a l  r e c e i v e  t r l e  e r i t i  r e  r t y  dol la r s r1 t~ i i  
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and i f  butrt dre  I i v i n q ,  eacn s n d i  l r e c e i v e  t i  t t e e n  a o l l a r s .  
s t t T  I o ~ 8 .  31-ju-6119 sed bcarutes i r  T 3 ,~ o l o r a a oK e ~ i  
i r  amended co r?a6: 
31-3u-all. &mg,.emhJecr. ~ ; a m ~ m *  i sho gerswr 
e n t i t l e d  t o  r e c e i v e  any pension trom tne tund exceut d 
r e q u l a r l y  r e t i r e u  member or s reqular  memoef ot h a i o  pol  i c e  
department* n i s  w+ear bUttVAVLNb S 3 u U S t  and aependent 
chi tdren under ttti? dqe at s i x t e e n  yedrs* and h i s  de~)entlent 
+a+het-and-meehc~ ~ A K t ~ r b r  
b t L l t U N  L Y - l n i s  &ct s h ~ l  t a k eU ~ ! a i y ~ A & ~ - l 
e t t c c t  Ju ly  A *  Lr la= 
S ~ L C I U I Y  30. y l i e  qenoral dsse~nbly 
hereby rinasr eeter~ l r ines,  ana dect 3res €hat  t h r s  dc t  i 5  
necessary tor  tne immediate preservat ion  or t n e  pub l i c  
peace* neal th+ an& s a f e t y .  
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BILL C 

A BILL FOR AN ACI' 
1 CONCERNING EQUAL,ITY OF TIEAATMWT OF EITHER SEX IN CERTAIN 
2 GOVERNMENTAL,SITIJATIONS. 
Bill Summary 
(NOTE: - . , + x f ~ - - - -lies to this bill as introduced andThis sumna a 
does not necessari re ect amendments which -3= -
s u b ~ e ~ ~ e n t l d  

3 Be it enacted the General Assembly of the State of Colorado: 
SECI'ION 1. 1-2-206 (1) (d) , Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, 
is amended to read: 
1-2-206. Questions answered by elector. (1) (d) Whether a 
native-born or naturalized citizen of the United States. If a 
naturalized citizen, the applicant shall state how naturalized, 
whether by naturalization of self, parents, or othemise; 
applicant shall state to his best knowledge, infomation, and 
belief when self, parents, or if-a- #ema&e; -when-huskand SPOBE 
was naturalized, the place and time of naturalization, and by 
what court the naturalization papers were granted. 
SECI'ION 2. 23-7-103 (3) (a), Colorado Revised Statutes 
1973, is amended to read: 
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23-7-103. Presmptias and rules for determination of 
status. (3) (a) The domscile of an unemancipated minor is  t h a t  
of h is  6a+er~-er~-i5-ne-f~~+er~-e~e-e6-hi~-meehe~m or,P 
i f  one parent has custody of the minor, that of such parent; or,  
i f  there is a guardian of h i s  person, that  of such guardian, but 
only i f  the court appointing such guardian (who has legal custody 
of the minor child as defined i n  section 19-1-103 (19) (a) , 
C.R.S. 1973) cer t i f i es  that the primary prpose of such 
appointment is not to  qualify such memancipated minor as a 
resident of t h i s  s ta te  and that his parents, i f  living, do not 
provide substantial support to the minor child. 
SEmION 3. 27-26-107 (3) , Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, 
is ametnded to read: 
27-26-107. Prisoners t o  work - penalty. (3) Any sheriff,  
marshal, o r  chief of police who f a i l s  o r  refuses t o  employ 
prismers so confined, without the written consent therefor of 
the county co~rmissicmers o r  c i ty  cormcil, as the ca5e may be, 
upon conviction shall fo r fe i t  thc sum of f i f t y  dollars for each 
day he f a i l s  or  refuses to  so employ the said prisoners; But he 
shall not be required t o  employ such prisoners during inclement 
weather or upon legal holidays or  Sundays. I t  is the duty of 
, . 
such sheriff ,  marshal, o r  chief of police t o  keep an accurate 
account of the earnings of each of said prisoners less the 
expense of guarding, which said earnings shall he computed upon 
the value of the work dune, and report the same t o  the county 
comnissionors o r  ci ty colmcil, as thc case my be, once each 
month. I t  is the duty o f  the colnty co~missioners to provide for 
b 'mDick-Orten Heport - U i l l  C 
the payment out of the money so earned t o  the wirEe SmSE or 
minor children, i f  any, of such prisoner one-half of the amount 
so earned i f  such w i g e  SPOUSE o r  ninor children are  residents of 
the county wherein such prisoners are confined and such w i g e  
SPOUSE or minor children would otherwise be a public charge. 
SECTION 4. 27-26-108, Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, is  
amended t o  read: I 
2 
27-26-108. County t o  s'bpport spouse, when. When any 
able-bodied person is confined i n  the comty j a i l ,  having been 
convicted of the nonsupport of his w i f e  SPOUSE or  ninor children, 
the county shal l  pay toward the support of such w i g e  SPOUSE or 
minor children not less  t h y  f i f t y  cents nor more than one dollar  
per day fo r  each day such person so works i f  such w i g e  SPOIJSE or 
minor children would otherwise be a public charge. 
SECTION 5. 27-26-128 [ l )  (c) , Colorado Revised Statutes 
1973, is amended to read: 
27-26-128. Employment of county j a i l  prisoners. (1) (c) 
Conducting h i s  own lmsiness o r  other se l f  -employed occupation 
including in--the-ease-eh-mmm; housekeeping and attending t o  
the needs of her TIE family; 
SECTION 6. Repeal. 23-7-103 (3) (b) , Colorado Revised 
Statutes 1973, is repealed. 
SECTION 7. effect ive w. nis act  shal l  take effect  July 
1, 1976. 
SECTION 8. Safety clause. 'he general assembly hereby 
finds, detennines, and dcclpres tha t  t h i s  ac t  is necessary for  
the h e d i a t e  preservation oP the pu l~ l i c  peace, health, and 
safety. 
-
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BILL D 

A BILL FOR AN ACT 

1 PROVIDING TIIAT SEX SHALL NOT BE A BASIS FOR DISCRIMINATION. 

B i l l  Sumnary 
(NOTE: This summa a l i e s  t o  t h i s  b i l l  as introduced and 
does not n e c e ~ s d r *  which -l% 
m e q u e n t l f +  
Be it enacted 9 the General Assembly of the State of Colorado: 
SECTION 1. 22- 32- 110 (1) (cc) , and (1) (dd) , Colorado 
Revised Statutes 1973, are amended t o  read: 
22-32-110. Board of education - s ~ e c i f i c  Dowers. 
(1) (cc) To provide, in the discretion of the  local board, out 
of federal grants made available specifically for  t h i s  purpose, 
special educational services and arrangements, such as dual 
9 enrollment, educational radio and television, and mobile 
10 educat i m a l  services, for  the benefit of educationally deprived 
11 children in the district who attend nonpublic schools, without 
1 2  the requ i remnt  of f u l l  tim public school attendance, and 
13 without discrimination on the ground of race, color,  religion, 
14 SEX, o r  national origin;  
15 (dd) To provide, in the discretion of the local board, out 
1)lck-Orten Ncport - B i l l  U 
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of federal grants made available specif ical ly for  t h i s  purpose, 
.-
l ibrary resources which, for  the purposes of t h i s  t i t l e ,  man 
books, periodicals, documents, magnetic tapes, films, phonograph 
records, and other related l ibrary  materials and printed and 
published instructional materials for  the use and benefit of a l l  
children in the d i s t r i c t  and the use of teachers t o  benefit a l l  
children in the d i s t r i c t ,  both i n  the public and nonpublic 
schools, without charge and without discrimination on the ground 
of race, color, religion, SEX, o r  national origin; 
SECTION 2. 23-30-102 (2) ,Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, 
is m n d e d  t o  read: 
23-30-102. Board body corporate. (2) The s t a t e  board of 
agriculture has the paver t o  lease rea l  and personal property, 
the ownership of which is vested in the Colorado s t a t e  
university, for  a term not t o  exceed eighty years t o  s t a te  o r  
federal governmental agencies and t o  persons o r  corporations, 
public or  private, for  the construction, use, operation, 
maintenance, and improvement of research and developmnt 
f ac i l i t i e s  and also, but not t o  be used for  private prof i t ,  
health and recreation f ac i l i t i e s, dormitories, and living, 
dining, classroom, laboratory, and group housing buildings and 
fac i l i t i e s .  None of the property so leased or  inprovements 
constructed thereon shal l  be used in any manner which 
discriminates against anyone because of race, creed, color, SEX, 
or  religion. Nothing in t h i s  subsection (2) shal l  constitute 
authority t o  lease any real  property vested in the university t o  
any fraterni ty,  Sorority, or  other social organization. 
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SECTION 3. 23-41-104 (2), Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, 
is amnded to  read: 
23-41-104. Control - managenrent. (2) The board of 
trustees has the power t o  lease, for  terms not exceeding eighty 
years, real o r  personal property, o r  both, to  s ta te  o r  federal 
governmental agencies, persons, or  ent i t ies ,  public or  private, 
for the construction, use, operation, maintenance, and 
improvement of research and development fac i l i t i es ,  health and 
recreation fac i l i t i es ,  dormitories, and living, dining, and group 
housing buildings and fac i l i t i es  or  for any of such purposes and 
t o  buy land and construct buildings and fac i l i t i es  therefor. 
None of the grounds so leased nor any of the improvements 
constructed thereon shal l  be used in any manner which 
discriminates against anyone because of race, creed, color, SEX, 
or religion. The board of trustees has the power t o  borrow money 
in conjunction with such construction and leases and t o  ass is t  in  
effecting any of such purposes. Any actions taken prior t o  May 
27, 1965, by the board of trustees consistent with any power 
granted in this  subsection (2) are ra t i f ied and validated. 
SECTION 4. 23-50-111 (1) ,Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, 
as amended, is amended t o  read: 
23-50-111. Additional powers of trustees. (1) The 
tnistees of the s ta te  colleges i n  Colorado also have the power t o  
lease portions of the college grounds of the university of 
southern Colorado t o  private persons and corporations for the 
construction of dormitory, living, dining, or cottage buildings 
and t o  rent, lease, mintain,  operate, and purchase such 
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buildings a t  such s ta te  colleges under its control, a l l  i n  the 
manner provided by and subject t o  the limitations contained in  
sections 23-56-103 t o  23-56-109; except that  none of the grounds 
so leased nor any of the improvements constructed thereon shall  
be used for the purpose of housing fraternit ies,  sorori t ies,  o r  
other such student clubs or  organizations; and except that  none 
of such grcnmds o r  improvements shal l  be used in  any manner which 
discriminates against anyone because of race, creed, color, SEX, 
o r  re l ig im;  and except that  a l l  the improvements constructed 
therem shall  be operated and managed by said s t a t e  college. 
SEerION 5. 24-34-305 (1) (f) and (1) ( i )  ,Colorado Revised 
Statutes 1973, are amended t o  read: 
24-34-305. Powers and duties of cansnission. (1) (f) To 
issue such publications and reports of investigations and 
research as in  its judgment w i l l  tend t o  promote good w i l l  among 
the various racial ,  religious, and ethnic groups of the s t a t e  and 
which w i l l  tend t o  minimize o r  eliminate discrimination i n  
enpllayment because of race, creed, color, SEX, national origin, 
o r  ancestry. Publicatims of the comnission circulated in  
quantity outside the executive branch shall  be issued in  
accordance with f iscal  rules promlgated by the controller 
pursuant t o  the provisicms of section 24-30-208. 
( i )  To make recommendations t o  the general assembly for 
such further legislation concerning discrimination because of 
race, creed, color, SEX, national origin, or ancestry as it may 
deem necessary and desirable ; 
SIXXION 6. 24-34-403 (7) ,Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, 
Dick-Orten Heport - H i l l  1, 
is amended t o  read: 
24-34-403. Definitions. (7) "Person" rrreans one or more 
individuals, partnerships, associations, corporations, legal 
representatives, trustees, or  receivers; any owner, lessee, 
proprietor, manager, employee, or any agent of such person; and 
the s ta te  of Colorado and a l l  c i t i e s ,  towns, and pol i t ica l  
subdivisions and agencies thereof, but shall not include any 
nonprofit, fraternal,  educational, or social organization or  
club, unless such nonprofit, fraternal,  educational , or  social 
organization or club has the purpose of promoting discrimination 
in the matter of housing against any person because of race, 
creed, color, SEX, national origin, or  ancestry. 
SXI'ION 7. 25-3-401 (2), Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, is 
amended to  read: 
25-3-401. Depar tmt  of health t o  administer plan. 
(2) The s ta te  plan established under subsection (1) of th i s  
section shall  provide for adequate hospital fac i l i t i es  for the 
people residing in  the s ta te ,  without discrimination on account 
of race, creed, SEX, or  color, and shall  provide for adequate 
hospital fac i l i t i es  for  persons unable t o  pay therefor. The 
department of health shall ,  a f t e r  consultation with the advisory 
council established in  section 25- 3-402, provide min imum 
standards for the maintenance and operation of hospitals which 
receive federal aid under th i s  part 4, and compliance with such 
standards shall be required in  the case of hospitals which have 
received federal aid under the provisions of said federal act ,  or  
any amendments thereto. 
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1 SECTION 8. Effective date. This act shall take effect July 
2 1, l976.  
3 SIjCTION 9. Safety clause. The general assenhly hereby 
4 finds, determines, and declares that this act is necessary for 
5 the inmidiate preservaticn of the public peace, health, and 
6 safety. 





A BILL FOR AN ACT 
1 C-IN SUPKRT (XUIERS IN  PA'I'BUITY PROCEWINGS, AND WIDING 
2 FOR CONSIDERATION UF nui m m t s  CAPABILITY TO HIWIDE 
3 SWPORT. 
does 
(NOTE: -This .~i~Lmsumna l i e s  -t o  -th is  b i l l  as introduced and 
not necessari re  ect anvsndinents which 3-
--
~ e q ~ ~ n r t i d  
4 ile it enacted --- the General Assembly of the State of Colorado: - --7-
5 S X T I O N  1, 19-6-105 (3) (a), Colorado Revised Statutes 
6 1973, is amended to  read: 
-7 19-6-105, Orders, (3) (a) In a proceeding i n  which the 
8 court has nude an orcler declaring paternity, the court may order 
9 the father t o  pay weekly or  a t  other fixed periods a f a i r  and 
10 reasonable sun1 for the support and education of the child unt i l  
11 the child is eighteen years of age TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION IklE 
12  CAPABILITY UE' lliE bWllIEI! TO YRUVIUli SUPPOI<T, or  in the discretion 
13 of the court unt i l  the child is twenty-one years of age, unless 
14 the support order is ternhated sooner because tlrc child becomes 
15 self-supporting or is logally emancipated, taking into 
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1 consideration those other persons legally entitled to support by 
2 the father, 
3 SECTION 2, Effective date, This act shall take effect July 
4 1, 1976. 
5 SECTION 3, Safety clause, The general assembly hereby 
6 finds, determines, and declares that this act is necessary for 
7 the inmediate preservation of the public peace, health, and 
8 safety, 





I fee$ l ike  the man whose wife sent him t o  the store 
t o  pick up a package >of "Hamburger Helper" 'but neglected to  
t e l l  him which variety she wanted, 
After he looked over the shelves stooked with hundreds 
of boxes of l lHelpe~u,it suddenly h i t  him thgt no matterwhich' 
one 	he chose, he was going to mrin good hamburgez?. 
There have bean many times In the l a s t  f e w  months when 
I have asked rayself and otbexat' "Whaf in the he l l  am I doing 
on th i s  committee'fn 
I look aravnd th i s  room artd 4. see wmeh as Both sides 
of th i s  issue, ready t o  do ba t t le  if  necessary fox thei r  point 
of view, 
I have .Wtnesaed q e  .#PBLPS&&re. th&qcommi%tee better 
coverage t;haja that ~ ~ V B R -%O.bsrsu(grihiwhich BWt$ayebnsidsr 
more important. I have triad to gn&Syze '$:hi&,-v&Lueof  this  
comyittss compared with that of the other f b w  emtnittees of 
which I aar r member: -
, , '.,.: .': 
Y the ConnaittesA&v~verWetxo o L i t ~ n  Water 
(a red& irnportxnt;~ t d ;  
(2) %he Gomaaittee on Business Affairs and Labor 
<wM-chde&,s with issues sa~krj-b~ q t 5 e ~ b g  
ms s t a b  workmen 's sat$-* diotlD matt-
* # g36qmWt insurance 1 
(3) 	 -the~bnmritteeon Local @b?&rment (which i s  
rewriting the sGL+&$99lll~gA ~ W S  ; and 
,(4) t b  ~ p W . t t # eon &$&s&&o<(i ppponderant
peroeebger. 0%stat@$%tiids'arespmt for d-
wst5on ,pwpa;ses). 
. On Fkidag men I face two committee mee.tiing8 - Educa-
tion and h e a l  Gov@=ent - af ter  spending all. day Thursday 
a t  the lleaWllg o f  tMs Cowittee on Equal Rights Amendments, 
I am drained emoWmally, Perhaps t h i s  committee is the most 
3.b1portan.t one of a13 - on this ,point  I sh&:,-%~$ t a  elaborate 
later.  on. 
f heax&one IBPWsay %hereare Snore Wmen, than men as 
-	 the ~pa@rtpu!ppor%er~of faptS3sss%, .1$. %nmq this  is u n t x ~ 3to-
day, w, ifour divorce pate oontigg8e t o  clinb, it cmld be 
8 t-38~ OPTOW OW^ 
People have tr@vabXe$-fmnWa .Ohio, A~izona, 
Tennessee and other point $8 right What 
i a  wrong about the ;&412aX 

t o  create, t o  achieve,greatness as thouamds of women have done 
before you: Madam Curie Amelia Earhart, Helen Keller, You 
could never qonvhce me tha t  they wanted t o  be average. This 
was long before t h i s  propaganda about the Rual Rights Amend- 
ments, 
1 ask you, what i g  t o  stop you in this country today? 
What new sunrifle w i l l  the amsnbnents give you which you do not 
already have tod'ay? i 
You want to be wsqua3111Bo men, ya'tl want to be our "av-
erage", I wodl.d:siapLp sap this  t o  y m ,  we are  lucky if our 
bsltt;tng averag6 i a  s ~ m d.250. Let us a l l  t r y  t o  excel and 
you tm b~df.~~thi d@simlll-Ufe but don't if t r y  
to come ~$QM@?do our ... .. TW is oot he way b e r i c af .  
becanae a great n~tian.' 
bt mi# give you so*@ ,qbo<esha.sxperts and just plain 
people. I sbll s t a r t  wid?.former S&tb;r 8am Ervin: 'I If 
2%of t h i s  federal and 
s orders of federal gov-
2'ox.otsment rather  than a 
, S%ce -ERA i s  gg& self-
strifo-rclng thi t wilS survive ERA, and 
-en vili & s, - wLth no more remedies 
%ban t h y  p ~ e s m t l yebJoy,!' 
, a  
If tbb iedexa1 Equal Mghts & m & ~ ~ t  would'is~at i i ie1;
'ha&'?mderthe equal
.6i"4k;P$ for . the bene- 
\ - , 
A s 
I 




.':Afrom ~ e v ~ d a j :  PkkG, legislator
has no r ight  to' o to Cars& City and vq away to the  federal 
government t h e - r  f@ts of the  states.  Pt ccbsti tutes nothing 
short ctf poUticaL 
Hilma V. Skinner of Boulder: "The news media report 3 
, ' million divorcees are l e f t  f inancial ly stranded des t i tu te ,
since the wcpsM9n1s movement has changed the c o u r b r  view ofG* 
&en% r ight  ' to  be tfwpual'. It; i s  widely racogfilzsd the move- 
ment has been at major f a c b r $I.I the destruetloh of 'UUP moral 
standards ctnd o w  crime .sqte,lr ‘Asky+~~.ket$ag , 
Cornon Sense: *%Idc k o t  su port kn ameridment that de-
f i e s  every deflait2oa af-.goaji 1egi.s!at&= in th,t i$does not 
presenC a c&ear out soXutian to s e,q;ific prablems; an amend-
ment that raises W P ~wstionsr. &an 'it 'Wbirers. cannot 
support an a r ~ ~ n W n ftha t  F t h s r  .away;S t a f  4a ' rights
i n  favor of leg%X.ation on the pebbsV3i Q&&c .We cannot oom-
m i t  our children t o  a course we c m &  ebsa~Xysee." 
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wWe try t o  raise 6- children to have pride i n  them- 
selves and to accept responsfbility, both male and female. 
b e WQ, then to  tell them, as young adults, t o  forget what we 
told Chm when they were children - %hat respansFbility thing 
i a  old-fashioned now, J u t  go out and have a ball,  
